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1. INTRODUCTION 
Recently, Gorenstein and Walter [15, 171, have noted that any finite 
group G (all the groups considered in this paper are finite) has a unique 
maximal semisimple normal subgroup, denoted by L,(G), or, more simply, 
by L(G). In this definition, a semisimple group means a central product of 
quasisimple groups, and a quasisimple group is a perfect central extension of 
a simple group. Such a subgroup has also been studied by Bender [4] and by 
Goldschmidt [12], who denote it by E(G), in connection with the extended 
Fitting subgroup of a group. The (quasisimple) components of L(G) are the 
quasisimple normal subgroups of L(G). 
If G is a group we define, following Gorenstein and Walter [16], 9(G) to 
be the set of components of L(H/O(H)) as H ran g es over the centralizers of 
involutions of G. We say that a quasisimple group G is of Bender type iff 
G/Z(G) is isomorphic to one of the simple groups appearing in the conclusion 
of Bender’s theorem [5], namely, PSL(2, 2”), S,Z(~~~-~) and PSU(3, 2”), 
n > 2. Since PSL(2, 4) z PSL(2, 5) it follows from this definition that 
PSL(2, S), and therefore also SL(2,5), are of Bender type. In order to 
overcome certain complications arising from this isomorphism, we make the 
following definition. 
DEFINITION 1.1. If K 4 H C G and H/Kg PSL(2, 4) we say that H/K 
is evenly embedded in G iff N,(H/K)/HC,(H/K) has odd order, and that 
H/K is oddly embedded in G in the contrary case. 
The logic behind this definition is that if L g PSL(2, 4) is a component of 
L(Co(a)/O(Co(a))), a an involution of G, and is evenly embedded in 
C,(a)/O(C,(u)), then, in a sense made explicit later, it is G-balanced, a 
characteristic property of linear groups over fields of characteristic 2, whereas 
if it is oddly embedded it is not G-balanced. 
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The object of this paper is to prove the following theorem. 
THEOREM I .2. Suppose G is a simple group such that Y(G) =L and 
every element of Y(G) is of Bender type. In addition, suppose that no element 
of Y(G) is isomorphic to SL(2, 5), and that if L E Z(G), L s PSL(2, 4), a 
component (say) of L(C,(a)/O(C,(a))), a an involution of G, then Id is eFlenlM\* 
embedded in C,(a)/O(C,(a)). Then G “’ Rd, J1 OY Jz . 
In the above statement, Rd denotes Rudvalis’s new simple group [7], 
J1 denotes Janko’s first group [22], and Jz Janko’s second group, of order 
2’.33.5’L.7 [23]. 
The theorem can be restated as follows. 
THEOREM 1.3. Suppose G is a simple group and that erel:,j element (4 
9(G) is of Bender type. In addition, suppose that no element of Y(G) is iso- 
morphic to SL(2, 5), and that ifL E 9(G), L E PSL(2,4), a component (say) 
of L(C,(a)/O(Cc(a))), a an involution of G, thelt L is evenl>l embedded in 
C,(a)iO(C,(a)). Then either G z Rd, J1 or Jz , OY ezlery centralizer of an 
involution in G is 2-constrained. 
This last fact yields as a particular case the theorem that if G is a minimal 
counterexample to the assertion that the Suzuki groups are the only simple 
groups of order prime to 3, then G has all its centralizers of involutions 2- 
constrained (see Thompson [35]). 
Our method is first of all to invoke the theorems of Gorenstein and \Valter 
[16] and Aschbacher [3] to obtain that G must have all its centralizers of 
involutions core-free. The next step is to attempt to show that if a4 is an 
elementary abelian 2-subgroup of G of maximal rank, subject to the condition 
L(C,(a)) f 1 for some a E iz#, then the groups L(C,(a)), a E iz*, commute 
with each other, and hence generate a semisimple subgroup, denoted L(A), 
of G. If this is possible, analysis of the fusion pattern of involutions in 
NG(L(A)) yields a contradiction to Goldschmidt’s strongly closed abelian 
subgroup theorem [12]. On the other hand, if this construction breaks down, 
we show that G has an elementary abelian 2-subgroup il,, commuting with 
a simple group S of Bender type such that for each a E Aof, =I,, x S ~3 C,(a) 
and C,(a) n C,(S) = A,. That is, C,;(a) is just -3,, x S, apart from some 
outer automorphisms of S. In this case, analysis of the fusion pattern of 
involutions allows us to construct a Sylow 2-subgroup of G, and hence derive 
a contradiction, except in the cases 2, x Z, x Sz(8), Za x PSL(2, 4), 
Z, x Zt x PSL(2, 4), which lead to Rd, J1 and J2 , respectively. Concur- 
rently with this research, the simple groups G having such subgroups A,, 
and S, without the outer automorphisms (or, in some cases, with the pos- 
sibility of outer automorphisms of S having trivial action on --I,,) have been 
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determined, by Dempwolff [lo], Smith [30], Lyons [26], and Landrock [25], 
but the possible presence of outer automorphisms of S having nontrivial 
action on A, prevents us from directly quoting these results. In fact, we 
make use only of Dempwolff’s result, apart from using Smith’s to deal with 
the case Z, x Z, x PSL(2, 4). 
Our notation is as in [28], with certain additional points which we note 
below. For permutation groups, we follow the notation of Wielandt [37]. 
If K Q Hc G, we define &H/K) to be the subgroup of A(H/K) given 
by conjugation by elements of G; that is, identifying elements of G with 
automorphisms induced by conjugation in the usual fashion, =I,(H/K) m: 
~V,(WK)IG(WK). 
1Ve extend the definition of [16] to say that if L is a component of L(C), 
C T= C,(a)/O(C,(u)), a an involution of G, then L is a G-balanced component 
iff for each X satisfying A,-(L) 2 X 2 Inn(L), and each involution x E ;Y, 
O(C,(x)) == 1. In fact, if L is a Bender type quasisimple group, then L is 
always G-balanced, except for L g PSL(2, 4) or SL(2, 5). In the former 
case, L is G-balanced iff it is evenly embedded in C. (Note that if 0 is a field 
automorphism of order 2 acting on Gr PSU(3, q), 4 = 2’“, then C,(0) z 
PSL(2, 9). Indeed, if we view G as the quotient by its centre of all 3 x 3 
matrices X, with det X = 1, over GF(Q’) satisfying XX’ == I, then C,(0) is 
the quotient by its center of the collection of all such matrices, S, over 
GF(Q) satisfying XX’ = 1. X therefore preserves a certain symmetric 
bilinear form over V(3, 4) which has a subspace of dimension 2 consisting 
of all isotropic vectors. These are permuted linearly by X and the effect of 
X on this subspace determines its effect on the whole space (cf. [I 1, Section 
231.1 
As noted above, we let L(G) be the unique maximal normal semisimple 
subgroup of G. For brevity, we write L(a) for L(C,(a)) when a E G. More 
generally, we write L(u, b ,...) for L(C,(u, b ,... )). Also, we set L(A) == 
(L(u) 1 a E A#). We follow the notation of [15] for L,(G) and L,,,,(G). 
m(G) denotes the order of the Schur multiplier of G. 
If K > k are fields such that K is a finite separable normal extension of h, 
we define, as usual, 
and 
TrKika = C 010, 
BEG 
where G is the Galois group of K/k. In particular, if k =.= G$‘(q) and K == 
GF($), then Tr cy. = (Y + (~q and Nol = o~r+q. In this situation, we often 
write 5 for &. 
481/40/r -9 
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In certain calculations, we use an asterisk to denote a value or an element 
of some appropriate group or field, for which a special name is not necessarv. 
Let r(G) denote the minimum number of generators for G. Then we set 
m,(G) max(r(P)) as P ranges over abelian p-subgroups of G, and r,(G) = 
mas(v(P)) as I’ ranges over all p-subgroups of G, called, respectively, the 
p-rank and the sectional p-rank of G. Equivalently, Y,(G) = max(m,(HjK)) 
as H/k’ ranges over all sections of G. 
2. PRELIMINARY LEMMAS 
First of all, we collect together some established facts about the Bender 
type groups. 
lJ~~~~~~~ 2.1. The Schur multiplier of a simple group of Bender type is 
trivial, except in the following cases: 
(i) nz(PSL(2, 4)) = 2, with covering group SL(2, 5); 
(ii) m(S’z(8)) = 4, with covering group denoted S(8); 
(iii) m(PSU(3, 2”)) = 3 ifn (> 1) is odd, with coveringgroup SU(3,2”). 
Proof. For the groups PSL(2, 2”) see Huppert [20, V. 25.71. For SZ(~~~~-~) 
see Alperin and Gorenstein [l]. For PSU(3, 2”), see Griess [18]: since 
1 Z(SU(3, 2’“)): == (3, 2’” + I), and 3 i 2” + 1 iff n is odd, (iii) follows. 1 
LEMAIA 2.2. Suppose CY is an automorphism of a perfect group H, acting 
trivially on H/Z(H). Then OL is trivial on H. 
Proof. By hypothesis, if 11 E H, ha = hp(h) for some /3(/l) E Z(H). Clearly, 
/3 E Hom(H, Z(H)) 1-z 1. 1 
LEMMA 2.3. The outer automorphism group of a simple group of Bender 
type associated with the field GF(2”) is given by 
(i) jeld automorphisms forming a cyclic group of order n, and 
(ii) diagonal automorphisms giving a cyclic group of order 3, only, in the 
case PSC’(3, 2”) n odd. 
Proof. See [31]. i 
LEMMA 2.4. Let S be a Sylow 2-sub<group of a simple group G of Bender 
tylpe, over GF(q), q = 2”. Then 
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(i) Q,(S) = Z(S) has order q; 
(ii) in the case PSL(2, q), S is abelian; 
(iii) in the cases &z(q) and PSU(3, q), S’ = Z(S) and 1 S ( = q2 and 
q3, respectively; 
(iv) there exists un element 4 E G of order q - 1 normulising S and 
acting transitively on Z(S)#; 
(v) in the case PSU(3, q), there exists an element 77 E G of order (q + 1)/d, 
d = (3, q + I), centralizing Z(S) and such that [S, 71 = S; 
(vi) in the case PSU(3, q), S = ((x, y) j x, y E GF(p), y + y == XX with 
(X,y)(%t) =(x+%y+t+xz):; 
( 3 
VII in the case &z(q), S = {(x, y) 1 x, y E GF(q), with (x, y)(.z, t) = 
( x + z, J’ + t + xz*)}, where z + z* is the field automorphism of GF(q) whose 
square is z --+ z2. 
Proof. These results follow easily for PSL(2, q). For Sz(q), see [33]. 
For PSU(3, q), consider the representation of PSU(3, q) as the quotient 
by its centre of the collection of those elements X E SL(3, q’) satisfying 
A Sylow 2-subgroup is given by those matrices 
1 xy 
[ 1 0 1 x 001 
with y + 3 = XX, giving (vi). The rest is now straightforward. 1 
LEMMA 2.5. Let k = GF(q), K = GF(q2), q = 2’“. Let x, y E K be such 
that Tr x = Try and Nx = Ny. Then x =: y or yg. 
Proof. Denote y” by 3. We have x + I == y + 7, so that with z = x + F, 
z = 5. Now XLT == yjj = (x + Z)(X + Z) = XX + z(x + X) + x2, whence 
.z -= 0 or x $ x and the lemma follows. 1 
LEMMA 2.6. Let S be a Sylow 2-subgroup of PSU(3, 2”), and let d r-= 
CAt,,(Z(S)). Then I A 1 = 2211’+1 (q f l), given by a cyclic group of auto- 
morphisms of order q + 1, together with the field automorphism s ---f .x*, and 
automorphisms centralizing S/Z(S). I n p t’ 1 ar zcu ur, if 01 is an automorphism of 
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order 2 centra&ing Z(S) but not S/Z(S), then C,(a) := Z(S), and OL inzerts 
the inz)erse image in S of Cs,Z(s~(~). 
Proof. The structure of A follows from the fact that, in the notation of 
Lemma 2.4(vi), (x, J) - (XE, y) is an automorphism of order q f 1, where 
E is a primitive q + l’st root of 1 in GF(q2), and (x, y) + (z, 7) is also an 
automorphism of S, and both centralize Z(S). We have to show that these 
are the only automorphisms nontrivial on S/Z(S). Now, A permutes the 
cosets .rZ(S), x $Z(S), with x2 = (0, l), and we have already seen that it 
permutes these transitively. So, it suffices to show that an automorphism 
of S fixing Z(S) and (1, *) Z(S), but not centralizing S/Z(S), must act like 
.V - “V on S/Z(S). The automorphisms centralizing S/Z(S) and Z(S) are 
given by X---L X/~(X) where p E Hom(S/Z(S), Z(S)). This last group is 
elementary of order 22q12. 
Thus, let CY be an automorphism of S fixing (1, *) Z(S) and Z(S). Kow, 
[(x, *), (j!, e)] = (0, x7 + ZJ~). Hence if ?c” E GF(q2) is given by (XI, “) 
Z(S) : : (x, *)” Z(S), ~“7” + Py” = xy + %y. In particular, if we set x :- 1 
we obtain TryE = Try. Again, (x, *)* = (0, xl+*), so that we also have 
NJJ~ ~~ -Yyl. Thus, by Lemma 2.5, y” y or y for each y. Finally, suppose 
y” # y but I 1 7 K. Then sVyn + P-Y* ~-~- .xy + %y gives (x + %)(y + 4) : 0, 
whence s x. 
Finally, suppose 01 E il is of order 2 but does not centralize S/Z(S). Then 
without loss, pi: (x, y) - (2, y + Q(x)) for some 8 t Hom(S/Z(S), Z(S)). 
Thus, cy’?: (x, y) - (x, y + 0(x) -+ e(z)) an d so 0(x) -= B(X) for all x E GF(q”), 
whence Q(.v - X) = 0. But as x ranges over GF(q6), x + X ranges over 
GF(q), so that 0 vanishes on GF(q). Now, (x, y) E C,(U) gives s = 5, 3’ : 
y + 0(x), so that x E GF(q), 0(x) =m 0, and y ==I y. But now x$ = y t y 0, 
so x 0, giving C,(a) := Z(S). Finally, 01 acts on X {(x, y) 1 N E GF(q); b!, 
(x, ~9) + (3, y) and (s, y)(x, y) -= (0, ~1 c ji + XX) = (0, 0), so that (Y inverts 
S as asserted. 1 
I,EMMA 2.7. Suppose -4 is an elementary abelian central subgroup of a 
2-group S such that S/A is also elementary abelian, and suppose that each coset 
of A in S contains an inaolution. Then S is elementary abelian. 
PYOO~. It suffices to show that exp S = 2. But if s E S and a E A then 
(xa)” ,v’!, whence the result. B 
LEXIR~.\ 2.8. Suppose that G : (71 :.’ G, fi\ .. ,< G,, H, 
Hz \I y H, , where Gi , Hi are directly indecomposable JOY each i. Then, 
after a possible rearrangement of the Hi’s, Gj g Hi and G,’ :-= Hi’ for each i. 
Proof. Lt’e follow the proof of [20, 1.12.51, to obtain a normal auto- 
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morphism 01 of G such that Gi” = Hi for each i, and g” == gz with z E Z(G). 
Thus, g ---f [g, a] is a homomorphism of Gi -+ Z(G), whence 01 is the identity 
on Gil, giving the result. 1 
LEMMA 2.9. (i) Let S be a Sylow 2-subgroup of G = PSlJ(3, q), q = 2”, 
n > 2; tlzen S and Co(Z(S)) are directly indecomposable. 
(ii) Let S be a Sylow 2-subgroup of G, a quasisimplegroup with G/Z(G) E 
Sz(q), q =- 22F1-1m1. Then S is directly indecomposable. 
Proof. \\‘e first of all deal with S. In all cases, S has an automorphism 19 
that is transitive on the involutions of S’/[S, S’]. If S = S, x ... x S, with 
each S, directly indecomposable, then by Lemma 2.8 0 permutes the groups 
S,‘/[S, , Si’], which gives a contradiction to the transitivity of 0, unless all 
but one of the Si’s is abelian. But then if (say) S, is nonabelian, then 
S’ == S,’ contains all the involutions of S, whence r = 1 as required. Finally, 
let C = C,(Z(S)) =-= S(T), 17 of order (q + 1)/d, d = (3, q f 1). Now, 
[T, S] := S, so that C’ =: S. Thus, if C = C, x ... x C, , then since S is 
directly indecomposable, we may take C,’ = S and C, ,.,., C,. abelian. 
Hence, if r 3 2, C, x ... x C,. 5 Z(C) = Z(S) C C, . It follows that r .= 1 
as required. 1 
LWMA 2.10. Let G s PSU(3, 2’“), n > 2, and let 0 be an irwolution 
acting on G like a field automorphism of order 2, and H = Co(e). Then H 
is contained in a unique maximal subgroup H* of G, and H* z-2 H x C, 
C cyclic. 
Proof. We have already remarked that H g PSL(2, q), q = 2’&, so that 
if A is a Sylow 2-subgroup of H, A s E, . Let A* 3 iz be a Sylow 2-subgroup 
of G. First of all, we show that IV,(H) = H. For C,(H) C C,(A) == A*(T) 
and if a E -4, Co(a) = A*(n), 7 of order (4 + 1)/d, d = (3, 4 + I), so that 
H g C,(a). Hence, C,(H) C (7). If H* C V,(H), it follows that some 
element of G induces a nontrivial field automorphism of H, which 
we may take to normalize A. Inspection of N,(A) shows that this is not the 
case, whence H* x No(H) as asserted. Now, suppose H C K C G. Since His 
simple, H = AH C AK and if ,4” L= H then KC N,(H) = H*. Otherwise, 
H C AK C G. But from the structure of A*, 4 is strongly closed in a 
Sylow 2-subgroup of K, whence we may apply [12] to deduce the structure 
of AK; namely, if .4” = K, then K,/O(K,) is a central product of an abelian 
2-group and quasisimple groups of type I and II. Now, O(H) = 1, so 
K,,/O(K,,) has a subgroup isomorphic to PSL(2, q). If Ki (1 K,,/O(K,) is a 
component of K,,/O(K,) on which H has a nontrivial projection, then since 
H is simple, KI contains a copy of H. Now, A C H and m,(G) = r(A), so 
m2(N) = m,(K,,/O(K,,)) -= r(A). H ence, K,,/O(K,) = KI 3 HO(K,,)/O(K,). 
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Now, if q > 8, it follows from [12] that K,,/O(K,J s PSU(3, q) or PSL(2, q); 
the Suzuki groups cannot arise, since 3 1 j H I. In the former case, we must 
have AK := G, as required. In the latter, O(K,,) = <C(a) n O(K,,) 1 a E A+) 
by [28, 2.2(4)]. But A u C(a), a E A+, so that [C(a) n 0(&J, A] cl 
A n O(K,,) = 1. Thus, O(K,) C C,(A), whence O(K,,) is cyclic of order 
dividing q -- 1. Taking G as the quotient by its center of those S E X(3, q’) 
satisfying 
and 6’ as ,Y - x, then we may take 
O(K,) -= ; ; (02 ; \ 
! I 1 0 0 ci
for some E satisfying &+l =.- 0, since 0(&J is upper triangular from the 
above, and similarly it is also lower triangular. But now H contains 
[ 0 ca 0  1 d 0b 1 
with ab + cd I= 1, and this centralizes 0(&J. If q = 4 or 8, we may argue 
similarly, unless Ku = K,/O(K,,) is of type II (in the sense of [12]), but not -- 
isomorphic to PSL(2, 5). But now if a E A#, CKO(u) = CRO(a) does 
normalize A, whereas A o C,(a), a contradiction. u 
LEMMA 2. I 1. Let pa, q8 be two prime powers whose difference is 1. Then 
one prime, say p, is 2, and the other is a Fermat or Mersenne prime. .Voreover, 
,5l = 1 unless p” == 8 and q4 T- 9. 
Proof. Since one of p’, q8 is even, we may suppose p :m- 2 without loss. 
Thus, qfi = 2e + 1. If q6 = 2” ~- 1, then 01 > 1 and so q4 i-r -1 (mod 4). 
Hence /!I is odd and so (qB + l)/(q + 1) == qo-l - q”p” + ... 2 1 is an odd 
divisor of qa + 1 = 2&. Thus, /3 := 1 as required. If qS =: 2% J- 1 and /3 is odd, 
then again (qfl - I)/(q ~- 1) is an odd divisor of qa - 1 = 2Y, giving p zP 1. 
Hence, we may assume /3 mm. 27. Then 2” ~- (qy ~ I)(q’ + I), so that 
q” - 1 and qy $- 1 are both powers of 2. Thus, q’ -~ 3, giving the csceptional 
Casey = 8, q8 = 9. 1 
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LEnlnr.4 2.12. Suppose E is an elementary abelian 2-group of rank n, and 0 
an inoolution acting on E. Then r(Ce(0)) > fn. 
Proof. The map x + [x, 01 is a homomorphism of E into F = C,(0) with 
kernel F. Thus, r(E/F) < r(F), giving the lemma. [ 
LEMMA 2.13. Let K = GF(q”), q p a ower of 2. Let E C K be an additive 
subgroup of A’ of index 2, and let TV E k = GF(q) C K. Then E contains a 
solution of .Wl = p. 
Proof. Let E be a primitive q + l’st root of 1 in K and let Y be a square 
root in k of CL; this latter is possible since .x - x2 is an automorphism of k. 
Then clearly the roots of x*+l = p are I&, i =- 0 ,..., q. Suppose vG $ E for 
all i. Then V& = A f 0 (mod E) for all i, j. But 1 + E + ... + 8 = 0 and 
since q -L 1 is odd, this yields v G 0 (mod E), a contradiction. 1 
LEMMA 2.14. Suppose E is an elementary abelian group of order 22’1, and 
that (6, is a cyclicgroup of order 2’” - 1 acting reducibly and$xed point freely 
on E with all its irreducible constituents isomorphic. Suppose further that 
x E Et and F .= {I, xc’ ! i = 0, I,..., 2’” - I}. Then F is a subgroup of E. 
Proof. By Maschke’s theorem, E is a completely reducible ([)-module, 
and hence is a direct sum of two ([i-isomorphic ([)-modules, whence the 
result is clear. 1 
LEMMA 2.15. Suppose S, T are subgroups of a group G such that S (I T, 
T/S is cyclic and T is a Sylow 2-subgroup of G. Let 01 E T be such that (Ye E S. 
Suppose that in is not fused to any element of S, and that no power of (Y~ is fused 
to an element of c&. Then G has a normal subgroup of index 2. 
Proof. This is a straightforward application of the transfer theorem, 
[13, 7.3.31. 1 
LEMMA 2.16. Suppose that s acts on F = GF(q”), aiewed as an additive 
group, like a jeld automorphism of order s, and that (in the additive notation) 
sx E F. Then the extension F(x) splits. 
Proof. Let F, = GF(q) C F, and then clearly sx = /3 E F,, . Now, if (Y E F, 
s(a + x) -2 (a + x) f (cl f x) + ... + (Lx -t x) =: DC + (x + 01 - x) 7 
(2.x + a - 2.x) + .‘. + ((s - 1) x f 01 - (s - 1)x) + ss = a: + 01q + 
& + . .!L aR.q-’ + /3. Thus, we need to show that the equation XI + x’i + 
s’1’ I ~ L\-“z-l = /3 has a solution in GF(q”) for each /3 E GF(q). Now, as 
S ra:ges over GF(q”), S + Sq I ... + Xq’-1 ranges over some subset of 
GF(q). 1Ioreover, each value is repeated at most qsp’ times. Hence 
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Ay T S” + . . . $ x’s s-1 assumes (at least) @/q-l =- q distinct values, which 
gives the lemma. 1 
LEMMA 2.17. Suppose that G is a group with a 2’-Hall subgroup H, and 
suppose H is abelian. Then G is soluble. 
Pyoof. Take a minimal counterexample, G. Since G is nonsoluble, there 
is a (nonabelian) simple composition factor A/B of G, and then since B 4 
A <la G, repeated application of [20, IT’. 7.21 shows that A/B satisfies our 
hypotheses. Hence G is simple. But H # 1 and so we may choose s E H of 
prime order. Then Hc Co(x) and so 1 xc , = / G : C,(x)1 is a power of 
2. But this is impossible by [13, 4.3.21. 1 
LEMMA 2.18. Suppose Go is a transitive permutation group with Q q“, 
q ~ 2”, d odd, q > 2. Suppose that G, is isomorphic to a subgroup of the group 
of semilinear transformations x + ax”, fixing 0, of GF(q’) containing all peu- 
mutations of the form x - a3x for each a E GF(q2), a # 0. Then Go is isomorphic 
to a subgroup of the group of all semilineav transformations x - aso -.- b of 
GF(q2) containing all permutations x - x + b for b E GF(q2). 
Proof. We argue by induction on j G i. r\-ow, the suborbits of G have 
lengths 1, x, r, =, where rr = (q2 - 1)/3, except for possible amalgamations 
of two or all three of the orbits of length T. Thus, a set of imprimitivity 
containing (Y would have size 1 $ TM, m = 1 or 2. But now I i- mrr I q2, 
which is impossible, as 4 7 1 + mu, whereas 1 -t rnn is a power of 2, and 
n > 1. Thus, G is primitive. Also, if Go is doubly transitive and G does not 
have a regular normal subgroup, then [2] or [24] implies that G is isomorphic 
to one of the following permutation groups: PSL(2, qJ, PGL(2, qO), 
PSC(3, qO), PGG(3, qU), R(q,) or Sz(q,). In the last case, / Q ! == q” =- q”‘+l, 
which is impossible as q and q0 are both even, and in the third, fourth, and 
fifth cases, [ R 1 = q2 = q,,3 I 1, which is impossible by Lemma 2.11. In 
the two remaining cases, ~ Sz i = q’ =- q0 + 1, which by Lemma 2.11 
implies q0 is a NIersenne prime, and so q’ = 24’, p prime, a contradiction 
as q > 2. Thus, G has a regular normal subgroup, which must be soluble 
since 1 Q I is a power of 2. But then if M is a minimal normal soluble subgroup 
of G, then by [20, II. 3.21, lVP is regular, whence M is an elementary abelian 
group of order q2 and the result follows since G, acts on M and Q in the same 
way, and M z GF(q2) (as an additive group). Thus, we may suppose that G 
is not doubly transitive, and that S(G) -= I. In particular, G is nonsoluble, 
and so G, is noncyclic by Lemma 2.17. Hence G, is metacyclic. Let 
G, = /a, b) with <a) <I G, and o(a) / q’ - 1. Let o(b) ~~ m or 2m with m 
odd, m / d, and note that m Y I, by Lemma 2.17. Suppose that m is not a 
prime power. Let p0 11 m with m > p0 > 1. Let P be a Sylow p-subgroup 
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of Ga, and therefore of G, containing a Sylow p-subgroup of (b). First of 
all, suppose that P n (b) C P. Then P n {a) # 1 and so P has just one 
fixed point, whence N,(P) = N,JP). P . is metacyclic, and so if P is non- 
abelian, G has a nontrivial p-factor group containing P n (a), by [20, 
IV. 8.61, and hence we are done by induction. Also, if P is abelian, then 
conjugacy in P is determined by N,(P), by [13, 7.1.11, and thus by transfer 
into P/P n (a> we obtain again a nontrivial p-factor group, containing 
P n (a), and hence we are done. Thus, P n (b) = P so that P is cyclic. 
Again, by [13, 7.1.11, fusion in P is determined by N = No(P). Now, the 
fixed point set of P is rz GF(2zE:1@). Considering Nr, we see that it is 
transitive by [37, Theorem 3.71 and that indeed it satisfies the hypotheses of 
the lemma, whence also the conclusion. Now, Nr = N/N, and hrr = P. 
Thus, hi/P is isomorphic to a group of semilinear transformations on r. 
Asm>pa,IQ>4.Letp,/ iNl,p, an odd prime, p, # p. Then a Sylow 
p,-subgroup of N is contained in G, and hence by inspection in C(P). Thus, 
all Sylow p,-subgroups of N centralize P, and so C,(P)/P >_ O1‘(N,‘P). But 
02(N/P) = N/P or is a subgroup of index 2, with NIP = O!(N/P)(y), 
y E G, inducing x -+ ax”, u a field automorphism of order 2. But y E C(P) 
also, so that in any case, N,(P) = C,(P), whence G has a normal p-comple- 
ment by a theorem of Burnside, [13, 7.4.31, and again we are done by 
induction. 
Thus, we may suppose that m = pa. We now show that G is an N-group, 
so suppose not. Let N = N,(P) be a nonsoluble p,-local subgroup of G. 
Let r be the fixed point set of P on Q. Then if 1 I’ ! = 1, say r = (011, 
NCG,, which is soluble. If ( r 1 > 1 then we may argue as in the previous 
paragraph that Nr = N/P satisfies our hypotheses, unless p, = 2, whence 
N/P, and therefore also N, are soluble. Ifp, = 2, then Nr is doubly transitive 
on q letters, and so applying [2] or [24] we obtain (as before) a contradiction, 
unless Nr g PSL(2, q,,) or PGL(2, qJ, q,, a Mersenne prime, q,, = q - 1, 
q =: 2”. Now, 1 N,, [ = p = (q,, - 1)/d, d = 1 or 2. Thus, dp = q. - 1 ::= 
2@ - 2. Hence, d = 2, p = 3, q = 8. Setting this case aside for the moment, 
consider a general 2-local subgroup N. If N normalizes some nontrivial 
orbit A of P, then N* has a transitive normal subgroup, which is a 2-group, 
and as N6 is soluble for 6 E A, hid is soluble. But N*r N/N, and NA C N6 
is soluble, whence so is N. Thus, N induces a nontrivial permutation of the 
nontrivial orbits of P. Hence for some orbit A of N, N* is imprimitive. By 
[37, Theorem 10.41, either N” is a Frobenius group, or it is not #-transitive. 
In the former case, the Frobenius kernel is nilpotent by [20, V. 8.7(a)], and 
a Frobenius complement, being contained in some N6, is also soluble. 
Hence N* g N/N, is soluble, and N is soluble as before. On the other hand, 
if N* is not $transitive, then N, C N6, which is cyclic of order , 2~8. Also, 
N, C Nsi, and so NA is also cyclic of order j 2~0. Now, if P has no fixed points, 
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let the orbits of N on R have lengths m, , m, ,..., m,,. Then N has a subgroup 
of index mi that is a (2, p)-group, for each i. Since N is nonsoluble, there is an 
odd prime p, 1 : X ,, p, :A p. Now, Xnz, = q”, so that for some i, p, f m, . 
Thus, in the representation of N on the orbit of length mi , the stabilizer of a 
point is a {2,p}-group containing a Splow p,-subgroup of Rr, which is 
impossible. 
Finally, consider the case q = 8, P Cl G, , P .g Z, , i\iiP s PSL(2, 7). 
TheniN: ~~  7.3.2* and P has 28 orbits of length 2 on Q, and 8 fixed points. 
Let d be an orbit of N on some of the 56 letters moved by P. Then by the 
previous paragraph, for 6 Ed, Na C nir,, , which is cyclic of order 6. Thus, 
7.23 j i d I, SO that 1 d = 56. For 6 E il, Iv, is cyclic of order 6, and 
_Vs n P =-: 1. Hence, N/P z PSL(2, 7) has a cyclic subgroup of order 6, 
which is false. 
Thus, G is an Iv’-group, and so we may apply the main theorem of 1341. 
First, suppose GX g PSL(2, qs), q,, > 3. S ince G contains a 2’-Hall subgroup, 
so does G=, whence by [20, II. 8.271, q0 -t 1 is a power of 2, so that by 
Lemma 2.11, q,, is a Mersenne prime. Thus, G is isomorphic to a subgroup 
of PGL(2, qO) containing PSL(2, q,,). Since 1 G ‘2 is a power of 4, and 
q,, t- 1 = 21r, r prime, G g PGL(2, q,,). But then q2 = 2R+1 = 2q, + 2, and 
so q’ - I _ 2q, + 1. Now, a 2’-Hall subgroup of G contains a subgroup of 
order q - 1, which is a divisor of 2q,, -1 1 prime to 3. But (qO, 2q, + 1) = 1, 
and (qa - I, 2q, l- 1) == 3, and a 2’-Hall subgroup of G has order $qo(qo-- I), 
a contradiction. Next, suppose G” z Sz(q,), q0 = 22mi-1. Again, G” has a 
2’-Hall subgroup, which is impossible by [33, Theorem 91. If GX z PSL(3,3), 
then / G !? == 24 and since / G I2 is an odd power of 4, this is impossible. 
Similarly, if GX E &I,, , using [29], we obtain G it? -7 24, if Gm s i3r we 
obtain ( G 2 -~--: 2” or 2J, and if Gm z PSU(3, 3), j G l2 = 24, which are 
impossible. Finally, if Gn z “F,(2)’ then Gr 2F*(2)’ or “F,(2) since 
-4(2F,(2)‘) g 2F,(2) by an unpublished result of J. Tits. But then G ‘.L == 211 
or 2r”, a contradiction. 1 
LEMMA 2.19. Suppose k is a finite field of characteristic 2, and A‘ an 
extension of k of degree 2. Then for an?’ X E k with X f 0 zoe may choose a: E R, 
01 f 0, so that NCY -== h Tr 01. 
Proof. If n E K - k then Tr CL f 0. Let X C k be the set jiC’a/Tr 01 I
olEK-kk). ThenOgXand so !A:.,q-1, where q=lk’. On the 
other hand, iVol/Tr 01 = h implies CY~ X(1 -C a!-l), which has at most q 
solutions for any given X, and hence / X 1 ,x (q2 - q),‘q = q - 1. Thus, / S : 
q - I and the lemma follows. 1 
\i’e also need an extension of a Lemma of Suzuki, [32, Lemma 41. 
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LEMMA 2.20. Suppose T is a 2-group, and x an involution of T such that 
C,(x) = (x) x (y) for some y E T. Let y have order 2”. Then either T = 
(x) ,K (y), or T has a subgroup S of index 2 such that S = D(y) where 
D = (w, x 1 w2m = x2 = (wx)” = I), 
and y acts on D by x + x, w - wa for some odd integer cz such that 2”‘+l 1 
a21’-1 - 1. Also, / D n (‘)I = 2, and the involutions xwj are all conjugate in T. 
Proof. If y = 1, then since Z(T) _C C,(X) = (x), x E Z(T) and T = (x). 
If y is an involution, the result follows from Suzuki [32, Lemma 41, with 
y E D = S. Thus, we may suppose n > 1. If x E Z(T) then we are done, so 
suppose not, and choose S of index 2 in T containing C,(x). By induction, 
either S = (x) x (y), or S has a subgroup D(y) of index 2 with the above 
structure. In the former case, we are done, with D = (x, y,), y1 = y2n--1, so 
suppose the latter. Let 71 = y2”-‘, so that q acts on D like an involution, 
whence WV = w, w-l, wyr or w-lyr . However, in the last two cases, m > 2 
and ,#-’ GmI &I + 2”‘-l (mod 2”) and so 01 Pm1 c 1 + 2”’ (mod 2m+l), 
contrary to hypothesis. Thus, wn = w or w-l. Note that in the latter case, 
n = 2, and D(y) = D 0 (xy). Now, we investigate which D(y)-classes of 
involutions have the property that their centralizer in D(y) is isomorphic 
to a subgroup of (x,y). Obviously, x has this property and y1 does not. 
Also, C,<,,(wx) = (w’x, y1 , ywi) where cy := 2i + 1, and 
(ywy-1 = ylWi(l+lia2'...+'2'1-l_l) =ylW(oe"-'-1),2 = y1 ) 
since 2”’ / (a2--’ - 1)/2. Thus, C,(,,(WX) E (x, y). Clearly, any other 
involution of D(y) must lie in the coset Dv, and we calculate that if WV = w 
then wj~ with j E *2m-2 (mod 29, m > 2, are the only possibilities, and if 
WV = w-l then xwj~ with j = *2+’ (mod 2”), m 3 2 are the only ones. 
In each case, the conjugacy class has just two members, and so its centralizer 
is of index 2 in D(y), whence it does not embed into (x, y) unless m = 2. 
In this case, D(y) z D, 0 Z,, , in which the centralizer of these involutions 
is isomorphic to (x, y), and in fact an automorphism of D, 0 Z,, of order 3 
amalgamates the three classes of involutions with this property. Thus, we 
have shown that D(y) has just two, or exceptionally three in the D, o Z,, 
case, classes of involutions which can fuse to x in T. Now, since C,(X) C D(y), 
ccl,(x) Cc cl,,,,(x). On the other hand, D(y) 4 S, and so two of our 
classes must amalgamate in S. By hypothesis, they are those represented by 
xw and x. In the exceptional case, S must preserve the third conjugacy class, 
whose elements therefore have centralizer in S of order 2 1(x, y)i and so 
cannot fuse with x in T. Now, S > ccl,(x) C ccl,(x) and so we may choose 
an involution X’ E S - D(y) conjugate to x. Moreover, x”’ = XW~ for 
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some odd j, and so x’ acts on D inverting w and interchanging x and .&‘, 
which implies that D(x’) = (w’, x) is dihedral, with w’ = XX’. Hence, 
j = I without loss, and then w’a = w. Now, x’ acts on D(y)/D. If it acts 
nontrivially, then I CD(?I) (x’) D/D 1 < 2+l. But C,(.v’) = /JJ~; and so then 
i C,(,,(x’); < 2”, contradicting x’ N x in T. In particular, [x’, y] E D and 
so y acts on D l .-: D(x’). Now, 1 D1 / ,-I 8 andy centralizes x, so w’7J =: w’?’ 
for some odd integer a’. Suppose that 21n+2 r 01’~“~’ - 1. Certainly, 2’“-~l I
,,p- - 1 since yi centralizes Dl. Now, iy’2n-2 $ &-1 (mod 2”+i) and so 
win = w’yl or w '-1 yi , and m 3 2. In the former case, we see that (x’, y1 , 
720’~“~~) z Es , contradicting x’ N X, and in the latter case, we have (x’, yi , 
77wf1+2’n-‘) E E, , again a contradiction. Thus, the lemma is proved, with 
S = DY’). i 
LEMMA 2.21. Suppose T is a 2-group containing an abelian normal subgroup 
A of index 2, and suppose T - A contains an involution x. Let / C,(x); = c, 
j CA(x)/ =: i. Then the number of T-conjugacy classes of involutions in T - ,;1 is 
ci/l A /. 
Proof. As x is an involution, the involutions of T - A are just the 
elements xCA((x), C denoting the inverted set. Ify is one such then i ccl (y)i =: 
! T l/l Cry = j A i/i C,(y)1 = 1 A i/c, since A is abelian. The lemma 
follows. 1 
LEMMA 2.22. Let k be a finite$eld of characteristic 2, K an extension of k 
of degree 2. Let E be an additive subgroup of K of index at most 4, and set F 
to be the additive subgroup of k generated by {N(e) / e E E}. Then F = k unless 
k E GF(2) and E = 0. 
Proof. If k s GF(2) and E # 0 then F # 0 and so F : k. If k g GF(4), 
let w E k be a root of X2 + X + 1 = 0. If F does not generate k, then, as 
F f 0, 1 F 1 = 1. Replacing E by Ex for some x E K, we may suppose 
F={l~.ThenEC{xIx5 = l}.Let~~KbeasolutionofX”+X+w=O. 
Then x5 = 1 has solutions E + w +EW,EW,EW+W,EW+E+~ andl.By 
inspection, this set does not contain a linearly dependent subset of three 
elements, a contradiction. 
Thus, we may suppose 4 = 1 k i > 4. Define a symmetric bilinear function 
on K by (x, y) == XT + my. Then (x, y) =: 0 iff y = 0 or X/Y E k. Given 
x E K, s f 0, we may choose p E k uniquely with p2 : Nx, and then 
y = s/p satisfies Ny = 1, (x, y) = 0. Conversely, if Ny = 1, (x, y) = 0, 
then p = x/y E k by the above, and hence pL2 = Nx. Thus, we may represent 
the nonzero elements of K by a (4 + 1) x ((1 ~ 1) matrix, each element of K 
(other than 0) corresponding to a matrix entry, NX being constant in each 
column, and (x, y) = 0 iff x and y are in the same row. Now, suppose 
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F C k. Let F* = F - {0}, K* = K - (0). Then 1 F* j < hp. Thus, if we 
consider the matrix of E, in which each entry corresponding to x is 1 if 
x E E and 0 if x $ E, this matrix has at least $4” - 1 nonzero entries, all of 
which lie in a certain collection of 4q - 1 columns. Since each column 
contains q + 1 entries, and 1-q” - 1 > (+q - l)(q + l), ( E” j = ;4” - 1. 
Now, each row corresponds to the nonzero elements of an additive subgroup 
R(x) = {hx I h E k} for some x E K, and so this row contains 2”’ - 1 elements 
of E for some integer m. Hence, if n is the number of rows containing +q - 1 
elements of E, then every other row contains at most aq - 1 elements of E, 
whence n($q - 1) + (q + 1 - n)($q - 1) > $4” - I; that is, n > 3. In 
particular, we may choose x, y E K such that R(x) n E = {Xx j A” EF}, 
R(y) n E = {hy ] h2 EF}, and Nx = Ny = 1. Now, r\7(kx + py) = X2 + 
$ + &(x, y), and hx + py E E. Hence, as F is closed under addition, F has 
the following property: 
AZ, P2 E F 3 +(x, y) E F. 
Now, the map x + x2 of k*, viewed as a projective space over GF(2), 
and hence as a X-space, has a fixed point, namely, 1. Hence by [9], some 
hyperplane X of k is invariant under x + x2. (Alternatively, if we decompose 
CJ: x -+ .$ as (T = cr1n2 = (sgol with u1 of odd order and o2 a 2-element, then 
u2 permutes the hyperplanes of C,(uJ, of which there are an odd number, 
and hence normalizes one, say Y. Hence Y[k, a,] is the required a-invariant 
hyperplane of k.) Also, the map x 4 xy of k*, for a suitable fixed y E k*, is 
transitive on points, and hence also on hyperplanes, by [9]. Thus, we may 
replace E by Ez for some x E K* and F by F. (Nz), so that F = X. Then 
we have, with (x, y) - (Y E k, 
Now, if we define, for h, p E k, h*p = X~OL, we see that under (+, *), 
k is a field and F a subfield. Hence, dim,,(,)(F) i dim,,c,,(k), which is im- 
possible since q > 4. 1 
The following definition and lemmas extend the ideas of [2g, Lemma 2.11, 
to subgroups. 
DEFINITION 2.23. Let S be a Sylow subgroup of G and X c S. We say 
X is extreme in S iff N,(X) is a Sylow subgroup of No(X). 
LEMMA 2.24. If S is a Sylow p-subgroup of G and X a subgroup of S, then 
for some g E G, X9 C S and 3 is extreme in S. 
Proof. Extend N,(X) to a Sylow p-subgroup T of No(X), and let 
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LEninrA 2.25. If S is a Sylow subgroup of G and X C S is extreme in S, 
then C,(X) is a Sylow subgroup of C,(S). 
Proof. C,(X) 4 No(X). 1 
LEMMA 2.26. If S is a Sylow p-subgroup of G and X, Y C S with X - I7 
and I; extreme in S, then 3g E G with g: S - 1: C,(X) --f C,( I-), -\‘.Y(X) -+ 
,Vs( I’). 
Proof. Let IV = Xff. Then iV,(X-)ll c N,(Y) and N,(Y) is a Sylow 
p-subgroup of N,( Y). Hence N,(X)lll; C hr,,( Y)with k E NG( Y). Set g = IA. 1 
COROLLARY 2.27. In the situation of Lemma 2.26 , g induces an embedding 
.-I,(X) + As(Y). 
3. VANISHING OF CORES 
In what follows, let G be a minimal counterexample, if such esists, to 
Theorem 1.2. 
LEMMA 3.1. If x is an involution of G then O(C,(x)) = I. 
Proof. By [14] (explicitly checking that, of the simple groups listed in 
this paper, only ]i and Jz satisfy our hypotheses), we have r,(G) :‘- 5. Hence 
by [27], SCNs(T) # G for a Sylow 2-subgroup T of G. In particular, 
m,(G) >: 3 and G is 2-connected (see [228, Definition 5.111). Thus, we may 
apply [16, Proposition I], together with [3], to obtain the lemma. Xote that 
our hypothesis on the embedding of components isomorphic to PSL(2, 4) 
ensures that the arguments of [16] go through, since such a component, 
although not balanced in the sense of [16], Definition 1, is C-balanced, 
where L(C) is the semisimple group of which it is a component. 1 
COROLLARY 3.2. Under the hypotheses of this section, we hate the follozcing: 
Suppose S is a 2-subgroup of G and a an involution of Z(S). Then 
(i) L(C,(S)) =z L(No(S)) = [L(a) n C(S)]“; 
(ii) each component of L(N,(S)) determines an orbit L, , L, ,... , I,,, of S 
on the components of L(a) such that L C1,1L2.,,L,(S)m; 
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(iii) L,:Z(L,) z L,/Z(L,) g ... z PSL(2, qzm), Sz(q) Or PSU(3, 4”‘“) 
with L/Z(L) z PSL(2, q), Sz(q) or PSU(3, 4); 
(iv) the components ofL(N,(S)) are of Bender type, and none is isomorphic 
to SL(2, 5). 
Proof. Let L = L(C,(S)) and M == L(N,(S)). Then L char C,(S) 4 
N,(S), SO L c M. But [M, S] CM n S CZ(M), SO [Ill, S, M] = 1. By 
[20, 111.1.10(b)], [M, S] = 1. Thus, MC C,(S), giving McL. Thus, 
L(C,(S)) = L(N,(S)). Using Lemma 3.1 and [17, 10. I], we obtain L(C,(S)) C 
L,,,a(CG(S)) c L,,,,(a) = L(a). Hence,L(C,(S)) CL(a) n C,(S), whence since 
L(C,(S)) is perfect, L(Co(S)) C M = (L(a) n C,(S))“. On the other hand, 
M char (L(a) n C,(S)) 4 C,(a) n C,(S) = C,(S), and by inspection of 
the Bender-type groups, 111 is semisimple. Hence MC L(C,(S)), proving (i), 
and (ii), (iii), and (iv) are now clear. 1 
COROLLARY 3.3. Suppose S is a 2-subgroup of G such that for each in- 
volution a E S, and each component L of L(a), no element of S induces a field 
automorphism ofL, exceptfor one of order 2 ifL z PSU(3, 2”). Let H = N,(S). 
Then O(H) == I. 
Proof. \\‘e use an argument of J. G. Thompson. Let H :-: AVG(S), 
IS / = 2”’ and assume O(H) # 1. We proceed by induction on m, the first 
step being provided by Lemma 3.1. Choose S, C S of index 2, and let 
1%’ -= Xo(Si,), S, = O,(V) 5 S,, . By the induction hypothesis, S, := F(V). 
Let Q be a minimal normal subgroup of H of odd order; since [O(H), S] = 1, 
Q centralizes S. Hence Q x S acts on S, and so by the P i< Q Lemma, 
[13, 5.3.41, Q centralizes S, , p rovided Q centralizes C,l(S). But [Q, C,l(S)] C 
[Q, H] CQ whereas [Q, C,l(S)] _C [N, S,] C S, . Thus, Q centralizes S, ; 
that is, Q C C(F(N)). But Q nF(N) = 1, so that by [12, (2.2)] Q does not 
centralize L = L(N). Note that if a E Z(S,) IS an involution, then by Corollary 
3.2, L =m= [L(a) n C(S,)]“. Let z .= L/Z(L). Since Z(L) C S, , a 2-group, 
and Q has odd order and centralizes S, , it follows that Q acts nontrivially 
on E, a direct product of simple groups of Bender type. Let Q* be an image 
of Q in --1 = A(e) >L, and let i be the image in A of the involution S/S,, . 
Note that [i, Q*] = 1. Now let X = Q* n C,(i). Now, [X, C,(i)] C C,(i) n 
[Q*, C1(;)] r C,(i) n Q* = X. Thus, XC O(Cz(i)) = I, since z is of 
Bender type and i (we assert) does not act like a field automorphism on any 
component of e, by our hypotheses, apart from the exception allowed. For, 
ifL, is a component ofL, then L, = CL1L2,,.L,(S0)JJ for some orbit (L, ,..., L,j 
of S, on the components of L(a). Thus, if x E S acts on L,, , then x permutes 
‘L I r ,..., Lt,j. Let L,” = Lj (say). Then Lj” == L, for some 2’ E S, , since S, is 
transitive on L, ,..., L,n . Thus, q normalizes L, and induces an outer auto- 
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morphism on L, iff x induces an outer automorphism of L, . But now 
IQ*, C,(i)1 C Q*, since C,(S/S,) C H, CE, since Q* acts on L; and also 
C C,(i) since <Q*, C,(i)) C C,(i). Thus, [Q*, C,(i)] C X =T 1, and so Q* 
centralizes C,(i), and in particular i y’= 1. Now, the action of Q is nontrivial on 
some component, &, say, of L. If i does not normalize L, , then we may apply 
[17, Lemma 3.31, to obtain a contradiction. Thus, i acts on L, like an inner 
automorphism, or a field automorphism of order 2 on PSU(3, q), whence, 
since Q* centralizes C,O(i), Q* acts on.& . But &, is a simple group of Bender 
type, by Corollary 3.2, and inspection shows that no such group admits an 
inner automorphism (or field automorphism in the case PSU(3, q)) of order 2 
and one of nontrivial odd order centralizing Cz,(z’). 1 
COROLLARY 3.4. If L is a nonsimple component of L(u) for some involution 
a E G, then I, is a central extension of Sz(8). 
Proof. By hypothesis, L is of Bender type and not isomorphic to SL(2, 5). 
By Lemma 3.1, O(L) = 1, and so Lemma 2.1 completes the proof. 1 
4. STRUCTURE 0F L(A) 
m’e now let A be some elementary abelian 2-subgroup of G of maximal 
order, subject to containing an involution a such that L(a) # 1. Our object 
is to determine conditions under which L(A) is semisimple, with components 
those of L(a) as a runs through A#. 
LEMMA 4.1. L%der our hypotheses on G, if a, h are two commuting in- 
volutions of G and L is a component of L( ) a centralized by 6, then L !Z L(b). 
If also a acts on each component of L(b), then L is contained in a component of 
L(b). If a acts on each component of L(b) 1 k i e an inner automorphism, then I, is 
a component of L(b). 
Proof. By Corollary 3.2, L(a, b) = (L(a) n C(b))n == (L(b) n C(a))Va. 
Since L Q L(a) and b acts on L(a) centralizing L, L Q L(a) n C(b), whence 
L u L(a, b), so that L is a component of L(a, b). Thus, Corollary 3.2(ii) 
shows that L = C,.L,,,.L (a, b)m for some orbit {L, ,...,L,} of (a, b) on the 
components of L(b), prov;ng our first assertion. But now if a acts on L, ,..., L, 
then n m= 1 and so L CL, . If a acts like an inner automorphism, it must 
centralize L, , whence L 7. L, , giving the lemma. 1 
LEMMA 4.2. Let a E A” be such that L(a) # 1. Let L be a component of 
L(a). Then A n L is an elementary abelian 2-subgroup of L of maxi&al rank, 
namely, ; A n I, { == q, where GF(q) is the field associated with L, except when 
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Z(L) # I, L/Z(L) g Sz(8), in which case the same conclusion holds, except 
that j A n L j = 8 1 Z(L)]. 
Proof. LetL = L, ,L, ,..., L, be the components of L(a). Choose notation 
such that L 1 ,..., L, is the orbit of L under the action of A on the components 
of L(a). Let A, = NA(L1), so that j A : A,, 1 = s. Let A, = C,(L,), so that 
A,/A, is faithfully represented on L. Inspection shows that L does not admit 
any elementary abelian 2-group of order > 014, where 01 = 1 if L/Z(L) z 
PSL(2, q) or Sz(q), and OL = 2 if L z PSU(3, q). Thus, I A, : A, j < aq. 
Now, A, 4 A since A is abelian, and hence A, = C,(L,) for i =I 1, 2,..., s. 
Let Bi be an elementary abelian subgroup of Li of maximal order, whence 
B == B,B, ... B, satisfies B n A, 5 Z(L,L, ... L,), and [B, A,] =z 1. 
j Bi : Bi n Z(L,L, . ..L.)I=q,whence/A,B13qs-ljAl/ors>IA;ifs>1, 
unless q = 4, s -= 01 = 2. In this case, however, some element x of ,4 - A,B 
acts like a field automorphism on L, and L, and therefore centralizes B, if B 
is suitably chosen, so that 1 A,B(x)l > I A 1, and A,B(x) is elementary 
abelian, a contradiction, since a E A, . Thus, s = I, and ~ A,B 1 = 1 A 1, so 
that 1 A : A, I = q or o1q. But the only elementary abelian groups of order q 
admitted by L are groups of inner automorphisms (recalling that if L E 
PSL(2, 4) it is evenly embedded in Cc(a)), and possibly a field automorphism 
of order 2 if L g PSU(3, q). Let B _CL be the unique maximal elementary 
abelian subgroup of L centralized by ,4. By inspection we see that such a 
group exists and has order q I Z(L)j. Th us, AB is elementary abelian, whence 
by choice of A, B _C -4, as required. [ 
COROLLARY 4.3. If L is a component of L(a), a E A*, then A acts on L like 
a group of inner automorphismF, and A =- C,(L) . (L n A), unless L 24 
PSU(3, q), when it may happen that 1 A : C,(L) . (L IT A)J = 2 and some 
element of A induces a Jield automorphism of order 2 on L. 
DEFINITION 4.4. Let a E A+, L a component of L(a). We say that L is a 
maximal component iff there is no b E A# and M a component of L(b) with 
I, c M. 
By Corollary 4.3 and the proof of Lemma 4.1, if a component L is not 
maximal, then (in the above notation) L = C,(a)“, and so ME PSG(3, q), 
L E PSL(2, q) and a acts on M like a field automorphism of order 2. 
COROLLARY 4.5. If a, b E A# and L is a maximal component of L(a) 
centralized by 6, then L is a component of L(b). 
Proof. This is immediate from Lemma 4.1 and Corollary 4.3. 1 
COROLLARY 4.6. LetL, M be maximal components ofL(a), L(b), respectivel?,, 
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a, b t --1”, and suppose c E A” centralizes both L and M. Then L y= .lf or 
[L, AZ] :- 1. 
Proof. By Corollary 4.5, both L and iI1 are components of L(c), whence 
the corollarv follows. 1 
\Ve now define an equivalence relation on the collection % of maximal 
components of L(a), as a runs through A*, by saying L mz M iff L = AZ or 
[L, Af] mu I. 1 is an equivalence relation, since if L : M :~- N and L :+- 
M # :Y, Lemma 4.2 shows that we may choose c E (A n M)* and then we 
may apply Corollary 4.6. Our aim is to prove that %’ has just one equivalence 
class, from which it will follow that L(-4) is semisimple. For the rest of this 
section, we therefore assume that % contains at least two equivalence classes. 
DEFINITIOK 4.7. If 1, is a component of L(a), a E iz+, WC: define s(L) = 
r(A/C,(L)). If GF(q), 4 -~ 2’1, is the field associated with L, then s(L) = n 
or n -I- 1, the latter occurring only when I, s PSC’(3, q) and some element 
of A induces a field automorphism of L. 
. 
LEMMA 4.8. Suppose that a, b E A” and 6, L are maximal components 
ofL(a), L(b), respectively. Suppose that K & L and OS(NJA)) C N,(K). Then 
C,.,(K) 1 A4 n L and I, is simple. 
Proof, Choose [EL of order q - 1, GE(q) being the field associated 
with L, such that [ acts on (L n A)” transitively, or (if L is a central extension 
of Sz(8)) such that 6 acts on L n A with C,,Jt) Z(L). Now C,,(K) is 
t-invariant, since [ is of odd order, and moreover by Corollary 4.6, C,(K) n 
C,(L) == 1. Since ,4 induces only inner automorphisms of L, or possibly a field 
automorphism of order 2 ifl,z PSU(3, q), we see that i C.,(f) : C,g(5)nC.,(L)I 
--< 2, with equality only if C,d([) contains a field automorphism of 
order 2 acting on L and L g PSU(3, Q). Thus, ; C,(t) n C,A(K); < 2. 
But by [I31 5.2.3, C,(K) = (C,,(K) n C,(t)) . [C,,,(K), 51. But [C,(K), E] C 
[A, &] CSL, and [C,(K), 41 is E- invariant. Since 6 acts on B == [A, [] tran- 
sitively, [C,(K), [] : 1 or B. Suppose the former. Now, C,d(K) i; 1 (since 
a E C,,(K)) and so C,(K) = (a\, L z PSU(3, 4) and a induces a field 
automorphism of L of order 2. In particular, O?(N,(iz)) C C,(a). Eow, if 
A, =-- A n L and -4,* is the Sylow 2-subgroup of L containing A, , then we 
see from Lemma 2.6 that a inverts a homocyclic abelian subgroup S of ‘qL* 
of exponent 4, and that 6 acts fixed point freely on S. Thus, S C O’(N,(A)), 
but S g C,(a), a contradiction. 
Eext, we consider the case when L/Z(L) g Sz(8), Z(L) -i I. In this case B 
is some complement to Z(L) in -4 n L. Wow, if S is a Sylow 2-subgroup of L 
containing B, then the structure of S is given in [l, p. 51SP519], except that 
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we may have factored out a central subgroup of order 2. In any case, study 
of these generators and relations shows that B n Z(S) = 1, so that B 4 S. 
On the other hand, E acts on S so that [S, (1 = S (see [I, p. 5181, setting 
-v = 6 in the notation of that paper). Thus, S_C 02(NG(A)) so that S 
normalizes C,(K) := B, a contradiction. 
Finally, suppose that C,(K) 3 4 n L, so that L g PSU(3, q) for some 2, 
and C,(K) induces a field automorphism of order 2 on L. Let c E C,<(K) be an 
element inducing such an automorphism. Then by Corollary 4.5, K is a 
component ofL(c). Also, by Corollary 3.2, C,(c) r PSL(2, 4) is a component 
of L(b, c), and then by Corollary 3.2 again, C,(c) is contained in a component 
of L(c). Moreover, C,(c) $ K, so that [CL(c), K] = 1. Now let S be a Splow 
2-subgroup of L containing ,4 n L, and choose x E S - A such that [x, c] := 
d E =Z n L. Then cx = cd E C,(K) and as before we argue that [C,(cd), K] -= 1. 
Thus, K centralizes (CL(c), CJC)~) which properly contains C,(c) since cd 
does not centralize C,(c). But now by Lemma 2.10, K centralizes L. Thus, 
K I L, a contradiction. 1 
LEMMA 4.9. For some a E A*, L(a) has just one component L, which is 
maximal, and s(L) > $$A). 
Proof. By hypothesis, we may choose a, b E A and K, L maximal com- 
ponents of L(a), L(b), respectively, such that K $ L. We may suppose that 
s(K) G< s(P) for all K* G K, and similarly for L, and that s(K) < s(L). 
Xow, if s(L) < +(A), then C,(K) r\ C,(L) # 1, which by Corollary 4.6 is a 
contradiction. Thus, s(L) > &+(A) and it remains to prove that L(a) --= L. 
Suppose, on the contrary, that L = L, , L, are distinct components of L(a). 
If L, is maximal, then L, = L, and so by choice of L, , s(L,) < s(LJ. But now 
if we set A, = L, f7 A if L, is simple, or a complement to Z(L,) in L, n A if 
not, and similarly for L, , then A, x A, x (a) C A. Moreover, if this last 
containment were an equality, A would induce no field automorphisms on 
L, or L, , so that r(A,) = s(L,), and r(A,) = s(L,), contradicting s(L,) > 
s(L,) 3 &r(A). Th us, r(AJ + r(A,) < r(A)-2, whereas s(A,) + s(A,) 2 r(A). 
It follows that r(AJ = s(A,) - 1 f or i = 1, 2 and that r(AJ = r(A,). In 
particular, L, EL, z PSU(3, q). Also, there is a b E A* such that b acts on 
both L, and L, like a field automorphism of order 2, and A = (a, b) x 
A, x -4, . Let us set aside this for the moment, and consider the case that 
L, is nonmaximal, so that L, z PSL(2, 4) for some 4, and L, CL, 4 L(b) for 
some b E A# with L, g PSU(3, q). N ow, L, is maximal and so either L, 3 L, 
or else, arguing as above, s(L3) + s(L,) > r(A). Since s(L,) = s(LB) - 1 and 
(in the above notation) (a> x A, x A, C A (with proper containment if A 
induces a field automorphism on L,), we see that in the latter case, s(L,) : 
r(A) - s(LJ and A = (a) x A, x -4, or (a, b) x A, x ,4, with b inducing 
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a field automorphism of order 2 on L, . On the other hand, if L, L L, then 
SW4 3 s(L,) by choice of L, and again we have s(LJ + s(L,) > r(A) and the 
same argument applies. 
Now, let A, C A,*, a Sylow 2-subgroup of L, . Now a does not centralize 
L else by Lemma 4.1, L, CL(a), a contradiction. Thus, a acts nontrivially 
o:‘L, centralizing L, , and from the structure of A(L,), in fact it acts on L, 
like a field automorphism of order 2. Choose x E A,* - A, such that 
[a,~] - CEA,. Then a” = UC. By Lemma 4.1, L, is a component of L(m). 
Also, LzJ’ is a component of L(m). Now L,z S L, and L,” # L, since ac does 
not centralize L, . Thus, L, I (Lzx, L,> 3 L, , whence bv Lemma 2.10 
(Lzzc, L,) =I L, . But now L(m) has L, , Lzx as (distinct) cdmponents, so Li 
centralizes L,” and L, , whence also L, . Thus, L, = L, . In particular, if 
s(L,) -= r(A,) then r(AJ = +I,) + 1 = $(A), and A = (a> Y A, x A,, 
and if s(L,) :- r(A,) -+-- 1, then r(A,) =: Y(AJ == &(A) - 1 and A = 
<a, b) \I’ A, x 13, with b acting trivially on L, and like a field automorphism 
of order 2 on Z,, . Now, choose t E K such that 6 acts on A n K# transitively, 
or (if K is not simple) such that [ is transitive on (-4 n K/Z(K))+‘. Now, 
s(K) - ’ s(L), and hence we see that C,(t) n C,(L,) f 1. Let c E A+ be chosen 
to centralize both 5 and L, . By Corollary 3.2, L, is contained in a component 
Ma of L(c). Note that nil, n A = L, n A. Now, 6 acts on L(c), and hence E 
permutes the components of L(c). If E does not normalize Mz , then since 5 
has odd order, the orbit Ma , Ma ,..., of ?cZz contains at least 3 members, and 
thus A n fiZaM.JlZ~ is a subgroup of A disjoint from cc) of rank 3r(AJ 1s 
2 $ 2~(&) = I, a contradiction. Thus, 5 normalizes ilIz and therefore 
also ;%Z, n 4 = A, C C,,(L,). Now, L, + K, and hence arguing as in Lemma 
4.8, we conclude that since / A, i > 2, A n K C -4, CL, . On the other hand, 
8 acts on L(A,), and by Corollary 3.2, L, is a component of this. Hence, as 
before, we see that [ actually normalizes L, , and therefore also A, C C,(L,). 
But L, F K also, and hence arguing as in Lemma 4.8, we conclude that 
A n K CL, , a contradiction. 
Finally, we must consider the case set aside earlier: A = (a, b) x A, x A, , 
L, EL, E PSU(3, q), components of L(a), and b inducing a field auto- 
morphism of order 2 on both L, and L, . Let C = C,(a), S = C,(L,L,) u C 
and S, = C,(b). Let A,*, A,* be Sylow 2-subgroups of L, , L, containing 
A,, A,, respectively. Then C,(A) = S,A,A, (b, a) where 01 = 1 or 01 
induces a field automorphism of order 2 on L, and centralizes L, . l\i’ow, 
02(NG(LlL,)) C NG(L1) n N,(L,), and so if N,(A) C N,(L,L,), then by 
Lemma 4.8 applied to K and each Li , we obtain a contradiction. Thus, 
N,(A) !$ N,(L,L,) and since L,Lz = L(a) 4 C, it follows in particular that 
N,(A) $ C (4.10) 
Now, NG(A) normalizes C,(i3) -= S,(b, E> ,il,A, . Also, 01~ E S, . By 
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choice of iz, a is the only involution of S,,(a) and since CG(A)z C S&a>, 
(4.10) implies that a is a nonsquare in $,(a>, whence (a) is a Sylow 2- 
subgroup of S,,(D.). By Burnside’s theorem, S,,(a) has a normal 2-complement, 
X, say, and then X = O(C,(A)) = 1, by Corollary 3.3. Hence 01 = 1 and 
S, == (a). Consider S<b). Let X = O,(S). Then X(b) is a 2-group and 
(a, 6) a selfcentralizing four-subgroup of X(b), whence by [32], Lemma 4, 
X(b) is either dihedral or semidihedral, so that X is cyclic, dihedral, or 
generalized quaternion. Now, O(S) = L(S) = 1 as S Q C and O(C) == 1, 
L(C) = L1L2. Thus, by [12, (2.2)], C,(X) C X, so that unless X admits an 
automorphism of odd order, X = S. If X f S then X is a fourgroup or 
a quaternion group, and S(b) E PGL(2, 3) (z &) or GL(2, 3), respectively. 
Next, suppose a N c in N,(A) for some c E A - (a) A,A, . Without 
loss, h = c. Hence 3g E N,(A) such that g: b --f a. Now let Mi = CLZ(b) E 
PSL(2, 4). By Corollary 3.2, L(u, b) = Mi x M, and hence by another 
application of that corollary, each Mi is contained in a component of L(b) g 
L(u). Hence, Ml8 CL, or L, . We suppose the former, the latter being similar. 
Then, recalling that g normalizes A, it follows that A,” = A, and similarly 
A,9 = a& Now, by Lemma 4.2, if x E A,#, L, is a component of L(x) and 
so also L,” is a component of L(x) containing A, , for each x E ,4r#, whence 
Lz” == L, . But [6, L,] # 1 whereas [a, L,] = 1, a contradiction. 
By the previous paragraph, and (4.10), we now have that a N c in N,(A) 
for some c E A,A, or uA,A,, c # a. Hence 3g E N,(A) such that g: c - a, 
C,(c) - C. Thus, g: X(b) A,*A,* - C. Hence by Sylow’s theorem, for 
some d E C, h = gd : X(b) A,*A,* + X(,B) A,*A,* where /3 acts on L, 
and L, like a field automorphism of 2-power order, and b E @). Now using 
the definition of J in [13, p. 2711, we see that 1(X(b) A,*A,*) = 
J(XW 4*4*) = J(X) 4*4*, so that by [13, 8.2.21, h normalizes 
j(X)A,*,4,*. But now by Lemmas 2.8, 2.9, and the structure of X, h 
normalizes or interchanges A:’ = A, and A,*’ = A,. For simplicity, 
suppose the former, the latter being similar. As we have seen, L, is a component 
of L(x) for each x E Al#, and hence Lzh is a component of L(x) containing A, , 
for each x E Al+, whence Lzh = L, and similarly Lib = L, . But 
now h E N,(L,L,) and d E C C N,(L,L,), so thatg E N,(L,L,) n N,(A) C 
N,(C’,(L,L,)) = C, a contradiction. 1 
For the rest of this section, we fix an a E A#, and set L = L(u), satisfying 
the conclusion of Lemma 4.9. 
LEMMA 4.11. O’WGW) e N,(L). 
Proof. Choose K such that K E ‘e, K + L, and suppose that @(N,(A)) C 
N,(L). Applying Lemma 4.8, we see that K is simple, and C,(L) = A n K. 
Let 6 E K be an element of order 4 - 1 acting faithfully on A n K, where 
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q 2’1, n -- Y(d n K). Now, [L n r3, [] is a &invariant subgroup of 
B -= A n K, so that since 5 is transitive on B”, [L n L4, (1 1 or B. 
Suppose the latter. Then B = [L n A, E] CL n ,4. Thus, B C Z(L) so that 
L E &i$ and K z PSL(2,4) or PSC:(3, 4). Xow, B is a fourgroup and [ 
an element of order 3 cycling its involutions. Now if b E B”, Corollary 4.5 
implies that L is a component of L(b). Moreover, ~(~4 n L) -: 5, s(L) ~. 3 
and r(A) ::.I 2s(L) ~~; 6. Th us, L(b) ~7 L for each b E B” and so E normalizes 
L. Considering the action of [ on L = LIZ(L), since [L n A, [] . Z(L), 
[ centralizes an Es of L. But Sz(8) p assesses no automorphism of order 3 
centralizing an Es, whence 8 is trivial on E and therefore also on L, I>! 
Lemma 2.2. In particular, [ centralizes B, a contradiction. Thus, in fact, 
[L n A, [] m-z 1, so that L n A c C,(t). Now C,(t) acts on K centralizing [ 
and therefore either centralizes K or induces a field automorphism of order 
2 on K. In this latter case, Kg PSU(3, q), and if a’ E ,4 n L induces a field 
automorphism of order 2 on K, then CK(a’) g PSL(2, 4). In particular, 
if 17 E K is an element of order (4 $ 1)/d, d == (3, 4 -t l), acting on the 
Sylow 2-subgroup of K containing K n A, then 7 does not centralize L. 
We argue that 7 acts on L. (Note that 7 $ N,(A), so that this is not automatic.) 
Let b E il+ n K. By Corollary 4.5, L is a component of L(b). Moreover, the 
argument of Lemma 4.9 may be applied to any n E A” of which L is a com- 
ponent. Thus, L(b) = L and now 7 centralizes b and therefore acts on L. 
Since A n L induces only an automorphism of order 2 on K, and 17 E K, 
7 centralizes a subgroup of A n L of index 2. But now rZ n L is the unique 
maximal elementary abelian 2-subgroup of L containing such a subgroup 
and so 7 acts on A n L. Since 7 has odd order, 7 centralizes A n L by [13, 
5.3.21, a contradiction. Therefore, in fact, A n L centralizes K. By Corollary 
4.5, K is a component of L(b) for each b EL n A#. Indeed, it is the only 
component, for if M were any other component, L & M and hence by 
Lemma 4.8, A n M = C,(L), at least if M is maximal, which is impossible. 
If M is nonmaximal, and MC N, N maximal, then again we have a contra- 
diction by Lemma 4.8, unless N = L. Now, N # L since b EL - hT, whence 
[L, N] = 1. Thus, N n A & C,(L) C K, a contradiction, as K and M are 
distinct components of L(b), and K is simple. Thus, L(b) = K for such 6, 
and so O*(NG(A)) normalizes K. By Lemma 4.8, C,(K) = A n L, and L is 
simple, Next, we argue that A = (A n L) x (A n K). For otherwise, 
Kg PSU(3, Q), L g PSU(3, q’), and A = ‘c) x (A n L) x (A n K) with 
c acting on both K and L like a field automorphism of order 2. Then by 
Corollary 3.2, C,(c) E PSL(2, 4’) is a component of L(a, c), and therefore 
by Corollary 3.2 again, it is contained in a component of L(c), with equality 
unless that component is isomorphic to PSU(3, 4)‘. A similar conclusion 
follows for CK(c), and clearly the component containing C,(c) is different 
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from that containing C,(c). Hence, in particular, [CK(c), C,(c)] = 1. sow, 
let Al* be a Sylow 2-subgroup of K containing A n K, and A,* a Sylow 
2-subgroup of L containing A n L. Choose x E A,* - A and y E A,* - A 
such that [c,iJ-dEAnK and [c,y]=eeAnL. Then cx=cd, 
cv = ce and c&u = cde. Conjugating by x and y, we therefore obtain [C,(cd), 
C,(c)] =: [CK(c), CJce)] = [C,(cd), CJce)] = 1. Now, (CK(c), C,(cd)) 3 
C,(c) since cd does not centralize CK(c), whence by Lemma 2.10, (CK(c), 
C,(cd)) = K, and similarly (CL(c), C,(ce)) = L, whence [K, L] = 1, so 
that K = L, a contradiction. This proves our assertion that A = (A n L) x 
(A n K). 
Now let X = N,(K n A), Y = N,(L n A). Since L(x) = L for all 
x E A’ n A*, X normalizes L. Also, [X, L n A] C [K, L n A] = 1. Thus, 
X normalizes Y, and similarly I’ normalizes X. Hence [X, Y] C X n Y == 2, 
say. Now, [X, L n A] = 1, so [Z, L n A] = 1, and similarly [Z, K n A] = 1. 
Thus, [Z, A] = 1. Also, Z n A = 1, so that Z has odd order. If x E C,(A), 
then .2: centralizes a and 6, whence x normalizes L(a) = L and L(b) = K. 
Hence, .\: normalizes Z, and so Z _C O(C,(A)) = 1, by Corollary 3.3. Thus, 
[X, Y] : 1. In particular, we note that if AK* is a Sylow 2-subgroup of K 
containing K n A, and similarly for AL*, then [A,*, AL*] = 1. 
Now, suppose c E N,(A) n N,(K) n N,(L) and that c acts on K or L 
(say, L, for definiteness) like a nontrivial field automorphism of 2-power 
order. If c induces an inner automorphism of K, then since c E N,(A n K), 
composition with an element of A, * shows that without loss c centralizes 
K. Thus, c acts like a (possibly trivial) field automorphism, without loss. 
Raising c to a suitable power, we may suppose that c is an element of 2-power 
order, inducing field automorphisms on K and L of order 1 or 2, and again 
(for definiteness) we suppose c induces a field automorphism of order 2 on L. 
In particular, we note that L * Sz(q’). Now, let K,, x CK(c), L, = CL(c), so 
that if L g PSU(3, 4’) or PSL(2, q’2), then L, g PSL(2, q’), and similarly 
for K, if c is nontrivial on K. Now since L(a) = L for all a E A# n K, we may 
suppose [a, c] = 1 without loss. Then, by Corollary 3.2, since (a, c) is a 
2-group, L, is a component of L(a, c); also, if y E (c) is an involution, L(c) = 
(L(y) n C(c))” and L(a, c) = (L(y) n C(u, c))“, so that L(u, c) = (L(c) n 
C(a))%. But a acts on L(c). Thus, either L, is contained in a component 
Lo* of L(c), or else a interchanges two components L, , L, of L(c) and L,, = 
CL+(u). In this latter case, since C.,,, (c) acts on L(c) centralizing L, , and 
: C,,,(c)1 > 2 (for if K z PSL(2, 4), then c does not induce a field auto- 
morphism of K, by hypothesis), we may replace a by some element of 
C,,,(c) which normalizes L, and L, , whence this latter possibility does not 
arise. But now, since C,,,( ) c contains a fourgroup F acting on L(c) and 
centralizing L, , F acts on Lo* in such a way that C,O*(f)” = L, for each 
f EF*. Since L,, is a Bender type group, we must have L,* = L, . Similarly, 
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K, is a component of L(c), clearly distinct from L,, . Thus, [KU , L,] == 1. 
But now applying a similar argument to c*, cQ and c”‘Q for suitable s E AK*, 
Y E AL*, as before, we obtain the contradiction [K, L] : 1, using Lemma 
2.10, or Dickson’s list of subgroups of PSL(2, q), [20, II. 8.271 (noting that 
if K or L E PSL(2, 4) then c does not induce a field automorphism on this 
component, by hypothesis.) 
IVext, consider -,(A). Now if x E A- +, M a component of L(x), then either 
M + K or M + L. Hence, by Lemma 4.8, M is simple, and 192 n A == C,,,(K) 
or C.,(L), that is, L n A or K n A. Thus, if g E N,(A), Lo n A = L n A or 
K n A, and similarly for KY n A. Thus, g normalizes or interchanges L n d 
and K n A, and since L(x) -- L for x E K n -4+, and L(x) = K for x E 
L n A#, g interchanges or normalizes K and L. Thus, either :VJA) d 
N,(K) n N,(L), or K z L and N,(A) has a subgroup of index 2 normalizing 
K and L, and an element y interchanging K and L. ?I:ow, let S be a Sylow 
Z-subgroup of N,(A) n N,(K) n N,(L) containing AK* x A,.‘, and let 
S, = C,(K). We show that C,(K) n C,(L) = I, whence S, is faithful on L. 
For C,(K) n C,(L) C C,(A) C N,(K) n NG(L), and by choice of A, C,(K) n 
C,(L) contains no involutions. Thus, C,(K) n C,(L) _C O(C,(A)) =- 1, by 
Corollary 3.3. Now, S, is faithful on L, contains AL*, and induces no field 
automorphisms on L. Thus, S, = A L*. Similarly, S/S, is faithful on K and 
so S/S, = AK* x AL*/.!?,, and S = A,* x AL*. Thus, either S or 
S(y) is a Splow 2-subgroup of NJA). In any event, we see that A is the 
unique maximal elementary abelian subgroup of T = S or S(y), respectively, 
and so Nc( T) _C N,(A), and T is a Sylow 2-subgroup of G. Goldschmidt [ 121 
now gives an immediate contradiction, unless T = S(y) and some element 
of Sy, without loss y itself, is an involution fused to an element of A”. 
NOW, let A, = A n K, A, = A n L, n = r(AK), q = 2”, A,, == C,,(y), 
A,* = C,(y) and c = ab. Let 5,) tL be elements of K, L, respectively, of 
order q - 1, acting fixed point freely on A, , A, , respectively, and such that 
fL = fK~. Let 6, = tKtL , so that 5, E C,(y), since [& , &,I = 1. From the 
action of (y, tK, &) on A, we conclude that all involutions of A,# u AL+ 
are fused in G, and also those of A - (A, u AL). We show that these classes 
are not fused to one another. It suffices to show that a + c, so suppose the 
contrary. Then M = L(c) EL. Since K + L, either M f K or M + L 
(or both), say M + K. By Lemma 4.8, M n A = C,(K) == A n L. If also 
M q&L, then Lemma 4.8 yields a contradiction, so A&f = L. But M n A = 
L n A, so that [M, L] # 1. Thus, M = L, and so c E C,(M) = C,(L) = A,, 
a contradiction. Thus, A contains two classes of involutions. Now, 3’ - some 
element of A, so that y N a or c. Then by [28, Lemma 2.11, 3g : y 4 a or C, 
C,(y) ---f S or T (respectively), taking c E Z(T), as we may without loss. 
Now, if y---f a and y E A, then y = a/l with o( E A,#, p E AL+, j3 = cP and 
y - yy. Thus, if yQ E A, yQ = y’ = (Y’/?’ with 01’ E A,#, 6’ E A,# and yQ = 
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a N (yy)” = ua’p’. Th is can only happen if a’ = a, and in this case it 
follows that 1 A,g n A / = 2. However, A, 9 C S, in this case, and so A,g C A, _ 
a contradiction as 1 ,4, 1 = p > 4. Thus, in fact, y N c. If A,” CA then 
(c} A,g is an elementary abelian subgroup of A, of rank n + 1, all of whose 
involutions are fused with c, which is impossible. Thus we have the following 
statement. 
If g :J”c then AVu g A. (4.12) 
In particular, we see that L g PSL(2, q), for otherwise A,” _C (A$“)2 C 
1” _C S and thus d,~ C 4. Also, since Ayg(c) is abelian and e A, it follows 
that A,g(c) n .4 c C,(~ly) = A, , for some a: E A such that my is an involution, 
and thus &q(c) = AI = A,(y). Now, 5, acts on A,(y) centralizing 
y and acting fixed point freely on A, . Thus, 5,” E C = C(c) acts fixed point 
freely on some complement of (c) in A,(y) and in particular (since all 
elements of A,y are conjugate in C) we conclude that y N y in C for some 
y E A,+. Now, applying [28, Lemma 2.11 to T/(c) C C/(c), we see that 
3g E C such that g : y + y or yc and g : C,,,,,(y) ---f T. Thus, US E T and so 
ug E ,4,+ u A,#. Thus, Lg = K or L. Hence A,0 is a Sylow 2-subgroup of 
K orL containing some element of A, or A, , respectively, whence A;5” _C A,” 
or AL-#. Similarly, Ap CA,+ or ALei, so that g normalizes ,4 = (AK, A,), 
a contradiction. 1 
Now, set C = C,(a), S = C,(L), So = C,(A), A, == A n S, = C,(L). 
Note that O(S,) C O(C,(A)) = 1, by Corollary 3.3, and also L(S,) _C 
L(C,(A)) = 1, by Corollary 3.2. Thus, by [12, (2.2)], C,O(O,(S,,)) C O,(S,). 
Define q, 71 by L/Z(L) z PSL(2, q), Sz(q) or PSU(3, q), q = 2”. Let il, = 
A n L, and let AL* be a Sylow 2-subgroup of L containing A, . Before we 
proceed, we rule out the possibility that L is not simple. For otherwise, 
L/Z(L) z Sz(8) and r(A) < 6. Now the structure of a Sylow 2-subgroup 
of L is given in [I]. In particular, we see that C,(A) = C,(A) = &A, . 
Chooseg E N,(A) - N,(L) of odd order, so that g acts on &A, and therefore 
on (SoA,)’ = S,‘. Now if S,’ contains an involution (Y, 01 E A by choice of A, 
and then L(a) L= L by the proof of Lemma 4.9; similarly, L(d) = L, whence 
g normalizes L, a contradiction. Thus, S,’ has odd order, so that S,’ C 
O(C,(A)) = 1, by Corollary 3.3. Thus, C,(A) is an abelian 2-group. More- 
over, U,(C,(A)) C S, whence again Ur(C,(A)) = 1 so that C,(A) is elemen- 
tary abelian, and so C,(A) = A, and S,, = A,, . First of all, suppose that 
A = A, . Then S,, = A, = Z(L), and S = C,(L) C C,(A,) = L (using the 
last remark in [I, Theorem 21). Th us, S = A,, and C,(u) = L. However, 
from the action of g, some involution a! E A - A, is fused in N,(A) with a, 
and since L - Z(L) contains only one L-class of involutions, we may assume 
(Y == xi2, in the notation of [I]. Take g : xi2 3 a. Then L 3 Ca,*(x,,)g 3 A, 
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whence C ALi(~Iz)‘~ C AL*, and thus g : d ” 
a contradiction. Thus, 
~2 [i3, c,,L*(.x&] - [A, C/jL*(a)] -- 
-4, 7 A, z/- A. Next, suppose 1 Z(L)1 7 4. Then 
r(A) = 6, ~(~4~) =-- 5, ~(4~) 3 and Y(A, n ‘4J = 2. Now, d4,” n A, = 1 
as before, and so A,” f~ A, is of rank > 2 and _C A, - .4, . But, as remarked 
above, all involutions of A, ~ A, are fused in N,(A). Thus, A, contains a 
fourgroup of involutions fused with those of -4, - Jo, and in particular 
some involution of Z(L) is of this type. But no involution of Z(L) is fused to 
one of il, - Z(L), since the former satisfy s EL(X), and the latter do not. 
Hence, -4,)” n A L Z(L)” n A, =- Z(L)g, and all the involutions of A, are 
fused in N,(A). AIoreover, if 01 E 4” is fused in N,(A) to an involution of A, , 
it is fused to an involution of Z(L), and thus for some g E V,(A), a: E Z(L)7 c‘ 
A, . Hence, V,JA) acts on A, Since y(AL) ~= 5, I A,’ ~ = 31, a prime. 
Thus, N,(A) is primitive on A,**, whereas we have already seen that Z(L)* 
is a set of imprimitivity for N,(A), a contradiction. Hence, 1 Z(L)1 == 2, so 
that y(AL) =- 4, and r(A) = 5 or 6. We may suppose that Z(L) :m: /a,. 
Suppose, first of all, that a is not fused to any element of A, - (a), in 
XG(A). Taking g as before, it follows that n’~ = /3y for some /3 E A, - Z(L), 
y E -4, - Z(L). xow, ~(~4~0 n AL) >- 2, so we may choose y’ E A,9 n d4, 
with y’ # y or ya. Clearly, y’ f a. Since all involutions of A, - Z(L) are 
conjugate in L, and p E C(L), a - /3y - /3yy’ E (A, - (a))~, a contradiction. 
Thus, in fact, the involutions of A, are all fused in NJA). Now choosing 
g E XG(A), suppose a~ $ -4, . Now ‘(A,,9 n -4J ,: 1 and if s t A,,9 n A,*, 
x == (yn for some 01 E A, - (a), so that iy IL(a), whereas O( - .r: -a and 
a E L(a), a contradiction. Thus, in fact, ug E A, and hence N,(A) acts on A, , 
permuting its involutions transitively. niow, C has Splow 2-subgroup 
TCSoiZ,*, a central product with (a> amalgamated. Note that [A, , T] == 
(a). Let /3 E A, - (a>, and choose g E NG(AL) such that g : p- a, 
C&3)---f T, this being possible by [28, Lemma 2.11, since T is a Sylow 
2-subgroup of N&A,), and therefore of hT,(A,). Thus, (a) = [A,, CT@)] ---+ 
[A, , T] = (a), a contradiction. This now rules out the possibility that L 
is not simple. Thus, we have proved the following. 
LEMMA 4.13. L is simple. 
LEMMA 4.14. S, = A,, . 
Proof. First of all, suppose that no element of A induces a field auto- 
morphism on L. By Lemma 4.11, 3g E N,(A) of odd order such that g 4 
NJL). Thus, g normalizes C,(A) = C,(;4) = S,X where X = A,*F, with 
F = 1 unless L s PSlJ(3, q), when F = (7) or (7, b) with 7 an element of 
order q + 1 or (q + 1)/d, d = (3, q + l), acting on A,* and b an element 
inducing a field automorphism of order 2 on L. Let us assume that S,X m= 
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S, x X for the moment. From Lemma 2.9 we easily see that unless X = d, , 
then X is directly indecomposable. Now if S, = S, x S, x ... X S, with 
s r ,..., S, directly indecomposable, then since m,(A,*F) 3 $~(a), at most one of 
s; ,...) S, is isomorphic to X. Thus g, being of odd order, normalizes S,‘. 
If X = A, , the same conclusion follows since here S,’ == (S,, :x: X)‘. Now 
if S,’ contains an involution x, then x E C,(A) whence x E A. Also, [x, L] == 1, 
so that by Corollary 4.5, L is a component of L(x), and then by the proof of 
Lemma 4.9, L(x) = L. Since g permutes the involutions of So’, we conclude 
that g normalizes L, a contradiction. Thus, S,,’ C O(S,) = 1. Thus, S, is 
abelian, and since O(S,) = 1, S, is a 2-group. Moreover, g normalizes 
U,(Z(S,,X)) = Ur(S,,) and again Ur(S,) = 1. Thus, S, is an elementary 
abelian 2-group centralizing A, and L, whence the result by the choice of il. 
Next, suppose S,X is not a direct product. In this case, L z PSU(3, 4) and 
some element of X induces an outer automorphism on L and acts nontrivially 
on S, . Now, g acts on O,(S,X) = O,(S,) x AL*, and hence as before we 
argue that Afg C G,(Z(O,(S,,))) x -4,* = AOA,*. Thus, S,,g C CsJA*“) 
with A;g C A,AL*, whence S,,Q C &,A,* and so g normalizes &A,* and we 
may argue as before. Finally, let us consider the case when L induces a field 
automorphism on L g PSU(3, 4). Then C,(A) = S, x A, x (6) for some 
b E A#. Thus, we may argue as in the PSL(2, q) case. 1 
Now, the case when A induces a field automorphism on L, which may 
arise if L s PSU(3, q), requires special treatment. We prove the following 
lemma. 
LEMMA 4.15. Suppose L g PSU(3, q) and A induces a field automorphims 
of order 2 on L. Then 
(ii) E,, = C,(A&) is an elementary abelian 2-group containing A, as a 
subgroup of index at most 2; 
(iii) L(x) = L for each x E E,,“; 
(iv) O’V&A.)) CL N&l. 
Proof. We have A = A, x A, x (b) with b inducing a field auto- 
morphism of order 2 on L. First of all, suppose / A, / = 2. Now, CEO(b) == 
S, = A,, = (a). If E, is a Sylow 2-subgroup of E, , then by [32, Lemma 41, 
E,(b) is dihedral or semidihedral, and hence E, is cyclic, dihedral or general- 
ized quaternion. Also, by Corollaries 3.2 and 3.3, L(E,) C E, n L = 1 and 
O(E,) C O(C,(A,)) = 1. Thus, CE0(02(E0)) C E0 and so E, is a 2-group, 
unless O,(E,) = E4 or Qs , when it may happen that E, contains an element 
of order 3 acting faithfully on O,(E,). N ow, we first of all prove (i), so suppose 
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02(NC(A0AL)) C N,(L). Let g E 02(N,(A)) - IV,(L). First of all, suppose 
As e 44, . Let 010 E A,g - A,A, . If 1 iz,I 3 4, then A,B-’ n A,A, # I, 
so we may choose p”-’ E Ai-l n AdAL . Now, L(ar, /3Q-‘) = 1 or L, and 
L(d, /I) E PSL(2, q), a contradiction. Thus, A,, = (a). Now, 02(lVG(AJL)) 
normalizes CAoAL(L) = A,, and hence 02(NG(AoAL)) C C,(a). Indeed, we 
show that N,(A,A,) C C,(a). For if not, choose h E N,(A,A,) - C,(u). 
Then h acts on O,(C,(A,A,)) = 0,(.&J x A,*, whence by Lemma 2.8, 
and what we know of the structure of O,(E,,), h normalizes A, . Now, if 4 EL 
is of order 4 - I and cycles AL=+, then 6 centralizes a and permutes the other 
elements of aA, regularly. Hence, Eh E O?(iV,(A,A,)) - C,(a), a contra- 
diction. Hence, N,(A,A,) C C,(a), and thus a Sylow 2-subgroup of N,(A,A,) 
is T == O,(E,)(b) A,*P, where F is a group of field automorphisms of 
2-power order. Now J(T) = J(O,(E,J) x A,*, so that by Lemma 2.8, and 
the structure of O,(E,), A, char T. Also, Q,(Z(J(O,(E,)))) n Z(T) = (a) 
and so (a) A, char T. Thus, N,(T) C NG(A,,AL) and so T is a Sylow 2- 
subgroup of G. Now, if two elements of Z(T) C (a> A, are fused, they are 
fused in IV,(T) C IV,(A,A,) C C,(u). H ence, a is not fused to an involution 
zcZ(T)n A,, nor to az. From the action of E, it follows that a is not fused 
to any involution of A,A, - (a). But now ag E A - A,A, , and from the 
action of uo on L, C,(d) E PSL(2, 4). By Corollary 3.2, CL(@) CL(d) =- L”, 
whence L4Lq =m rl n L!’ 7 A L . Thus, g normalizes A, . But now it is clear 
that all elements of USA, are G-fused, whence so are all elements of u-4, , 
a contradiction. 
Thus, in fact, we may suppose A”” C &,A, for all g E O”(N,(A)) ~ N,(L). 
Now if A”” n A, f 1, consider A :gm’ C C,(A,) = (E, x L)F. Since F has ._ 
a cyclic Sylow 2-subgroup, it follows that (E, x L) n Azgel covers a subgroup 
of (AL*/Af of index 2, and hence by Lemma 2.13, E,, x L contains an 
element x of .4fDm’ whose square is in A,,+. Now, if /3 E A - A,A, , then 
Go(B) zzz 4 , and so C,(X) = A,A, . Hence, g : A,A, = C,(x”-‘) + 
C,(x) = Ad, , and so o’(N,(il)) C N,(A,A,). But now 02(NG(A)) C 
Oz(N,(A,A,)) C: N,(L), contrary to Lemma 4.11. Hence, A$ n A, == 1. 
Then the action of 5 on A shows that in 02(lVG(AoAL)) the elements of 
A,AL - A, are fused to those of 40*, and, by what we have shown, no 
element of A, is so fused. Thus, O?(Ai,(4)) normalizes A,A, , a contradiction 
as before. Thus, (i) is proved. 
Now, C,(A,A,) = (E, x A,*)X with X = (7, 6). As in Lemma 4.14, 
we consider O,(C,,(A,AL)) = O,(E,) x AL*, and let g E O’(iV,(A,A,)) - 
N,(L), and then g normalizes O,(E,)‘. Now, if O,(E,,)’ f I, since O,(EO)’ (1 
O,(E,)(b), O,(E,)’ meets SZ,(Z(O,(E,)(b))) C A nontrivially. If c E O,(E,,)’ n 
A#, then L(c) = L and since [CO, L] = 1, L C L(cg) by Corollary 3.2, whence 
L(@) =: L and we have a contradiction. Similarly, we show that O,(E,) is 
elementary. Hence we obtain as in Lemma 4.14 that g normalizes E,A,“, 
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and hence also E,‘. Now, O(E,‘) = L(E,‘) = 1 and so if E,,’ # 1 , O,(E,‘) # 1, 
which gives a contradiction as before, since O,(E,,‘) n A # 1 in this case. 
Similarly, we obtain that E,, is an elementary abelian 2-group, containing 8, . 
Since E0.4, is elementary, r(E,A,) < r(A), and hence r(E,) < r(A,) + 1, 
giving (ii). 
Next, to prove (iii), suppose x E E,, - A, , and L(X) # L. Since r(E,,A,) = 
r(A), we may apply Lemma 4.1 and Corollary 4.3 to EOA, , and conclude 
that L is a component of L(r). Th us, L(x) has at least two components, say 
L and L, . Then if y E AL+-, L, is contained in a component L, of L(y). If 
L, CL, then L, s PSU(3, q’), and we may choose 13 EL,, a 2-element, such 
that B normalizes A (\ L, = &A, n L, = &AL n L, C C,(L) = A,, and 
therefore also L, and such that LIE #L, . Then we have [(LIB, L,), L] = 1 
and so [L, L,] = 1 by Lemma 2.10. If L, is not maximal, then L, CL, 4 L(z) 
for some z E A#. Since A, acts on L, centralizing L, , we may choose z E A,*. 
But some power of 5 maps y to z and hence L, to a component of L(x) con- 
taining A, n L, -# 1, whence L, -L, , a contradiction. Thus, L, = L, and 
so by choice of L, r(L, n A) = r(L, n A) > T(A~) > *r(A). Hence, L(y) has 
at most two components isomorphic to L, for each y E AL#. Thus, by Corollary 
3.2 and the inequality on r(L,), L(C,(A,)) has L, or L, as a component and 
at most two components of this type. Now we have seen that OP(NC(AOAL)) 
normalizes A, , whence it normalizes L, n A,A, C A,, , and therefore also L, 
a contradiction. 
Finally, set E = E,,A, . Then C,(A,A,) = E,A,*X, whence OL(NG(AOAL)) 
normalizes Z(O,(C,(A,A,))) = E,,A, and so the result follows from (i). 1 
We now set E,, = C,(A,L) (= -4, if L + PSU(3, 4)) and E = E,A,, 
(= A if L z$ PSU(3, q)). W e note the following Corollary to the preceding 
two lemmas. 
COROLLARY 4.16. C,(E,,) = (E, x L)F where F = (v> or (q~, CL) with F 
inducing a field automorphism on L and TV inducing a diagonal automovphism 
on L of order 3 (this being possible only if L G PSU(3, q) with q zz - 1 
(mod 3)). C,(L) C <T> is either trivial OY cyclic of order 2. 
LEMMA 4.17. E,, is a T.I. set in N,(E). 
Proof. If ,?$a~ n E, # I, let a’ E E,j n E,#. Then L(a’) = L(a’g-‘) = L 
so that g normalizes L and therefore also C,(L) = E, . 1 
LEMMA 4.18. Suppose that E,g n A, f 1 for some g E N,(E). Then 
(i) L z PSL(2, q); 
(ii) .4$ _C A, ; 
(iii) S = S, = A, 
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Proof. If L z PSL(2, q), then O,(C,(E)) _- IQ,“, so that :\yG(L;) 
normalizes (&A,“)’ = A, , whence (i) follows. Now let 5 t L be of order 
q - 1 acting transitively on A,. Suppose that for i I, I,..., q - 2, 
A[*t n -4,)” I. Thus, if c@ E -do!‘, (Y E A, , /3 E >‘-1, , then a/3ci $ -&‘1, whence 
/3,@’ $ A,!‘. Now =1, may be identified with GF(q) and (0 with the multi- 
plicative group of GF(q) so that the action of 5 is by multiplication. Thus 
in field notation we have a/? E A”(‘, x E GF(q), x # 0, implies /3( 1 - X) $ A,,“. 
Since A,; n A, + 0 and 1 + s # 0 when x f 1, it follows that there is only 
one possibility for /3, and hence from Lemma 4.17, A,?, and therefore also 
&I 9 is cyclic, and so (ii) follows. Otherwise, applying Lemma 4.17 to Z-I,,“, 
some si, i .~ I, 2 ,..., q --- 2, normalizes A”!‘. Since also A,Y n -do =-= I bv i 
Lemma 4.17, =I”!’ n C,(e) = 1. Thus, A,,” [izO”, p] C A, , proving (ii). 
Kow, S = C,(a, L) C C,((a) A,“) so that ,W’ C C,(A,(&‘>) = C,(A,(c;,) 
for some c t ALif, and this, by Corollary 4.16, is AF. Now (using additive 
notation again for ilL) A,: is an additive subgroup X of GF(q) with the 
property X n Xy = 0 or X for each y E GF(q). Also, we may assume that 
A, and GF(q) are identified in such a way that 1 E X. Thus, ifs E S, x t S n 
XX and so X == XX and S is a subfield of GF(q). In particular either Y(A,,) 
71, or r(A,) < 9,. Now, in this latter case, if S # S,, then W’ c _W induces 
field automorphisms on A4, , and so r(CAL(SB ‘j) -c in, and thus Y(C,JS’~~‘)) 5. 
n, whereas r(C,(S)) 2: n + I, and g E N,(A), a contradiction. Thus, we may 
suppose that r(AJ : ?z. Now, [ acts on A,,” so that pm’ acts on A,, and hence 
also on L. Thus, f!-’ acts on A,, and [to-‘, AL] C A, , whence [AL!‘, E] 2 
A,” n A, =- 1. Hence AL!’ C C,(t) =: A,, and so in fact g interchanges A, 
and A, . Thus, for g E NG(A), ug E A, implies that g interchanges A,, and =I, 
and so does not have odd order. By Lemma 4.11, 3h E N,(A) of odd order 
such that Iz $ NG(L) whence ah $ A, , and so ah E A - (A, u AL). Kow from 
the action of ([, t”> on A we conclude that N,(A) is transitive on A. In 
particular, 1 NC;(A): N,(A)! = 4’ - 1 is odd and so N,(A) contains a Sylow 
2-subgroup of N,(A). Now, S” C AF and hence S has a normal Sylow 2- 
subgroup, and so T = (O,(S) x AL) O,(F) is a Sylow 2-subgroup of n;,(A). 
In fact, if b E A,” is centralized byF, then T = O,(C,(a, 6)). Now composing 
g with some p, we may suppose a g := b, and similarly composing with some 
([“)i, that bo : z a. Raising g to some power, we may assume g is of 2-power 
order. But g acts on T, and so T C T(g) C N,(A), a contradiction. 1 
LEMMA 4.19. Suppose that for all g E N,(E), E,s n A, =:= I. Then 
N :=z N,(A) acts on A normalizing A, ; also N,, == C,JE/A,) Q iV permutes 
the q elements of each coset ALa, CL E A 0#, like a subgroup of the group of semi- 
linear transformations x + axa + b of GF(q), containing all linear 
transformations. 
Pvoqf. Let 6 EL be of order q -- 1 acting fixed point freely on -d,*. Now 
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by Lemmas 4.11 and 4.17, and hypothesis, 3g E N,(E) such that l?$ n A, -7. 
&Y n E, = 1. From the action of 5, any element of E - (E,, u AL) is fused 
in N,(E) with an element of E,, . By hypothesis, this is not true of any element 
of ALP, whence N,(E) normalizes A, . Let N = NG(E), N, = C,(E/AJciN. 
Then if CY E E,,# is fixed, N,, permutes the q letters olA, . t E N, permutes the 
q - 1 letters other than 01 transitively. Also, 5” fixes some letter other than 
(y. and permutes the remaining ones transitively. Hence, N, is doubly transitive 
on aAL. From the structure of L, the stabiliser of two points in this set acts 
on the remaining letters like a group of field automorphisms on GF(q); in 
particular, it is cyclic. Thus, we may apply [2] or [24] to Iv, = lV(,/K, where 
K is the kernel of this action. If N,, z PSL(2, q,J or PGL(2, qO), q,, > 4, then 
j orAL I = 2” = q. + 1, so that by Lemma 2.11, q,, is a niersenne prime. If 
-v0 z PSU(3, q,J, PGU(3, qa) or R(q,,), then 2” = po3 + 1, which is impos- 
sible by Lemma 2.11. If m0 E Sz(q,,), q0 a 2-power, then 2’” = qo2 + 1, again 
impossible. If E,, s PSL(2, qe) or PGL(2, qO), q0 a Mersenne prime > 3, 
then / n;,, ! = qo(qo2 - 1)/d = 2+l(2+l ~ 1)(2” - 1)/d with d = 1 or 2. 
On the other hand, j m,, / = 2n(211 - 1) v w h ere v is the order of the stabilizer 
of two points, so that Y 1 71. Thus, vd = 2(2%-l - 1) I nd. Hence, n = 3, 
d ~~ 2, I, = 3 and q,, = 7, and Ic’, g PSL(2, 7) z GL(3, 2). We now show 
that this last possibility cannot occur, which will show that iv,, has a regular 
normal subgroup. 
Kow, 30 E N,(E) of 3-power order centralizing E/A, and acting on A, like 
a field automorphism of order 3 on GF(8), and centralizing some fixed 
OL E Eo#. Let /3 E A, n C(0). Then C@ E E,g for some g with Eog n E,, =m: 
A, n E,s = 1. Now (c+)” = a/3, whence by Lemma 4.17, Eie = E,,Y. Also, 
Eoe = E, , whence [EO , e] = 1. Thus, 0 centralizes the projection of E,,Y on 
A, , so that EOg g E. = A, e Z, . In particular, N, = N. Now, the kernel 
of the representation of N on olAL is C,(E) = A,AL*X, with X = I, 
(17) or (7, b), as above. Since [E N, x acts nontrivially on il, and is thus 
faithfully represented on A, . Since m- GL(3, 2) and A, g E, , m induces 
the full automorphism group on A, . First of all, suppose L g Sz(8). Choose 
E E GF(8) to be a root of X3 + X + 1 = 0. Let x E N induce the auto- 
morphism on A, fixing ((0, l), (0, c)) and mapping (0, E’) ---, (0, I + c”). 
x acts on C,(E) = (a> A,*. Now (y, z)” = (0, y5) and so x fixes (1, 0) and 
(c3, 0) (mod A), and thus x fixes [(I, 0), (c3, 0)] = (0, c3 + ?) = (0, E”), a 
contradiction. Next, suppose L g PSU(3, 8). Take x E N as before, and 
consider the action of x on Y = (a) A,*/E z Es4. Now let w E GF(64) be 
a root of X2 + X + 1 = 0. Thus, the elements of GF(64) of (multiplicative) 
order dividing 9 are just the powers of /\ = E? + EW. Now, in A,*, (y, *)” = 
(0, y’); since x fixes (0, 1), x permutes the elements (Xi, *)E of Y. There are 
9 such elements, whence one at least is fixed by x, say (Xi, *)E. Thus, x 
permutes the set {[(xj, *), (hi, *)] I i = 0 ,..., 8, i fj} = {(0, hi + XP) 1 
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i:: 1 ,..., S> = {(0, I), (0, E), (0, E’), (0, E $ E’)}, a contradiction. Hence, in 
fact, L g PSL(2, 8) and A,* z= A, Since PSL(2, 7) has dihedral Svlow 
2-subgroups, it follows that if T is a Sylow 2-subgroup of S,(d) then 
T/A z D, . Now if il ~~~ Q,(T) then N,(T) c N,(A), so that T is a Sylow 
2-subgroup of G, whence [12] gives a contradiction. Thus, A C Q,(T). Now, 
since NC(A) is transitive on cJL and on A, # A contains at most 2 G-classes , 
of involutions. Moreover, / C,(ol)i, 24, by Corollary 4.16, whereas if 
/3 E Z(T) n A”, 1 C,(p)l, 2: ! T ~ = 27. Th us, these two classes are nonfused. 
Suppose now that B C T is an Era distinct from A. Since T/A acts regularly 
on olA,, BnACA,, and since T/A is faithful on A, , B n A = B n 
‘4, C A, . Since m,(T/A) := 2,I B n A, ~ := / BA/A / = 4. Now iffE R--A, 
C,(,f) = B n A, so that the only involutions in Af are those in B, and 
moreover, all these are conjugate in T, from the action of A. Since PSL(2,7) 
has only one class of involutions, it follows that the involutions of B - A are 
fused in G, and in particular it is clear that B + A. Thus NG(T) C IVG(d), 
and T is a Sylow 2-subgroup of G. Now, let x, y be involutions of T such that 
(xA, y-4) 7-z T/A. Then xy acts on rl like an automorphism of order 4, 
and C,(xy) C A, . Hence (x, y) g D, or D,, and (x, y) n A C A, . Hence, 
T,, == A,(x, y) is a subgroup of T of index 2, not containing any involution 
of orA, . However, by transfer, some conjugate of 01 lies in T,, , but not (by 
the above) in A. However, all the involutions of T - A are fused, as we have 
seen, (for any involution of T - iz must centralize just a fourgroup of A4), 
whence A, is strongly closed in T, contradicting [ 121. 
Thus, in fact, Es has a normal subgroup, p, , regular on olAL hloreover, 
No/Q,, is isomorphic to the stablizer of a point, and thus is soluble. Also, 
/ Q,, ; = q, whence mc, is soluble. Thus, by Huppert [21], N,, has the desired 
action on aAL . 1 
COROLLARY 4.20. Under the hypotheses of Lemma 4.19, S = S, := I$, . 
Proof. By Lemma 4.19, 3g E AT, such that ag = aa with a: E z4L’. Since 
a E C,(L) and aa: $ C,(L), g $ N,(L). Now S C C,((a) AL) and ((a)i2,)g =: 
(am) A, =: (a) A, . Thus, S” C C,((a) AL) =: SF, where F = i3L*, or, 
if L g PSU(3, q), F = AL*(~) or A,(y, ‘p) with 7 a diagonal automorphism 
of order q + 1 or (q + 1)/3 and v a field automorphism of order 2. Thus, g 
normalizes SF. Note that O(S) = L(S) = I. Thus, if X is a g-invariant 
normal subgroup of S, O(X) = L(X) := 1, whence if X + 1 then O,(X) # 1 
and O,(X) C O,(S). If T is a Sylow 2-subgroup of S, then Oa(X) C T and 
hence O,(X) meets Q,(Z(T)) C E, (by choice of A) nontrivially. Let 01 E 
O,(X) n A,,“, then L = L(a). Now (YD centralizes L, so that by Lemma 4.1, 
L is contained in L(c@) = Lo = Lg. Th us, L = L”, a contradiction. Thus, 
S has no nontrivial g-invariant normal subgroups. We may now argue as in 
Lemma 4.14 to obtain our conclusion. 1 
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Summarizing the results of this section, we have shown the follovving. 
LEMMA 4.21. Either (i) (6 has just one equivalence class, or 
(ii) G has an elementary abelian 2-subgroup E,, commuting with a simple 
subgroup L of G of Bender type, such that for each a E EO+, E, x L d C,(a) 
and C,(a) n C,(L) = EO . 
Proof. We need only remark that (ii) holds for each a E EOz. For the 
choice of a in Aa+ is arbitrary, by Corollary 4.5, and in the case E, 3 A, , 
the results of Lemma 4.15 show that we can argue with E in place of d to 
reach the required conclusion. 1 
5. L(A) SEMISIMPLE 
In this section, we assume that (i) of Lemma 4.21 holds, and derive a 
contradiction, by invoking Goldschmidt’s result [12] on groups whose 
Sylow 2-subgroups have strongly closed abelian subgroups. Now let Z’ m- 
{L, , L, ,..., L,,,}, L = L(A) := L,L, ... L,,, , N = NC;(L) and A,, == L n A. 
LEMMA 5.1. Suppose that B C A is such that fey each i :: I ,..., m, B is not 
faithful on Li . Then L(B) = L. 
Proof. Fix i. By hypothesis, C,(L,) i: 1, and so by Corollary 4.5, Li is a 
maximal component of L(b) for some b E B+, and thus Li CL(b) 2 L(B) C I,. 
Since L = L,Lz ... L, , the lemma follows. 1 
LEMMA 5.2. Let a E A+ be such that L(a) has a maximal component. Theta 
C,(a) _C N. 
Proof. Let L be a maximal component of L(a), L = L, ,...,L, the orbit 
of C,(a) on {L, ,..., L,}, and B = (a) (A n LILz . ..L.). Now for i z= I,..., s, 
a E B n C,(L,), and for i = s + I,..., m, B n C,(L,) > B n L # 1. Thus, 
Lemma 5.1 applies, and L = L(B). Let C b e a Sylow 2-subgroup of L,L, LY 
containing A n L,Lz ... L, . Note that B = (a) fin,(C). Now by the Frattini 
argument, C,(a) = (C,(a) n N,(C))L, ... L, . But C,(a) n NG(C) C C,(a) n 
NJQ,(C)) C N,(B) C IL;,(L(B)) = N, giving the lemma. 1 
I,Eivfivt~ 5.3. N contains a Sylow 2-subgroup of G. 
Proof. Let S be a Sylow 2-subgroup of N containing A, and choose 
x E AT,(S). Then it is sufficient to prove that x E N. Now, .4” _C S and so Am 
acts on L, ... L,, . Copying the argument of Lemma 4.2, we may now show 
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that d” n L,L, ... L,,, is of maximal rank in L,L, ... L,,l ; the only difference is 
that we must prove that A,B contains an involution a with L(a) 7~ 1, in the 
case where s > 1. But since s > 1, this follows easily from Lemma 4.1 applied 
to an appropriate member of B. Now (A,” n L,L, ... L,,, , A n L,L, ... L,,,, is 
a 2-subgroup of L,L, ... L,,, containing 4 n L,L, ... L,,, , whence 4” n / 
L,L, .‘. L,,, =-: -4 I-! LILs .,. L,,, : B, say. Now, B C A7 for each x E N,(S). 
Thus, B 2 naeh7C(S) ilJ’ C, say. Kow x normalizes C and so if L(C) L 
then r E S and we are done. Hence, by Lemma 5.1, C is faithful on some L, . 
Since B L C, it follows that in = 1 and B = C, unless L = L, E PSC73, q) 
and i C : B / ~=-- 2, when C may induce a field automorphism of order 2 
on& . First of all, let us rule out this last case. Let L = L = L, . If j C : B j 
2, and 0 E C ~ B then by Corollary 3.2, PSL(2, 4) g C,(b) CL(b) and since 
L(b) C: L n C(D) it follows that C,(b) = L(b). Thus, L > L(C) 3_ <C,(b) / 
b E C --- B L, by Lemma 2.10. But x normalizes C and therefore also 
L(C) L, as required. Thus, we may assume B -- C’, so that B” :-- B. Xow, 
B C A and hence B C A”. Thus, we may choose a E 4” such that a” centralizes 
L = L, or induces an outer automorphism on L, ; if possible, the former. 
In any case, M = C,(P) is quasisimple. Now if b E il” is chosen such that 
L = L(b), we see that S, := (b, cZ> is a 2-group centralizing M. Thus, there 
is an involution c E (b, n,“l) commuting with both b and a”. Applying Corollary 
3.2, we see that McL(b, c) C L( ) c and then &Z C L(c, aZ) CL(&). Thus, 
JlJ-’ CL(a) (1 L r- L. If n/l z L, we are done. Otherwise, 1 A : B j = 2 and 
each element of A” - B induces an outer automorphism on L. Hence 
A%I”‘m’ C 1, for n2 := CL(&) for each a” E L4~” - B, and thus by Lemma 2.10, 
L” ’ CL, as required. 1 
In what follows, we fix the notation for S as a Sylow ‘-subgroup of &\- 
(and G) containing A. 
LEiair\ 5.4. Suppose m > 1. Tllen for i -= I, 2 ,..., 112, L(iV,(Li)) = L. 
Proof. Let Li L, ,.. Lim,Li, 1 ... I,,,, . Then by Corollary 3.2, and our 
hypotheses, we see that L(L, r\ 4) = Li. Also, Li n A is characteristic in a 
Sylow 2-subgroup of L, , whence by the Frattini argument, ,hTG(Li) 
L,(N,(L,) n N,(L, n A)). But N,,(L,) n NG(L, n A) C NG(Lj) n NG(Li) CA-, 
whence .\;;(L<) C X. Clearly, L C N,(L,). Thus, L C L(N,(L<)), as required. 
Next, suppose that L CL(N,(L,)), so that L(N,(L,)) == L o M with M 
semisimple. Choosing a E&. n A - Z(L), however, we see that M C C,(a). 
Since 112 _ I, Corollary 4.5 shows that we may apply Lemma 5.2, and thus 
C,(a) 2 .I;. If .X E C,(a), then x permutes {L, ,..., L,,,} and centralizes a E Lj - 
Z(L,), so that x E N,(L,). Hence, MC C,(U) C N,(L,). But M 4 AVG(Li), 
whence M cL(C,,(u)) c L, a contradiction. 1 
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COROLLARY 5.5. Suppose that m > I and i, jE{l,..., m}. Suppose further 
that Lix = Lj . Then x E N. 
Proof. By the lemma, Lz = L(NG(Li))” = L(No(L,“)) = L(N,(L,)) == L. 
COROLLARY 5.6. Suppose m > 1. Suppose also that L is a subgroup of L of 
even order such that [L, Li] = 1 f or some i. Then for each .x with L” C L, 
we have x E N. 
Proof. Let a be an involution ofL, so that without loss, a and a.” E ;1. Now, 
by hypothesis, and by Corollary 4.5, Li a L(a). Thus, Liz is a component of 
L(a”) and is therefore contained in a component of L. It follows that we may 
choose a E Lj , a” EL, (a, a” not necessarily in L) for somej, k, and then with 
this new a, it is clear that Liz is a maximal component. Hence, the result 
follows from Corollary 5.5. 1 
LEMMA 5.7. Suppose m > 2. Then 301 E S satisfying IIY - a E -$,-, iy. $ A, , 
and all such 01 satisfy CL(~)% = L(a) = [oi, A,,] = I. 
Proof. Note that S acts on L as a 2-group, and S 1 A, whence A, ~1 S. 
Thus by [ 121 and Lemma 5.3, 3a E S - A, , a E A,, such that o! - a, say 
iy = a”. Suppose first that 01 interchanges two components of L, say L, and L, . 
Since m > 2, we may set b E A n CL,L.,.,.L.,(a). Let L = CLIL,(a), a quasi- 
simple group. By Corollary 4.5, LILz 4 L(b) and so using Lemma 4.1, 
L C C(a) n L(b) CL(a). But then L”-’ CL(a) C L, so that x-l E N by Corollary 
5.6, which is impossible. Thus, a! normalizes each l&. Next, suppose CL,(~) 
is quasisimple for some i, say i := 1. Then if b EL, n A# is centralized by 01, 
Corollaries 4.5 and 3.2 show that C,i(,) CL(a) and so CLz(~)“-l c L(a) C L, 
giving again x-l E N by Corollary 5.6. Thus, cx acts on each Li like a nontrivial 
inner automorphism, or else Li s PSL(2,4) and OL acts on Lj like a field auto- 
morphism of order 2. However, our hypothesis rules out this latter case, 
since if i f j then we may choose b gLj n A# centralized by OL, and then 
L, 4 L(b), a: E C(b), using Corollary 4.5, contrary to our hypothesis. Thus, 
OL acts on each Li like an inner automorphism, and since (a, A) is a 2-group, 
and iy. of order 2, it follows that [cr, A,] = 1. Thus, A, acts on L(a). Suppose 
L(a) + I. If some b E z4,7+ centralizes some component Liz of L(a), then 
by Lemma 4.1, Lix CL(b) C L, g’ ’ 
However, AZ-’ 
tvmg again a contradiction by Corollary 5.6. 
C C,(a)CN by Lemma 5.2 and so from what we have already 
proved, A, normalizes each component of L(a), and hence is faithful on each 
component. But since m > 2, no component of L is large enough to admit 
such an automorphism group, a contradiction. Thus the lemma is proved. i 
COROLLARY 5.8. m = I OY 2. 
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Proof. Suppose m > 2, and let cy, a be chosen as in the Lemma. Clearly 
we may suppose either (1: or Q to be extreme in S, and so by [28, Lemma 2.11, 
3g : m--f a, Cs(a) --f C,(a) or a + 01, C,(a) ---f C,(a). In any case (by the 
lemma) --l,, -+ S. Now, A, -: <A, n Li ) i l,..., m> and each element b of 
-‘;l,+ nL, satisfies L(6) :A 1, by Corollary 4.5, and therefore - A, by the 
lemma. Hence, B, ---f 4,, , a contradiction. 1 
LEiklhIA 5.9. nz = 1; that is, L == L, is quasisimple. 
Proof. Suppose m = 2. If N normalizes L, and L, , then the arguments 
of 5.7 and its Corollary apply and yield a contradiction. Thus, we may 
suppose that N contains an element interchanging L, and L, , and thus has a 
normal subgroup NO of index 2 with NO = N(L,) n N(L,). Let SO = Iv, n S, 
so that S : S, 1 =: 2. We show first that if CY E S, , 01 N n E A,* then CY. E A, ; 
so suppose, on the contrary, that 01 E S, - =1, Let 01 -= a”. Since 01 normalizes 
L, and L, , we may follow the arguments of Lemma 5.7 to show that (Y acts on 
L, and L, like a member of il, In particular, [a, A,] = 1 and so as in 
Lemma 5.7, -JO acts on L(a). Moreover, 01 ,- n 5 d, and m = 2, whence it is 
clear that if L(e) # 1 then L(n) has just one component, and so A, normalizes 
this component, and we derive from this a contradiction as in the argument 
of Lemma 5.7, so that in fact L(a) I. Now, following the argument of 
Corollary 5.8, we may suppose that 3g : 01- a, C,(a) --f C,(a), or a -> a, 
C,(a) - C,(a). As before, we see that if b E A,,* n L, (i =m 1 or 2) and if 
b + S,, , then 6 + 9, Now, (A, n L1)” C Sand therefore, since 1 rl,, n L, 1 ,,: 
4 > 1 s : S” ~ ) (A,, n L,)” n S,, # 1. NOW, (il, n L,)u n SO C d, , and by 
Corollary 4.5 and hypothesis, L(b) > I., for 1) E ii,,* n L, , and for c t J,, , 
L(c) -;f: 1 implies c E L,Z(L,) or L,Z(L,). Thus, (d, n L# n S, C A,, n 
(L,Z(L,) u L,Z(L,)), and comparison of orders shows that if L, is not simple 
then (A,, n L,)” n S, $ A,, n Z(L,L,), using the fact that for b E A, , L(b) =- 
L,L, iff b E Z(L,L,). Thus, in any case, we may choose l~~&~ n L, with 
b!’ E --lo ~- Z(L,L,). Then, i3,” C Cs(bg) G S,, , which gives A,,7 C d,, , a 
contradiction. We have thus established our assertion, that /I,, is strongly 
closed in S,, 
Thus, for some 01 E S -- S, , a E&T, a N a. Let u a”. Suppose, if 
possible, that L(a) f I. Then a EL,Z(L,) u L,Z(L,). Let L” = CLlr,(a)‘. 
so that I,’ is quasisimple. Then L*s-’ C C,(a) C N, by Lemma 5.2 and 
Corollary 4.5. As L* is perfect, L*u-’ C ,V,, . But now LOOM’ is generated by 
involutions, all of which are conjugate to involutions of -4,, , whence LA?-’ r 
L,L,. Then L*g- ’ C CLILs(u) CL, or L,, unless a E Z(L,L,). But if 6 EL* n A,, - 
Z(L,L,), L(b) =- 1, whereas bc~m’l~ ~L,niZ,orL,~A,,forsome~~L,orL~, 
and then L(b~~~‘y) - ’- 1, a contradiction. Hence, L(a) 1, or n E Z(L,L,). In 
particular, in the former case, C,,(L,L,) : 1, for otherwise with p E C,(L,L,)n 
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C(a)-, L* CL(ai, /3) CL(a), by Corollary 3.2. Thus, if L, and L, are not 
simple, then 01 N a E .4,, OL E S - S, , implies L(m) # 1 and a E Z(L,L,). 
But now gm i : (a) x L* - L,Lz , and so all involutions of olL* map into 
Z(LlL2), giving L*“-l C Z(L,L,), a contradiction. Thus, L, and L, are simple, 
and no involution of A, n (L, u L,) is fused with an involution of S - A, . 
Now, without loss, either OL or a is extreme, and so by [28, Lemma 2.11, 
3h : a---f n, C,(a) + Cs(a), or vice versa. However, if h : a - 01, C,(a) --t 
C,(a), then -4ah C S and then since A, = (A, n L, , A, n L2), A, + A, , 
a contradiction. Thus, t2 : oc - a, C,(a) + C,(a). Now, 1 C,(a)1 > 2, so that 
for some b E CA(a)“, b” E S, , whence bh E A,. L(b) = 1, so that bh E A, - 
(L, u L,). Hence, b” - b in LILz , and so for some 1 EL~L~, hl : a: --f al, 
hl E C,(b). Thus, 01 N az in C,(b), and so applying [28, Lemma 2.11, to 
C,(b),‘;b -> we obtain k : 014 al, Cslcb,(ol) + C,,,,,(a). As b E CA(m), we may 
choose c EL, n A,, with b = cca, and so c - S, whence c - A, . Indeed, 
c+ A, n (L, u L,), and without loss, c- 8, n L, . Hence, ,k acts on 
L(c) = L(c”) = L, ) and so normalizes L, n A,, . But then k normalizes 
L(L, n A,) = L, , and hence normalizes A, = (A, n L, , 9, n L,), a 
contradiction. 1 
LEtirnl.1 5.10. Suppose a: E S - A,, , a E -4, and oc w a. Then OL acts on L, 
like a nor&Gal inner automovphism. 
Proof. Certainly 01 acts on L, . If L, g PSL(2, 4), then we show that 01 
does not induce an outer automorphism of L, . For 01 acts on the group 
C,(L,), which is nontrivial since if L, = L(b), b E A+, then b E C,(L,). Thus, 
01 centralizes some involution c E Z(C,(L,)). Thus, applying Corollary 4.5 to 
(b, cl (since clearly Qn,(Z(C,(L,))) CA), we see that L, is a component of 
L(c) and hence a does not induce a field automorphism of order 2 on L, , by 
hypothesis. Thus, we may suppose C,l(ol) is quasisimple. But now, in the 
same notation as before, L, is a component of L(c) and [cy, c] :- I. It follows 
from Corollary 3.2 that C,l(,) CL(N) z L(a). But a E &4* and so L(a) m= 1 
or L, In particular, a E Z(L(a)), and so a: E Z(L(a)). But in this case, L, is a 
perfect central extension of Z(Lc,) by S5(8) and 01 centralizes L, Thus, 
L, CL(a) z L, , so that L(m) = I,, . But 01 E Z(L(ol)) = Z(L,) CA,, , a 
contradiction. 1 
Using the above lemma, we are now in a position to derive a contradiction 
for the case m = I, completing the work of this section. For certainly by 
Lemma 5.3 and [12], there is an oi E S - A,, a E A,, , with 01,- a, and we mav 
suppose without loss that cy or a is extreme in S (in fact, if L is simple, we can 
choose a E Z(S)). By the lemma, [OI, d,] = 1. By [28, Lemma 2.11, 3g : e--t n, 
C,(a) ----z C,(n), or a---z 8, C,(a) - C,(a). Now, 01 acts on Z(C,(L,)) and so 
there is an involution b E Z(C,(L,)) centralized by 01, and clearly b E A. ‘Let 
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B :~= (b) A, C A. Then since L(A) -: L, , Corollary 4.5 shows that for 
each x E B+, L(x) = 1 or L, . Now, Bg C S and so B” acts on L, . Since 
r(B) > r(A,), some element a+ E Bg centralizes L, , or acts on L, z PSC’(3, q) 
like a field automorphism of order 2. In any case, CL,(xg) is quasisimple, and 
so C,l(xg) CL(xS) by Corollary 3.2. If [x9, L,] =-- 1, then comparison of 
orders shows that L(x) : L(xq) = L, and hence g E N, giving a contradiction. 
Thus, we need only consider the case L, e PSU(3, q) with Bg inducing a field 
automorphism of order 2 on L, , but C,,(L,) = 1. Let B,,g C Bn be the 
subgroup inducing inner automorphisms, so that B : B, I : 2. However, in 
this case, from what we have shown, L(x’J) + 1 for all x E B ~~ B,, , whereas 
in B we have (since L, is simple in this case) L(x) = 1 iff x mm~ 6, a contradiction. 
We have therefore shown that possibility (i) of Lemma 4.21 cannot arise, 
and thus turn our attention to possibility (ii). 
6. L(A) KOT SEMISIMPLE: CASE I 
In this and the following sections we deal with the case in which L(A) is 
not semisimple, and hence, by Lemma 4.21, G has an elementary ‘-subgroup 
E,, commuting with a simple subgroup L of G such that for each a E E,,-, 
.& x L 4 C,(a) and C,(a) n C,(L) := EO In this section, we assume that 
for some g E iVc(E), EO” n A, + 1, so that Lemma 4.18 applies, and in the 
following sections we treat the contrary case. In particular, L g PSL(2, q). 
Now, we may map A, onto K = GF(q) by a bijection g, with the property 
that 9: -qr + K+ is an isomorphism and y(c&) rP +a) for some primitive 
(q - I)st root t of 1 in GF(q). Moreover, we may suppose without loss that 
v-y 1) E A,,s. 
LEMMA 6.1. CJI(A,~) is a subfield of K. 
Proof. Clearly, ‘p(A,,“) is closed under addition. Now let r E ~(A,,Y). 
Let 01 = pi. Then a~(&“) = E$J($“) = ?(A,““). But 1, a: E v(A,g) and 
hence y-l(a) t A$ ” n A,;’ so that AY” = AO~, by Lemma4.17. Thus, ,~v(d,+) = 
F(A,!J), and the lemma follows. 1 
COROLLARY 6.2. The involutions of A are all fused in ,V,(*4). 
Proof. Let j A,, ~ = 2,‘, 1 =1, ~ = 2”‘. Let 7 =: E”, where u +Pf - l), 
(2” - 1). Then I) acts fixed point freely on A,,“, and so ?qml acts fixed point 
freely on 4, , whence 7q-l acts on L and thus on -4, . The action of (+I, [,\ 
on A now shows that the involutions of A are fused under the action of 
NG(A) into at most three classes, namely, A,*, -gLA., and A ~ (A, u AL). 
From the action of g, il,” c il, and so z4,,” and -?lL* are fused. Moreover, 
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unless =I,” i_c A ,, , we have ALg meeting A - (A, u =2& and giving the 
corollary. Thus, the only remaining possibility is that AU+ u A,* and 
,J - (A, u A,.) represent two nonfused classes, and N,(A) permutes 
1s” , A4,,> ’ by Lemma 4.17, and so O’(N,(A)) C N,(A,) C ArG(L), contrary 
to Lemma 4.12. 1 
Now, let S be a Sylow 2-subgroup of C,(a) containing A, so that S = A, 
or S/A is a nontrivial cyclic group, and S contains an element inducing a field 
automorphism of order 2 on L. In particular, if S # A then 4 > 8. 
LEMIQA 6.3. S is a Sylow 2-subgroup of G. 
Proof. IVJA) permutes A+’ transitively, and so / N,(A) : IL;;(A) n C(a)1 
has odd order. Thus, S is a Sylow 2-subgroup of N,(A). But A char S, 
namely, A is the unique abelian subgroup of S of order 1 A /, SO that No(S) 5: 
AVG(A), whence S is a Sylow 2-subgroup of NG(S), and therefore of G. i 
Invoking [36], we conclude from Lemma 6.3 that S 3 A, and some element 
of S - A induces a field automorphism of order 2 on L. Moreover, S - il. 
must contain an involution T (say) fused to those of A”, or else [12] gives a 
contradiction. 
LEMM.~ 6.4. For some B C A, A = B x BT. 
Proof. Choose B to be a complement in A to C,(T). Then B n BT is 
T-invariant, but fails to meet CA(~), whence B n Br = 1. Thus, BBT --_ 
B x BT, so suppose BBr C A. Now, we have already remarked that A is the 
unique subgroup of S isomorphic to A, whence A (T) is the unique subgroup 
of S isomorphic to A(T). It follows by two applications of [28, Lemma 2.11 
that NJ.-~(T)) is transitive on Z(A(7)). But Z(A(7)) = C,(T), and (A(T))’ 7 
BBT n Cl(,) is a NG(A(T))-invariant subgroup of CA(~). Hence, BBT > C,<(T). 
But BB7 already contains a complement of C,l(~) in A, whence BBT = iz, as 
required. 1 
COROLLARY 6.5. G has one class of involutions. 
Proof. By Corollary 6.2, the involutions of A are G-fused; also, 7 is fused 
to these involutions. But Lemma 6.4 shows that every involution of S - A is 
fused (by an element of -4) to 7, and hence the result follows. 1 
LE~INA 6.6. 1 A,, / = 4. 
Proof. 7 E S C C,(a) and so 7 acts on O,(C,(a)) = A, . Let D = (TAO(,). 
Then D(T) _C C,(T). By [28, Lemma 2. I], 3A: 7 --f a, Cs(~) ---f S. In particular, 
D(T> - S. Thus, there is a subgroup C of D/T> of index 2, containing 7, 
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such that C 4 A. Now, CG(D(7j)l = CL(~) z PSL(2, qO), where q qol. 
Thus, from the action of Ch on L, since C,(C) = C,,,,(C) is nonsoluble, 
Ch centralizes L, whence C” c A, . If c E C n De, then L = L(c) + L(c”) = L. 
But then h E N,(L), which is false since h : 7 ---f a. Thus, C r\ D == 1 and so 
1 D j 2. Lemma 2.12 shows that ~ -4, 1 < 4. But Y(AJ = r(A) - r(AJ, 
and Y(A) is even by Lemma 5.4 and r(AL) is even since q is a square. Thus, 
Y(A,,) is even and :< 2, giving the lemma. [ 
LEMMA 6.7. q = 64. 
Proof. B!; Lemmas 6.1 and 6.6, q m= 4’ for some integer t. Let 17 -= 5” 
where s == (4’ - 1)/3. Then 7 is of order 3 and acts fixed point freely on A,,“. 
Thus, ?” -’ is of order 3 acting fixed point freely on A, . Therefore, +1 acts 
on L and so 1 C,($-‘)I = : C,,L(ygml): = 4. Since $-I acts on L, y!J” must 
act on =1, like a field automorphism of order t. But then t I o(q) =-. 3. On the 
other hand, t > 1 otherwise L g PSL(2, 4) and since 7 induces a field 
automorphism of order 2 on L, this contradicts our hypothesis. The lemma 
now follows. 1 
Now, we are able to derive a contradiction. Note that Lemma 6.7 implies 
that S = *+l(~\. By [28, Lemma 2.11, for each iy E CA(~)+ == (a> DL”, where 
D, = C,+(T), 3, : 7 + a, (a, 7) D, - S. Now, L(a, T) g PSL(2, 8) and 
hence L(&, a) E PSL(2, 8). It follows that aha $ A, since no member /3 of 
A - (a) satisfies L(ac, /3) g PSL(2, 8). Thus, without loss, uka =. 7. Hence, 
h, : (a, 7,’ D, - CJT) == (a, T) D, . Since 1 D, 1 == 8, D, f~ Dix + 1 for 
each (Y E (a) D, . Choose e E Dt+- n D2, and let h, : d + e, with d E D, . 
But then h,h,, : 7 ---f e, a + a, so that 7 w e in Cc(a), which is false. 
7. L(A) NOT SEMISIMPLE: PSL(2,q) CASE 
In view of the contradiction obtained in Section 6, we are now able to 
assume that E,g n AL = 1 for all g E N,(E), and hence can apply Lemma 
4.19. Our strategy will again be to determine a Sylow 2-subgroup S of 
AV&E), and by examining KG(S), to try to show that S is a Sylow 2-subgroup 
of G. FfTe first of all give some general results before concentrating attention 
on the case PSL(2, q), leaving the other cases to the remaining sections. 
LEnInrA 7. I. Pie ma?, choose a, and a S~~lozc 2-subgroup S of AVc;(E), such thut 
(i) S has a normal subgroup T which is a Sylow 2-subgroup of 
X(;(E) n C,(a) n LC(L); 
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(ii) SIT is isomorphic to a split extension of GF(q) by a (cyclic) group of 
$eld automorphisms of 2-power order; 
(iii) T = ,?$A,*; 
(iv) SIT acts on each coset aA, like a group of semilinear mappings. 
Proof. No(E) acts on E/A, and therefore some orbit of N,(E) on 
(E/A,)+ has odd order, say that containing aA, . Thus, N,(E) n N,((a)A,) 
contains a Sylow 2-subgroup of N,(E) containing EoAL*; the lemma now 
follows from Lemma 4.19. i 
Now, let S, be the normal subgroup of S such that S,,/T corresponds to 
GF(q), and let S = St,(~), where VT acts on S,,/T like a field automorphism 
of order 2d (say) on GF(q). (IV e d o not exclude the possibility that d = 0, 
nor do we assume that the extension So(q) splits.) 
LEMMA 7.2. Z(S,) = A, char S. 
Proof. From the action of S, on aA, , we see that A, _C Z(S,,). On the 
other hand, Z(S,) C CsO(a) = E,A,*, whence Z(S,) C Z(E,A,*) = E. 
But C,(S,) = A,, hence the first assertion. Now, suppose cy is an auto- 
morphism of S with A,” # A, . Then A, # Z(S), and in particular L is not 
a Suzuki group. If L z PSU(3, q), th en any involution of S centralizes 4, . 
Also, A, C A:’ and so A,” C S2 C S, . Thus, A,’ C CsO(Q,(S)) C 
C,O(E(~)) C E, where ZJ induces a field automorphism of order 2 on L. But 
now as A,” # A,, CsO(ALOL) C E,A,* and thus j S : C,(A,“)j > q. But 
j S : C,(A,)I < / S,(cp) : St,(~)1 < q, a contradiction. Thus, we may 
assume L z PSL(2, q), and q > 4. In this case, any involution of S either 
centralizes A, or acts on A, in such a way that the fixed point set has rank 
@(AL). If r(A,” n AL) > +(A& or S - S, contains no involutions, then 
A,” C C(A) = A, which leads to a contradiction as above, unless ALe CA, . 
Thus, we may suppose r(A,” n AL) < +(A& and that S - S, contains an 
involution. Now, A, 2 [A, S,] C S’, and so A,” C 5” C S, . Now, S/A is 
isomorphic to a split extension of the additive group GF(q) by a group of field 
automorphisms. Also, A,” n A C A, , for otherwise, C,(A,‘) C A(q), and 
we have a contradiction as above. Thus, if r(AL” n AL) < $r(AL), then 
I ALNA/A I > q1j2 and thus C,(A,“)A/A 2 $,,/A. But now C,(A,“) C S, and 
then C,(A,“) = S,, . Thus, A,” C Z(S,J = A, , a contradiction. Hence, 
r(A,’ n AL) = r(A,“A/A) = &Y(A~). Now C,(A,“) = A, and thus 
A/C,(A,“) is elementary of order 1 A, I. On the other hand, S/C,(A,) is 
cyclic, and thus 1 A, 1 = 2. Now, S, - 4 contains involutions, and hence 
from the action of [ each coset (S, : A) contains an involution. By Lemma 2.7, 
S,,‘A, is elementary, and then from the action of 5, Maschke’s theorem gives 
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S,,/ri, = A/d, x X/d, with X E-invariant. Indeed, S == [S’s, 51. Also, 
A,“ALjz4, is elementary of order q1/2 and therefore noncyclic, and so has 
nontrivial intersection with X/-4L . Hence, S -- 4, contains involutions, 
and then arguing as before we see that X is elementary. Thus, S, g E, J Z, 
and so clearly X char S, . Thus, .Y 4 S and S,/X g Z, x Z,, for some 
d ;> 1, for S - S, contains an involution. Also, the action of S/S on X is 
such that each involution fixes a subspace of order q, and the fourgroup of 
S/X fixes a subspace of order q lj2. Hence, X char S and so XE --- X. Now, 
S - S contains 3q involutions, which fall into 3 S-classes each of order q, 
namely, a=l, , #C,r($) and a#C,(a#), where we may assume q!~ E ‘q‘, I/ an 
involution. 
Now consider iVo(X) and let T be a Svlow 2-subgroup of IV<;(X) containing -A-- -- 
S. Let 7” = T/X. Then CT(a) -2 Nr(aX) == NT(A) 1 S = <a> x (p). 
Hence, by Lemma 2.20, either T -- S or li has a subgroup D(q) of index 
2 with D dihedral, d 1-z ,(z~, a I 23” :-z ,~YL”‘ 
.~. 
,), and 9, acting on D centralizing 
CI and mapping z~--t zc” for some odd 0~. Suppose the latter, for the moment. 
Then, by Lemma 2.20, an element of ii must interchange the D(q)-conjugacy 
classes containing 5 and Wa. Then, any nontrivial normal elementary abelian 
subgroup of T contains (4); it has rank at most two, for otherwise a centralizes 
at least a fourgroup from it, by Lemma 2.12, so that 5 is contained in an 
Es of T, a contradiction. Thus, if a: is an automorphism of T, with Xa 14 S, 
1 then # E X7X& and ! X n -Ye 1 > 4q 2. But X n Xa C C,($x) = C,(4), for 
some x E X, and so 1 X n Xa ! 2; q. But then q ::- 4, a contradiction. Hence, 
X char T and so T is a Sylow 2-subgroup of G. If S --= T, then we have 
already seen that X char S and so T is a Sylow 2-subgroup of G in all cases. 
If s T, however, transfer of a into S/X( v; and the fact that a is not fused 
to any involution of X (forL(x) L 1 for all x E X+, by choice of A4) shows that 
a N $J and similarly a$ - 4. U I low X is strongly closed in T, contrary to 
Goldschmidt [ 121. 
Now, let o(G) = 2”‘, and suppose first that m > I. Let .i: E r ~ D(q). 
Then ,? interchanges the D(q)-conjugacy classes represented by n and wa, 
and hence x acts on D normalizing (a:‘. In particular, (zli\ -1 T. Since 
A((@) is abelian, C,(E~) 1 T’. However, a $ C,(@. Now, let a’ t T be such 
that a’ ,- a. Then m,(C,(a’)) --- 1 -r e, where q z:. 2’, and hence a’ $ S 
and 1 C,r(a’)l :< q. By Lemma 2.12, 1 Cx(u’)! = q and thus the involutions -- 
of a’X, namely, a’C,(a’), are all conjugate in <a’)X. If follows that Cr(a’) 
CT(d), and so / C’~(n’)l < 1 Cr(a)I. R f e erring to the proof of Lemma 2.20 
for a discussion of the involutions of T, we see that 5’ 
-. 
awJ for some j, 
-- 
or a’ E T - D(y). In the latter case, a’ acts on D interchanging the conjugacy 
classes n and Wa and hence, being an involution, inverting EF. Thus, all 
possibilities for 5’ invert U: and so lie in &‘,(a). By transfer into T/Y where 
l7 > S and F = CT(%), vve obtain a contradiction. 
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Thus, m = 1, and so D(q) = s. Choose X E T - s. Then since s is 
abelian, E induces an automorphism of s of order2 that interchanges a and ~3. 
-i Now%:g,+Forag,, i odd. In the former case, T’ = [s, %] _C (I$. In the 
latter case, d > 1 and x2 : + + Gi2, = +, so that i“ + 2”~’ = 1 (mod 27. 
Now, [q, X] = 3-l and for this to be an involution, we need i E: 1 
(mod 2d-i), which implies i’ = 1 (mod 2d), as d 3 2, a contradiction. Hence, 
-i 1 we see that T’ = [S, X] = (acp - ) does not contain a. Thus, a $ T’ in both 
cases. If T - S does not contain z’, a’ - a, then we again have a contradiction 
by transfer of a into T/T’X. Thus, we may suppose x = a’ N a. If d = 1, 
then Tg D, and the two classes of noncentral involutions are fused. 
Transferring a into T/X(#) we obtain a contradiction. Thus, we may 
suppose that d > 1. First, suppose $ = $a for some odd i. Then i’ - 1 = 
2”-l (mod 27 and so either 2 jl i - 1, 2”~~ 11 i + 1, or 2d-2 /I i - 1. In the 
former case, we calculate C~(X) = (Z$‘“), es(%) = (Z@l) whence by 
Lemma 2.21, 7’ - S contains just one class of involutions. Similarly, in the 
latter case, C~(X) = (Z@“) and C~(X) = (Gd-‘) whence again T - s 
contains just one class of involutions. However, this cannot be, since con- 
sidering T/T’X, which has two involutions with a preimage fused to a, we 
may choose To of index 2 in T so as to contain neither of these involutions, 
and transfer of a into T/T,, gives a contradiction. Thus, p” = 9)i for some i, 
and the possibilities are i =I *l, kl + 2dP1 (mod 2d), the last two only if 
d > 2. Now, CS(X) := (q), (qd-‘), (Z$ or (Z$‘-“), respectively, and 
C$(X) = (Z@2”-2), (p), (*“-“) or (G), respectively. In all cases, T - S 
contains two classes of involutions. Now, both must contain conjugates of a in 
their preimage, for otherwise we obtain a contradiction as before. Thus, the 
involutions of T - X(#) are all fused, and none is fused to an involution 
x E X, since L(x) = 1 (otherwise X gives a contradiction to the choice of 
A). By Goldschmidt [12], some involution of #X is fused to an involution 
of X, whence all involutions of #X are so fused. It follows that no involution 
of T - X(y5) is fused to an involution of X(#J). Now, let z E T be an extreme 
conjugate of #. Then x E X since C,(z) contains a conjugate of X, whereas 
C,(4) does not. Then by [28, Lemma 2.11, 3g : #---f z, Cr.(#) ---f T. Note -- 
that Cr.($) = Cr(#). Now, W = C,($J) ---f T, and by fusion W+ X(4). 
Suppose first that W-+ X. Then Cr(#p n X = (W(#))g, by fusion, and so 
Gm = G(*)/w(*??, which has 2-rank 3. But T has 2-rank 2 by inspection, 
a contradiction. Hence, 1 W” : Wg n X I =. 2 and so I+!J E Wg without loss. 
Since WQ C Cr.(#), it follows that WC W(#). In particular, / W: W n WI -z 2. 
Now, the map x - [x, $1 is a linear map of X - W and hence for some 
subgroup X0 3 W of index 2 in X, [X,, , $1 C Wg, and so X0 C Nr( Wg). Now, 
Arr(Wg)!-’ C No( W) and T is a Sylow 2-subgroup of NG( W) as W == 
Cr( W#) Q T. Thus, for some h EN,(W), LVT(W~)ll-‘k C T. In particular, 
g-i/z : X,, - T, wLI+ W. Now, CxO( Wg) = Wand so j X-‘k : Xi-lk n X j > 
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LEMMA 7.3. In the case when L g PSc’(3, q), we have 
(i) N,(E) C lVo(AL*); 
(ii) [SO/A, , AL*/AL] = 1. 
Proof. C,(E) = E,$,*(~) or E,,Ar*(q, I/J> with 7 of order y + 1 or 
(q + 1)/3 and # inducing a field automorphism of order 2 on A,*. By Lemma 
2.4(v) we see that C,(E)’ =; A,* or A,*(T), and in this latter case, C,(E)” 
il,*. In any case, N,(E) acts on E and therefore on -4,*. Hence, S,, C N,(E) 
acts on A,* centralizing A, . But now by Lemma 2.6 we see that either 
S, centralizes il,*/A, , in which case we are done, or else 1 S,: 
CS,(AL*/AL)I = 2. But now in this latter case, if 4 EL is of order q - 1 
acting on A, , then by construction 6 acts on S, cycling the involutions of 
SO/T, clearly giving a contradiction. m 
LEMMA 7.4. N,(S) C NG(Su). 
Proof. Since A, char 5’ Q N,(S), Xo(S) normalizes A, and therefore 
also C,(d,). But C,(A,) =: S,, , giving the lemma, except perhaps when, 
L g PSC(3, q), when we may have C,(A,) S* = SO($) with 
4 inducing a field automorphism of order 2 on L, and centralizing a. Now, ~ -- 
N<;(S) acts on S* = S*/A, By Lemma 7.3(ii), Z(S,J > A,AL*. Suppose 
g E N,(S) and S$ + S (, , so that SO3 # &, . Then S,? contains an eIement - 
s$, s E S,, , and hence Z(S,“) C Cg($). iXIoreover, Z(&y) C S,, for if q E 
z(s,q, t E As,, ) then S,g L C,,(t), which is of order at most 2 ; E, 1 q’, 
whereas S,,” has order 1 E, j 43. Hence, Z(S$) cl C~,(S), of order at most 
; 4, I cl’, and so 1 EO ~ q’ > 1 Z(S,,g)i = i Z(SJ 1;~ 1 E,, 4’. Thus, equality 
holds throughout, and in particular Z(S, ) - g contains an involution of S, - 
* and S\, is nonabelian. The action of E now shows that all the cosets 
x:LE;A,*) 
-- 
contain involutions, whence by Lemma 2.7, S,, is abelian, a 
contradiction. g 
It is now necessary to consider separately the cases L s PSL(2, q), Sk(g) 
and PSU(3, 4). First of all, then, suppose that L e PSL(2, 4). 
LEMMA 1.5. S, - .4 contains an involution fused with an involution of z4. 
Proof. s uppose not. Th en N(S,,) c AT(A) and so by Lemma 7.4 we 
have ‘V(S) C N(A) and hence that S is a Sylow 2-subgroup of G. NOW if 
01 t A - -4, and /3 E -ilL*, we note that a: + /3. For ,!I is in the center of a 
Sylow 2-subgroup of G, whereas C,(a) does not contain a conjugate of S. 
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But then by Goldschmidt [12], and hypothesis, S - S, contains a conjugate, 
#(say), of some /I E AL#. Without loss, 3 centralizes some cy E izO# (by Lemma 
2.12), and ,/3 E Z(S). Th en by [28, Lemma 2.11, 3g : #--f /3, C,(4) ---f S. In 
particular, olg E S. If ag E S, then & E A - A, , by hypothesis and fusion, 
and then g : L(a, +) +L(orS, p) ~,!,(a’, /I) for some a’ E A, , by the action 
of S on -4 - A,. But then from Corollary 3.2, L(ol, #) g PSL(2, qlfi), 
whereas L(o~‘, p) = 1, a contradiction. Next, suppose that y E CAL(#)* and 
that y” $ S, . Then (ay)” is an involution of S, , whence (my)” E A - A, by 
fusion, and combiningg with an element of S, if necessary, we have (ay)” E A,. 
Now, L((ay)g, /3) wL(ory, $) N L(ol, @) for some s E S, such that [01, #“I = 1. 
But again, this gives a contradiction, by Corollary 3.2. Hence, in fact, 
CAL(#) ---f CAL and comparison of orders shows that this is onto. On the 
other hand, /3 E CAL - CaL(#)g, a contradiction. 1 
LErvnvr.4 7.6. (i) Each coset of A in S,, contains an involution. 
(ii) &,/A, is elementarJ7 abelian. 
(iii) : A, / = 2 or j A, 1. 
Proof. S, = C,(A,) n C,(A/A,) and so 4 acts on S0 , acting fixed point 
freely on S,/A, by Lemma 4.19, whence (i) follows from the previous Lemma. 
Thus, &,/r-l, is a central extension of A,,AL/AL in which each coset contains 
an involution. Lemma 2.7 now gives (ii). By [13, 5.2.31, we see that &/AL = 
d,A,/A, ,< CO/AL for some &invariant C,, , such that 5 is fixed point free 
on C,, . If C,, - A, contains an involution fused to an involution in A, , 
the action of 5 shows that each coset of A, in C, contains an involution, 
whence C, is elementary abelian of order qp, by Lemma 2.7. Since C, contains 
a conjugate of an element of A,,#, our choice of A gives j i2, ; 2 q and thus 
1 d, : = q. Next, suppose that C,, - A, contains an involution fused to those 
of il, . As before, C, is elementary abelian, and we have the result unless 
L(a) = I for each 01 E C,,#. Suppose that this is the case, and that 1 A,, 1 < iALl. 
If g E ~\~o(&,) then Ag > A, and so if A,,” C A we have Au = A. Otherwise, 
let 01q E A&!’ - 4. Since L(p) = 1 for each p E C,, , cy@ $ C, . Thus, the action 
of 5‘ on S&IL shows that each coset c8yAL , y E C,, , contains an involution. 
Thus, each ‘~“y, y E C, , is an involution and so 0~s inverts C,, . Since C, is 
elementarv OIP centralizes C But then (a”) C, is elementary abelian of 
rank > ,(I;), a contradiction: ‘Thus, N&S,) _C N,(A) and so S is a Sylow 
2-subgroup of G. Moreover, the same argument shows that A u C, contains 
all the involutions of S,, (for any subgroup of S, properly containing C, must 
meet =3(, nontrivially). Since L(a) := 1 for 01 E Co+, C, is strongly closed in S, . 
By Goldschmidt [12], it follows that S 1 S, and that S - S, contains an 
involution $ fused to an involution of C, . As in Lemma 7.5, we may assume # 
centralizes some a E AU*, and by [28, Lemma 2.11, that g:$LPEC,,*, 
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C,(#) + S (for it is clear that an extreme conjugate of an element of C, is 
also in C,) and then that NII E S - S, . Thus, for some z,!J’ : (Y!J E S - S, , 
*’ - a, and then, again, 3h: $I’-+ 01, C,($‘) + C,(a) = A(F’ for some 
F’ t S - S, . Consider X = C,o(q!~‘)‘~. If X $ A then .Y n A, C CAL(#“) for 
some 4” E S - S,, , and then 1 X: X n A, / >Z 4. But X n 9, S n A, 
and X/X n A is cyclic, and so of order 2. Thus, XC A, so that S -4,. 
In particular, all the involutions of C,-J+‘) are fused. But [Q!J, 31 = 1, so 
p E C,~($J’). Thus, gh:L(ol, /J) +L(ol, y) for some y E A, , whereas, by 
Corollary 3.2, L(o~, /J) E PSL(2, qi/2), L(a, y) =-= 1. 
Thus, we may suppose no involution of C, - A, is fused to an element 
of A. By Lemma 7.5, we may choose o( f S, - C,, - A, fused to some 
/3 E A#. Considering the action of E on &/A, we see that each coset qAL , 
y E C, , contains an involution, and thus that each q is an involution. Hence 
01 inverts C,, and C, is abelian. Let 01 = /3y with ,!3 E -4” , y E C,, Then p 
inverts C, and so centralizes Q,(C,). Hence, Qr(C,,) == A, and so C,, is 
homocyclic abelian of exponent 4. Xow, S, = A&‘, and C,O(C,) 2 C, , but 
C/#Z,) = 1. Thus, &.(C,,) m= C,, . W e s h ow that the involutions of S, arc 
precisely those of A+ u aC,, . For if y is any other, then as before y inverts C,, , 
whence 01y E C,(C,,) ~-- C, , and so y E &, , as asserted. Sow, suppose 
/ A,, I > 2. Then it is clear that A is the only elementary abelian subgroup 
of S, of its rank, and hence N(S,) _C N(A) and so S is a Sylow 2-subgroup 
of G. Set X CsO(a). Then Q,(X) = <a) A, C Z(X). Also, S’ T =1, , and 
j X / :s< / A 1 since XA,/A, is disjoint from Co/AL in So/AL . On the other 
hand, the map 1’ - [01, JJ] of $,/AL + A, is linear and so has kernel of order 
2: 1 A, !. Thus, ~ X ) = I A 1. Now, suppose a: N ,6 for some ,l3 E -$,+. Then 
3g: 01- ,f3, C,(Q) - .4(~‘) for some field automorphism v’. Thus, Sg C 
A(,‘). Hence, 1 ALL: AL!’ n A j .< 2 and so 1 A,“: ALo n A, -:, 2. Since 
A, C Z(X), and q + 4 if T’ is nontrivial, ALo : A, and XJ c .-1. But S is 
not elementary abelian, a contradiction. Thus, a: + p for any p E ;1,-, and 
similarly no other involution of oC, is fused to an involution of --lo . Thus, 
a: is fused to the involutions of -4, But from the action of C,([, on S, , all 
involutions of S,, -~ A are conjugate. Now, suppose S + S,, . Let S : S, mm: 2”‘, 
and set $ = q?>- ‘, so that $J induces a field automorphism of order 2 on L. By 
Lemma 2.15, either $I is fused to an element of S, , or 3L2 # 1 is fused to an 
element of $S,, . Assume first that S - S, contains no involution fused with 
an involution of S, Then 4” E CsO(u) = A, and r,!~ has order 4. Since 
[I/J, u] :- 1 and no element of order 4 in S, centralizes an involution of 
A - J, , it follows from the fusion pattern of involutions in S,, that an 
extreme conjugate of $J does not lie in S,, , and thus we may take I,!J to be 
extreme, without loss. However, if p E S, has order 4, C,(p) contains an 
E, (namely, AL) all of whose involutions are fused to those of 9, ; so therefore 
does C,(#), and since S - S, contains no such involutions, this E, is con- 
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tained in C,O(~). Th is is manifestly impossible, since 4 > 16, and so we may 
suppose that S - S, contains an involution x, say, fused to an involution 
of S0 and therefore to an involution of A#. If possible, choose .V so that 
.r N /3 for some ,8 E A,#. But x acts on C, in such a way that / Cc0 ,AL(~)i = qlja. 
Also, if c E C, then cc” E C,-Jx) since C, is abelian and s is an involution. 
Thus, CcO(.x) is homocyclic abelian of exponent 4 and order q. But C&3) 
contains no such subgroup, a contradiction. Hence, every involution of 
S - S,, is fused with those of A, . By [28, Lemma 2.11, 3g: x + /3, C,(x) ---f S, 
for some /3 E A,#. But now by Lemma 2.12, x centralizes an element 
y E A - -4, , and y E A, without loss, Also, y” E S, by what we have shown, 
whence ~g E A - A, , and again yg E A, without loss, combining g with an 
element of S, if necessary. But then L(y, x) ~L(yg, fl), whereas L(y, x) s 
PSL(2, ql’“), L(yg, ,8) = 1, by Corollary 3.2. This contradiction establishes 
that S = S, . 
Now, choose /3 E A,“. Then by [28, Lemma 2.11, 3g: 01--f /3, XT- S. 
Hence, Q,(S) - S and from the fusion in Q,(X) = (a) A, and in S, we see 
that d,. c -Qr(X)n. If now y E C, - A, is chosen so that 4 E A, n &,-‘, then 
y acts on I- = Q,(X) with C,(y) = A, and [Y, y] = (y2) C A, n A:-‘. 
Thus, yg acts on A, so that CAL is of index 2 in A, . Hence, y” is a 2- 
element in -Vo(AL) - C,(A,). On the other hand, N,(A,)/C,(A,) has odd 
order, since S = S, . This is a constradiction, and the lemma is now 
established. 1 
LEMMA 7.7. Suppose that / A,, j = 2. Then there exist subgroups S,, , 
S, , S, ,.. ., S,,, of G such that for all relevant values of i, 
6) S, = 02(N0(Si-J); 
(ii) &i,(Si-r) = S,N,(A); 
(iii) Sic?) is a Sylow 2-subgroup of NG(SIel); 
(iv) Si = (a)C, , where Ci is homocyclic abelian of exponent 2ii-y, 
inverted 6-y a; 
and such that S,,,(F) is a Sylow 2-subgroup of G. 
Proof. Certainly (from the proof of Lemma 7.6), S,, has the structure 
specified in (iv). Suppose now that S, ,..., S, have been constructed so as to 
satisfy (i)-(iv) for all relevant values of i. If Sj(v) is a Sylow a-subgroup of 
G, then we may set m = j and the lemma is proved. Otherwise, S,(?,) is not 
a Sylow 2-subgroup of NG(Sj(v)). IV ow, the structure of Sj is known, by 
hypothesis, and it is clear that Ci is the unique abelian subgroup of Si(y) 
of order Ci, and that S, =z C sj<,>(Ql(Cj)). Thus, NG(SjCvj) C fio(Sj). But 
Sj(q> is a Sylow 2-subgroup of NeJS,-r) (setting S-r = A if j = 0), and 
thus we may choose g E No(S,) of 2-p ower order so as not to normalize 
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SjP1 If S, =: SJ/Cj-l (setting C-r == i-1, ifj :- 0) then g acts on the I!&‘:!, Sj
normalizing the E, Cj and not centralizing Z. Also, by (i), 5 acts on S, , 
clearly permuting C, fixed point freely, and fixing a; Hence, NG(Sj) permutes 
the q elements of zj transitively, and therefore (from the action of E) doubly 
transitively. Let K be the kernel of this action. Now, by (ii), the stabilizer of 
two points in this permutation group is C S,N,(A)/K and hence is cyclic. 
Thus we may apply [2] or [24] to Nti(S,j)/K and as in Lemma 4.19 conclude 
that NG(Sj)/K is isomorphic to a semilinear group, or to PSL(2, 7). In the 
former case, we note that since K = Sj we may set S,,mi == O,(;\-(;(,Si)) and 
then we can satisfy (i)-(iii) for i ==~ j + 1. Also, Sj+i/Sj E E, If S, , -~~ Sj 
contains no involutions then, since the action of Si.~, shows that all involutions 
of Sj ~ iz, are conjugate to a, we see that A, is strongly closed in S’, i . 
Also, N,(Sj,.,(q,‘;) normalizes S,+i -= Cs,+,(+,)(izL) and therefore also Sj , 
whence S,_ i(y) is a Sylow 2-subgroup of G. Thus, Goldschmidt [ 121 gives 
a contradiction, unless S,+r(~j - S,,., contains an involution # fused with 
those of /lL Arguing as in Lemma 7.6, no involution I,!J’ of Sj .i F -- Sj, i 
can be fused with a, since C,,(#‘) is homocyclic abelian of order C, #I,“? and 
exponent exp(C,). On the o/her hand, by repeated application of Lemma 
2.12, to (a) c,/c,+, , we may suppose that [$I, u] _ I, and then by [28, 
Lemma 2.11, 3g: q!~ -* A, , a --f Sj , whence composing g with a member of 
s ,+i , g: a + a. But clearly I/J is not fused with an involution of -dI- in C,,(a). 
Thus in fact S”;,, - Sj does contain an involution, and hence from the 
action of [ on S,,~i each coset of Sj in Sj ,.i contains an involution. Lemma 2.7 
now shows that Sj+JCj is elementary abelian. Set Cj+i/Cj [S,+,~Cj , (1. 
If C,_i contains no involutions (other than those of AL), then by what we 
have shown each element of UC,,, is an involution, whence C, i is abelian and 
inverted by a. Consideration of sZ,(C,~~i) C C,(u) shows that Ci ..i is homo- 
cyclic abelian of exponent 2’ r3, giving (iv) and completing the induction step. 
Thus, we may suppose that C,.,i - A, contains an involution, and hence from 
the action of [, each coset of Cj in C,,.i contains an involution. Hence, by 
Lemma 2.7, C, .JCim~, is elementary abelian and [ is fixed point free 
on this group. By Lemma 2.14, there is a &invariant subgroup CjX of 
C J-l containing Cj_i such that each coset of Cjm i in C,* contains an involution. 
Repeating this process, we eventually conclude that Cj,-, = C,S, where ,X7 is 
a [-invariant E, acting trivially on A, . Indeed, if x is any involution of 
c ill ~ Cj , then we may set X = [x, ([)I. F rom the choice of -4 it follows that 
L(X) := 1 for each such involution. Also, from the structure of S, , i/C’, , all 
the involutions of uCj,-i are contained in uCj and therefore conjugate to a. 
It follows that NG(Sj+i) acts on (UC,) =: Sj and thence (since N&Sj+r<q>) C 
NG(S,.+i)) that Sj,l(~) is a Sylow 2-subgroup of G. If Sj+l<~:: 3 Sj_ i then 
we argue as before that no involution $J of Sj+r(v> - Sj+i can be fused with a. 
Now, F acts on C, and g, permutes the involutions of Cj, r Hence, C, i Iv‘\ is 
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a subgroup, and therefore a normal subgroup, of Sj+r(v) and then by 
transfer of a into S,+,(~)/C,+,(pl), we obtain a contradiction, unless a E (q~>, 
in which case we may transfer into Sj+,(~)/Cj+, , which is then cyclic, to 
obtain a contradiction. 
Thus, we have only to consider the case when 9 =- 8 and No(S,)/K z 
PSL(2, 7) g GL(3, 2) and K = Sj . In this case, let S,+r be some Sylow 
2-subgroup of NG(Sj), so that Sj+JSj s D, . Note that N,(S,)/S, acts 
nontrivially, and therefore faithfully, on C,/C,_, , so that it induces the full 
group of automorphisms on each of the sections C,/C,_, (I sz i ,<j) and also 
on CJA, and A,. h’ow, suppose g E N,(S,+r). Since A, is elementary 
abelian with each element a square in Sj+r , 1 ALQSj/S, 1 < 2. If / Al”SjjSj 1 == 
2 then / AL!, n Sj j = 4 and by the fusion in Sj , A,” n Sj 2 A, . Now if 
01 E C,,g is chosen so that 01~ E ALg - Sj , then A,” n A, C CA,(~), which by 
inspection has order 2, a contradiction. Thus, ALg C Sj , whence ALg z A, 
(by fusion of involutions). Now, g normalizes Csi+l(AL) = S, . Thus, 
N,(S,+,) C N,(S,), and S,+r is a Sylow 2-subgroup of Nc(SjA1) and therefore 
also of G. Now, NG(Sj) acts on Sj and therefore on J(S,) := C, , defining J 
in the sense of [13, 8.21. Thus, we may consider m = N,(S,)/C’, . Clearly, 
Z(m) = (a) and fl/Z(m)r PSL(2, 7). If this extension does not split, 
then by Schur multipliers, [20, V.25.71, Ns SL(2, 7). In particular, a is a 
square in fl, and so some element of aCj is a square. But each element of 
UC, is an involution fused with a (from the action of NG(Sj)) so that a is a 
square, which is false. Thus, in fact, N = (a) x M with MS PSL(2, 7). 
Let T == S,,r n M, so that 1 S,,r : T / :: 2 and a $ T. By transfer into 
S,+,/T, a is fused to some member I/ of T. Now, A is a Sylow 2-subgroup 
of CG(a), so that Ccj(#) is elementary. In particular, 4 $ Sj and so # acts 
nontrivially on A,. Let (Y E A, be chosen such that (~ti # OL and 13 E Cj such 
that /3’ = 01. Then @) n (/3”) = I and so #* is an element of order 4 
centralized by #, a contradiction. 1 
LEMMA 7.8. 1 A,, j = / A, /. 
Proof. Otherwise, / il, j = 2 by Lemma 7.6(iii), and so a Sylow 2- 
subgroup T = S,,(v) of G has the structure asserted in Lemma 7.7. Now, 
if S,,(Y) = s, , then by transfer of a into S,,/C, , we have a contradiction, 
as a is not fused to an element of A, . Thus, S,(v) 1 S,, and if # E (v) 
induces a field automorphism of order 2 on L, then by Lemma 2.15, either $ 
is fused to an element of S, , or 4” # 1 is fused to an element of $S,,, . In the 
latter case, however, #” E C,(,)(L) = (a), so that I/” = a. But if $’ is an 
involution of &!5’,,, , then Ccm($‘) is h omocyclic abelian of order / C,, 11/2 and 
exponent exp(C,), whereas C,(a) contains no such subgroup (since 4 > 16 
in this case, by hypothesis). This is a contradiction, so $ must be fused to an 
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element of S,, . If $J~ f 1, however, this element must lie in C,,, and its square 
in A,-, a contradiction as 4” == a. Thus, + is an involution fused to an 
involution of S,,, , but not fused to a. Also, [#, a] = 1, so that an extreme 
conjugate of 4 must centralize a conjugate of a lying in T, whence /J N 01 E AL#. 
Hence, by [28, Lemma 2.11, 3g: +- OL, a + T. But by Corollary 3.2, 
L(#, a) s PSL(2, @la), whereas, on the other hand, (since by [28, Lemma 2.11, 
a - n” : uy, y E c,,, , in NG(AL)) L(cx, a~) == 1, a contradiction. 1 
Proof. Otherwise, by Lemma 7.8, / d, i -= 1-4, / := p - 4, and then 
our hypothesis gives C,(a) -4,, x L for each o( E A,)*, which shows that 
G= .Jz, by [301. I 
LEMRIA 7. IO. Let T 3 S be a Sylow 2-subgroup of G. Then ; T : S -1-1 2. 
Proof. By Lemma 7.8 and the proof of Lemma 7.6, S, --- AC, with 
d g C,, s EQ2 and A n C,, ~= A, . Also, the involutions of S, are contained 
in i3 u C, since CsO(a) -: il for 01 E d ~ rl n C,, . Thus, A and CO are the 
only Rur’s of S, . Now, let T, be a Sylow 2-subgroup of N,(S). Then by 
Lemma 7.4, T,, normalizes S,, and hence permutes {A4, C,,}. Thus, 
] T,, : iv, (A)’ < 2. But &JA) = S ‘an d so ~ T, : S / < 2. Moreover, if T, = S 
then S i6 a Sylow 2-subgroup of NG(S) and therefore of G. On the other 
hand, suppose ] T, : S 1 = 2 and g E 1VJ T,). Consider 4”. If As g S then 
let N E *4” -- S. Thus, An n S,, C CsO(a) and since a: interchanges &4 and C, , 
the involutions fixed by cy must all lie in A, . Hence, / As n S,, / 3s 4 and then 
since T,,,‘S and S/S, are cyclic, 1 il” 1 >z 4q < q2, by Lemma 7.9, whence we 
obtain a contradiction. Hence, Au C S. Again, if A” c S, , let OL E A” - S, . 
Then a4g n S, C C,O(~) and thus j Ay n S, ; r qF5pJ and 1 A” 1 ‘z 2q3/” < q”, 
again giving a contradiction. It follows that ‘4s = 4 or C,, , and similarly 
C,,g = A4 or C,, , so that g normalizes NTO(A) n NTO(C,,) = S. Thus, T, is a 
Sylow 2-subgroup of Ai, and therefore also of G. 1 
LEhmm 7.11. / T : S =: 2 and each involution of & - A, is fused to 
an involution of -4, . 
Proof. The latter statement follows at once from the former, since if 
1 T : S 1 = 2 then each involution of S, - -4, is (by the action of T) fused 
to one of A - A, and thence by the action of S, to one of ,4,, . Suppose, then, 
that T == S. Now, by Lemma 7.5, some involution of C,, - A, is fused with 
an involution of il,, or A, . If any involution /3 E C,, - ,4, is fused with an 
involution 01 E A, , then 3g: /3 - (Y, C, - C,(W), for some u. E A,)+, whence 
C, - A. Now, each involution of A - A, is fused with an involution of A, , 
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and the remaining involutions are fused to one another but not to those of .4, . 
It follows that ALg = A, and thence each involution of S,, - -4, is fused with 
an involution of A, . Hence, A, is strongly closed in S, . On the other hand, 
if no such p exists, then C, is strongly closed in S, . In any event, Goldschmidt 
[12] shows that S T) S, and there are involutions a: E S - S, and p E C,) with 
01- p. Choose ,9 E 4, if possible. Now since S 1 S,, , q > 16 and using 
Lemma 2.12, we see that without loss 1 CAO(a)l 3 4. Assuming /3 is extreme, 
[28, Lemma 2.11 shows that 3g: 013 /3, CJOL) + C,(p). But since 1 C,dO(a)i >4, 
it follows that 3x: E CAO(,)# with a+ E S,, . Now, if /3 6 A, then we are in the 
case where the conjugates of elements of A, lying in S, are the elements of 
A -- A, and so .YU E A - A, , /3 E C, - A, . But [x”, /3] f I, a contradiction. 
On the other hand, if p E A,, then 1 # L(x, a) -L(x~, p), using Corollary 
3.2. Now, xc’ is fused with X, and so as above, 3h: a+ + x, C,O(x”) 4 A. Thus, 
with Corollary 3.2, L(xg, p) -L(x, /3”) == 1, a contradiction. Hence, /3 cannot 
be chosen to be extreme. whence a: can be chosen to be extreme. But C,(p) 
contains an EOz , whereas C,(a) does not. 1 
LEMMA 7.12. T - S contains an involution, 01, fused with an involution 
of A, , but S - SO contains no such involution. 
Proof. Suppose S - S,, contains an involution, OL, fused with those of A, . 
By Lemma 2.12, 1 C,O(~)I > 4, without loss. Now, by [28, Lemma 2.11, 
3g: OL - A, , CT(~) + T. In particular, CAa(a) + T. If x E CA,(~)+ is such 
that .XB E S 0, then composing g with an h : xg --j X, Cs,(xg) - -4, which 
exists by the structure of C,(x), we obtain a N /3 E A,# in Cc(x), which is 
false. Thus, CAO(oz)g n So = 1, and so some involution /? E S - So is fused 
with an involution y E A, . Now, a Sylow 2-subgroup of C,(y) is a cyclic 
extension of an elementary group. Hence C,&3) is also of such a form. Let 
B 4 CsO(#?) be elementary, with C,&?)/B cyclic. But now 1 C,@)i 3 q by 
Lemma 2.12, whereas 1 C,L(@I = qllz. Thus, since q 3 16, B contains an 
involution of A - A, and similarly also an involution of Co - A, . Since 
these involutions fail to commute, we have a contradiction. Thus, S - S, 
contains no involution fused with an involution of A, , and Goldschmidt [ 121 
now completes the lemma. j 
LEMMA 7.13. S = So. 
Pvoof. Let S = S,(F), v acting on L like a field automorphism. Let 
1 S : So 1 = 2m. Now since So/AL is abelian, q~ acts on So/AL like some odd 
power of y. But v acts on Co/AL like a field automorphism of order 2” on 
GF(q), and COW = A, whence v acts on A/A, like a field automorphism of 
order 2”. But q? E A, so that A(v)/AL is isomorphic to an extension of 
GF(q) by a field automorphism of order 2”. Since any such extension splits, 
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by Lemma 2.16, we may choose p’ E S - S, with P)‘~~” E A, . Again applying 
Lemma 2.16 to iz,(,‘), we obtain v” E S - SO of order 2”“, generating 
S/S, . Let 4” : q~@-r. Then by [6, Lemma 2],#” is fused with an involution 
of &(a). But 4” is not fused with any involution of S, , from the proof of 
Lemma 7.12. Now CSB(+“) contains a fourgroup F whose involutions are 
fused with involutions in A,. If an extreme conjugate of $J” is in T - S, 
say /3, then by [28, Lemma 2.11, 3g: #” + /3, &(I/“) + C&3). In particular, 
(I/“) F -+ C,(p). Hence, ((#“)F)” n SO # 1. But no clement of #“F is fused 
with an element of S, , so Fs n S, # 1. But CsO(/3) does not contain any 
involution fused with an involution of A, . Thus, we may choose an extreme 
conjugate, r,l~ say, of 4” in the coset #“S,. Then, by [28, Lemma 2.11, 3g: 
/3--r #J, C&3) ---f C,(#J) for some /3 E S,IX Now, C,,IL(/3) + C,(#J) and hence a 
subgroup of index 2 in CAL(@) - C,O(#), and thus - CAL(#). Hence, 
; CAL(p): -; 29rl’. Now, from the action of /3 on &/A, , we see that C,0,,,t(,!3= 
S,J,JL. (say) has order q. Moreover, if b E i2,& then (6, bfl> g D, and so bbfi is 
an element of order 4 inverted by /3, so that each coset of A, in S, contains 
an element of order 4 inverted by /3. Thus, if .Y E S, ~ -‘I, , .T = bbtz for some 
bEA”*, ZEAL, and so [x, b] = (bb”)” [z, ,B] E CAL(p). Thus, the map 
x ---F [s, /3] is a homomorphism from S, --L CAL(p), and the kernel is Cs#3), 
whence CsB(/3): > ,tqslz. Th us, 1 C&3)! 25 q31z, and so if S =- C&3)!’ n S, , 
/ X 1 > $q3rL (for an element of order 4 in C,Jp) has square in A, , and hence 
if it maps into S, it must be into SO(#)). But SC CsO(~), a group of order 
q3/2, and is disjoint from C..r,(~), of order q’ie. Hence, $q312 -< j S ; :: q, 
which gives q =: 16. In order to rule out this case, we need only show that 
one of our inequalities must be strict. But now if the inequalities are all 
equalities, we have in particular ; C,L(p)I =: 8, j CsB(/3); -: 32. Hence, 
CSB(/3)/CAL(P) is a fourgroup. Let X, 3~ be members of cosets generating this 
group. Then 9 s and (xz)~ = (.x2)-’ = x 9~ for some .a E A, . Thus, 
.$ E [d, , /3], which is cyclic of order 2. Thus, xZ == 2’” =- (~.y)‘, so that 
(.x, 18) G 0, . Also, notice that CAL@) ---f CAL(#) >: (a’, for some 3’ E T-So , 
and hence we see that CAL($) (I C,L(@. Now, 7 = t5 is an element of order 
3 cycling the involutions of CnL(#) and centralizing $. Thus, 71 acts on 
C,,&$J). Noting that [a’, $1 =-- 1, we see that C,J$) is also 7“‘-invariant. Kow, 
let A, -= CA”(+), and consider the action of 7 on ;2$‘. Since 7 E N,JZqu’), 
Lemma 4.17 shows that A$ is one of four complements in CcO($) to CAL(#) 
permuted by- 7, whence one of these is normalized by 7, since O(T) :=~ 3; 
then since C,O(~) centralizes 7 and permutes these four complements transi- 
tively, 7 normalizes each of them. Now, let c E nl,“, then cc%’ E S,, and 
(cP’)~v* = P”‘(c~*‘)~ E S’,, . Thus, 77”’ acts on {cc”’ 1 c E A”+} CAL($) = 
C,LX,($). In particular, 7~“’ permutes the cosets .YC,,,~(#),~C~~($) and xyC,=($) 
and so centralizes x’?. But since [cy’, C,,,(#)] = I, 77”’ acts on CAL(#) like v2, 
which is fixed point free, a contradiction. Thus, in fact, S =: S, , as asserted. 
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LEMMA 7.14. If ,8 E T - s is an invozution, then 1 c$y > q2/; C/g) . 
Proof. /3 acts on S,, = &/AL interchanging 2 and C,, , and so C,O,,,,(p) = 
S, (say) satisfies Se/AL. E E, . Thus, /3 ac t s on S, and acts trivially on Se/A,< . 
Hence, s - [x, p] is a homomorphism of Sl, into A, , and, indeed, by the 
argument of Lemma 7. I3 to CA,@, with kernel Cs,(/3), giving the result. 1 
LEMMA 7.15. Each involution of T - SO is fused with those of A, . 
Proof. By transfer into T/S,, each such involution is fused either with 
an involution of A, or with an involution of A, , and so we may suppose 
that for x E T - S, , x N b E A,,#. Now, C,(b) has elementary abelian 
Sylow 2-subgroups, and so C,(x) is elementary. Hence, Cs,(x) = CAL(x) so 
that [x, -4J = I by Lemma 7.14. Now, by [28, Lemma 2.11, 3g: x --+ 0, 
C,(x) + C,(b) = A and so A, --L A, . In particular, no element of the coset 
x.4, is fused with an involution of d, . However, x = cyy withy E S, inverted 
by o(, so that y E S, , whence if c E A,, satisfies cc* E A,y, ae E xA, , 3 
contradiction. 1 
LEMhI.4 7.16. [ C,&)l = I[ar, &]I = qir’. 
Proof. Certainly, j C,L(OI)( . ;[a, ALlI = q and [01, A,] (7 C,=(a) = Z(T). 
By [ 13, 7.1.11, N,(T) acts transitively on Z(T). However, N&T) permutes 
[A, ($1 and hence normalizes A n C, = A, and [T, AL] = [a, 4J. Thus, 
[a, ‘4J -~= 1 or C..,L(~) and in the latter case we have our lemma. Thus, we 
may suppose that oi centralizes A, . Now u inverts some element in each coset 
of A, in S, (namely, bba for b E A,) and so since [cr, AL] = 1, 01 inverts 
S, , which is therefore abelian. Set F = A4,(a), X -= N,(F)/C,(F). From 
the structure of T, a Sylow 2-subgroup of X is elementary abelian of order q 
and centralizes an entire hyperplane of the vector space F z V(n + I, 2), 
where q = 2’“. Now, X is transitive on F# by Lemma 7.15 and [28, Lemma 
2.11, since all Ezn’s of T conjugate in G to F are conjugate in T to F. Thus, 
by [9, Satz 31, X is transitve on the hyperplanes of F. Now, a Sylow 2- 
subgroup of X centralizes a hyperplane F, of F and so for each hyperplane 
F, of F, i A,(F,J is odd. But if x E S, - A, and if F,, is any hyperplane of F 
containing [x, a] = x2 and 01, then x acts nontrivially on F,, , a contradiction. 
Lkivtnr.4 7.17. 3C L A, such that C - C,lL(~)<~). 
Proof. By Lemma 7.14 and 7.16, we see that ! C,(a)1 = q3i2 and CJcy) 
covers Am/A, = CSOIAL(~). Hence, 1 f Cs(a)2 _C C,4L(~) = Z(T). Moreover, 
since S,]A, is elementary abelian, and A, C Z(S,), C,.$,)” is independent 
of the choice of involution a E T - S, . It follows by [13, 7. I .l], as in Lemma 
7.16, that C,0(01)2 = CAL(~). Now, if z E Z(T)+ then 01 N z and so by [28, 
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Lemma 2.11, 3g: a: --f z, C,(a) ----f T. In particular, CAL(~) c C’r(01)’ --f 
T’ _C S, , and thus CAL(a) - A, , whence the lemma follows. 1 
But now Lemma 7.17 gives a contradiction, for S, C C,(C) and so 
i Ac;(C)i2 5.: 2. On the other hand, A, _C NG(CAL(~)(a)) and so 
j AG(CAL(~)(~))IZ >: qli:! > 2, by Lemma 7.9. This therefore concludes the 
analysis of the case L _q: PSL(2, q). 
8. L E PSC(3, q) 
LVe now examine the case L e PSL.(3, q), 
LEMMA 8.1. EoA, is not strongi$j closed in SO . 
Proof. Suppose not. Then N(S,,) C N(E) and so by Lemma 7.4 we have 
,V(S) C N(E). Thus, S is a Sylow 2-subgroup of G. But then by Goldschmidt 
[12], and hypothesis, S ~ S,r contains a conjugate, 4 (say), of some p E A,“. 
Now, 4 = S/J’ for some s t S,, and 4’ E C,(a) acting on L like a field auto- 
morphism. By Lemma 7.3, $ acts on A,*/AL and AL*/AL c Z(SO/AL), and so 
I/I and I/J’ have the same action on A,*/AL . By Lemma 2.6, it follows that 
CALI(4’) = A, . Set X/A, = CALI!AL(4’). Note that by Lemma 2.6, #’ 
inverts X. Now, since A, C Z(S,), AG(AL) has cyclic Sylow 2-subgroups. 
By [28, Lemma 2.11, 3g: 4 ---f z E Z(S)*“, C,(4) --f T. Hence, AL9 C S and so 
A,” n S, C A, and ALg/A,7 n S, is cyclic. Since 4 - A, , A, + A, and so 
ALg = (ALg n A&#“) for some I/J” ES - S, . Hence, Aim1 = (A:-’ n A,)(#). 
Now, S acts on A,(#) and q: X- [x, $1 is an isomorphism of X/A, 
and A, , whence I; =- yml(A&l n A L) is a subgroup of X of index 2 acting 
faithfully on AI-‘, so that A,(Ai-‘) contains an elementary abelian subgroup 
of order q/2. It follows that q = 4, and j A,(A,)!, > 2, so that j S : S, ; 2 4. 
Now, #’ is a square in S, say 4’ = v12, with v‘ E C,(a), and so v’ acts on E, . 
Ifx~S,,-EOA,thenE,~~E,= l,E,“CE,,A,,andthus/E,j <iAA,l= 
4. Hence, $’ centralizes E, . Since E,A,/A, C Z(SO/AL), it follows that 
[G, > $1 C AL . Thus, setting Y = E,,X (which we note is abelian), $ acts 
on Y in such a way that [Y, #] C A, C C,(#). Thus, y -+ [ y, #] is a homo- 
morphism from Y/A, - A, with kernel C,($)/AL . Hence, I Cr($)I == 
/ E ! = 8 or 16. Suppose next that C,(4) contains an involution, /3, of E - A, . 
Then if a” = I$“~-~(E AL), either p or (~z”)g E S, , and without loss fl” E S, . 
Now, A, CL(p) and A, CL(p), so that (A, , A& C L(pS) and since L@) g 
PSu(3, 4, A, = A,O, a contradiction. Thus, A, = Q,(C,(I,IJ)). Let Y* = 
C,(4), and suppose first that 1 E,, 1 = 4, so that Y*2 1 A,. Then Y* C 
C,(($)A,) and so Y*g C C,(($)A,g) C &(A,) = So(#). Thus, AL!’ C 
(Y*g)z C (St,(+))” C S,, . But this implies ALg = A, , a contradiction. Thus, 
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in fact, 1 .E& 1 = 2. Let <z; = 0r(I’*). Then if x: E X is such that ax E I‘*, 
we see that [a, $1 .: [s, #] = x2 = z. Now, g : I/ - A, , z + A, , and 
so combining g with a power of 5 if necessary, we see that # y z’ E A, - <z\ 
in C,(z). Also, S C C,(z) without loss, replacing q~’ by a &conjugate if 
necessary. Thus, applying [28, Lemma 2.11, to C,(z)/(z>, we obtain g: 
4 + x’, 23 z, Csd#) - Csd4. But a E Csd#) - Cs($), so that 
ng E c s cz,(c’) - Cs(z’). But this latter set clearly contains no involutions, 
since it is a subset of S - S,(~). j 
LEMMA 8.2. (i) Each coset of E,A,* in S,, contains an involution. 
(ii) S,/iz, is elementary abelian. 
(iii) S,, has a &invariant elementary abelian subgroup C, of order q such 
that S,, = EOAL*C,. 
Proof. S, = O,(C,(AJ n C,(E/A,)) and so [ acts on S, , acting fixed 
point freely on SolEoAL*, b y Lemma 4.19, whence (i) follows from the 
previous lemma. Now consider &/A, . E,,A,*/A, is elementary abelian, 
and central in this subgroup, by Lemma 7.3 and the action of S, on E,A, . 
Hence (ii) follows from Lemma 2.7 and (i). By [ 13, 5.2.31, we see that SO/AL = 
E,,AJA, x CO/AL for some &invariant C,, 14,*, such that 6 is fixed point 
free on C, . Xow, if Qr(C,) = A, , then Higman[ 19]gives [ C, ~ :< ~ A, ;z q -q:‘, 
which is false. Thus, some coset A,x, .x: E C, - A, , contains an involution, 
and since the 3 composition factors of the ([)-module CO/AL are :I(:- 
isomorphic, CO/A, = ‘^IL*IAL x C,IA, where C, is E-invariant and each 
coset of -3, in C, contains an involution. It follows from Lemma 2.7 that C, 
is elementary, and setting C, = d, x C, with C, t-invariant, we have the 
lemma. 1 
LEMMA 8.3. S,, = E,A,*C, mhere j C, / = qy, C, r\ E,,A,* == A,, C, is 
&invariant, centralized by 7, and centralizing A,*. In particular, SO F= 
AL*Cs,(AL*). 
Proof. 7, we recall, is the element of L of order q + 1 or (q f I)/3 
inducing an automorphism of A,*, as in Lemma 2.4(v). Yaw, as in Lemma 
8.2, rl acts on S, , centralizing S,/E,,A,*. Hence, &/AL. = AL*/-4L :< C/d, 
where [C, 71 C A, and E, C C. Since [[, q] = 1, C is [-invariant, and so 
C : E&a with [C, , [] = C:, , -4, C C, and C, n E,, == 1. Sow, an element 
c E C, induces an automorphism of A, of order 2, centralizing A=*,IA, , and 
with the property that cn = c (mod A, , = Z(A,*)). Using the notation of 
Lemma 2.4, we have c: (x, JJ) + (x, y + c(x)) and then c: (~6, y) + 
(XS, 4’ + C(X)) for each 6 satisfying P(R) =- I. Thus, c: .qL*/d, --f -4, is a 
linear map that is constant on sets of form (x8 I P(n) = 1) = [.uS I 6 E Dj, 
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say. But Z,S = 0, and so j D j c(x) = 0. S ince 1 D / is odd, this gives c = 0 
andso[Ca,A,]: 1. 1 
LEMMA 8.4. S is not a Sylow 2-subgroup of G. 
Proof. Suppose that S is a Sylow 2-subgroup of G. By Lemma 8.1 we can 
choose 01 E S,, - E,A, such that 01 N /3 E E,, u A,, and /3 is extreme. If 
possible, let p E A, . By Lemma 8.3, (Y induces an inner automorphism of 
4,*, and so by inspection, CA,*(~) > X, an abelian group of exponent 4 
with A, -- x”. Now, by [28, Lemma 2.11, 3g: cy -/3, Cs(a) --f C&3). In 
particular, X-t S and so XQ/Xg n S, is cyclic. Thus, either (XY n S,,)? =- 
ALg, or AL”/(X!’ n &)a is cyclic, and since S,” C E,,A,*, we have AL!1 =- A, 
or 1 A, : ALg n A, j = 2. Since & t AL - ALQ, we must have the latter, and 
then A, C (X(,)p. Now X(a) is abelian, and so (X(o1>)9 _C C,(A,) =: S,(#), 
where # = 1 or # induces a field automorphism of order 2 on L, and [a, $1 = 1. 
Indeed, we cannot have XQ C S, , for then ALg C So2 C E,A,*, and thus 
ALL = A, , a contradiction. Hence, 4 # 1 and 3x E Xg - S, . Now, .T -= s,,# 
for some s0 E S, , and I/J centralizes S,,/EOA,* (from the action of S,, on E,,), 
so that (~a$)~ E E,A,* and hence x2 E A, . But now AL9 C (Xg)2 C A, , again 
a contradiction. Thus, A, is strongly closed in S, , which by Goldschmidt’s 
theorem, [12], gives S 1 S, and some 4 E S - S, is fused with the involutions 
of A, . Moreover, if 01 E S, is fused with an element of E,, , then 01 N p E E, 
(for some such a) in No(A,), and in particular A, CL(a) for all such 01. But 
now we can apply the argument of Lemma 8.1 to the fusion 4 N c1 E AL*, 
and obtain a contradiction. m 
LEMMA 8.5. For some g E N,(S), E,g n AL*C, # 1. 
Proof. Suppose not. Then we argue first of all that ALC2 = C, . So 
suppose that this is false. Then some element of C, induces a nontrivial 
automorphism of AL*, which by Lemma 8.3 is an inner automorphism. 
Such an automorphism is given by (01, /3) - (01, /3 + Tr IZX) for some x E 
GF(q2). We may choose notation for A, * so that x = 1 and then since C, 
is [-invariant, we see that we may coordinatize iz,*C, by triples (01, p, y) 
with OL, p E GF(q2), y E GF(q) satisfying /3 + p = arid and with multiplication 
given by 
(a, p, y)(‘y’, is’, Y’) = (a + a’, P + B’ f Y((y’ + 6’) + G’, Y + Y’). 63.6) 
Moreover, since C, = Z(A,*C,), we see that Ca consists precisely of 
those triples of form (y, p, y). Hence, by Lemma 8.3, 
(a, p, r)” = (a8 + Y(S + I), P + Yk + Y)(S 7k 11, Y), (8.7) 
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where 6 is a primitive (a + l)/dth root of 1 in GF($), d = 1 or 3. Now, if 
(or, /I, r) is given with 01 E GF(q), then conjugating by T, a + aS + y(S + 1) = 
y + (a + y)S. Since y, a+ Y E GQ), but S $ GQ), aa + 14s + 1) $ WI), 
unless 01 = y. Thus, if we choose some involution U(OL, ,t?, y) E S, - A,*C, , 
with (in, p, y) # 0, as we may by Lemmas 8.4, 7.4, and by hypothesis, then 
provided (Y # y, we may suppose, conjugating by 77 if necessary, that 
a$ GF(q). Now, (01, p, r)” = (% P + f(r), Y). If (a, is, 1)” y= (01, B + x”, 1) 
then conjugating by p we obtain (a’, p’, &)a = (a’, 6’ + XE~~, ci), whence 
f(r) = xy2. Th us, a(ol, /3, y) is an involution iff xy* + y Tr 01 + Nol = 0, 
using (8.6). By hypothesis, our (01, y) satisfy this equation, and Tr (y. # 0. 
Hence, there is a y’ E GF(q) with y’ # y, 0 such that a(or, /3, y’) is also an 
involution. As the product of these involutions is a nontrivial element of C, , 
it is an involution, so that all three of these involutions commute with each 
other. Since a(or, /3, r) E I?,-/, g E IV(&), it follows that all three involutions lie 
in 9, whence Es n A,*C, 3 A, . Since g normalizes A, and any involution 
of E - A, is conjugate in S to an involution of E. , this contradicts our 
hypothesis. 
Thus, if ALC2 # C, , then the only possible conjugates of a E E,s in 
N(S,,) are a(~, /I, y) with xy2 + A$ = 0, that is, x = 1. Thus, E, is cyclic 
and ax is an involution for all x E C, , whence a inverts C, . Now, consider 
subgroups C of G such that: 
(i) C2Ca; 
(ii) C is homocyclic abelian of rank n; 
(iii) [C, A,*] = 1; 
(iv) a inverts C; 
(v) C is (91, 5, q)-invariant; 
(vi) (a)A,*C(p) is a Sylow 2-subgroup of N,((a) AL*Ul(C)). 
Now, C = C, is such a subgroup, and so we may choose C maximal subject 
to satisfying (i)-(vi). Let S, = (a) A,*C. We contend that S,(F) is a 
Sylow 2-subgroup of G, so suppose not. Then NG(Sl(~))~NG((a)A,*U’,(C)). 
Let g normalize Sr(y). Then g normalizes X = Qr(S,(,)). Now, (a) C C X, 
and therefore A,* C X: for (01, /3, y) E X whe’never y Tr a: + NON = 0, which 
has a solution for every OL $ GF(q), and for 01 = 0, when any y can be chosen, 
and since (r, /3, y) E X for all t3, y E GE(Q), we easily obtain A,* C X. Thus, 
X = S, or S,(#), with #E (v> inducing a field automorphism of order 
2 on L. In any case, A, = Z(X) is g-invariant. Now, 1 X: C,(C)] < 4, and 
so 1 S, : C,l(Cg n S,)l < 4, which implies Cg n S, C C, except, perhaps, 
if C = C, . But then g normalizes S, = S, , whence ) S, : Csl(C~)I =: 2, 
and so Cg == C. Thus, each element of 0~ induces an automorphism of A,,* 
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of order at most 2, whence by Lemma 2.6, if C!’ $ S, , then ; A,*: CALI( >: 
‘1% > 4, a contradiction. Thus C’s C S, and then Co = C. Consideration of 
-Y/C now shows that SJC is the unique subgroup of X/C isomorphic to 
E,,, , and thus S, is g-invariant. Also, C,](C) = iz,*C is g-invariant. Now, 
ifxEAL, and c E C, then u.yc is an involution iff 1 = (a.~)$ == (a~)*$ _ ~2, 
and hence since A, C C, we may take x = 1. g permutes these involutions, 
and hence g acts on (a)C and also on C,l((a>C) = A,*-. Now, g permutes 
the cosets ac Ui(C), c E C, which are q in number, and the stabilizer of the 
coset a&(C) in VG(S,) is just N,(<a)A,*Q(C)). Since iV,(S,) $ 
iV,((a)A,*U,(C)) and 6 permutes the 4 - 1 cosets distinct from &r(C) transi- 
tively, NG(S1) is doubly transitive on these cosets with cyclic 2-point stabilizer, 
and then [2] or [24] give, as in the proof of Lemma 4.19, that N,(S,) permutes 
these cosets like a group of semilinear transformations, or else q = 8 and the 
action is that of GL(3, 2) z PSL(2, 7) on a projective line over GF(7). 
But now A,* does not support an action of PSL(2, 7): for if Xs PSL(2, 7) 
acts on A,* as above, X must act nontrivially, and therefore faithfully, on 
‘ilL*/AL and so X embeds into GL(6, 2). Also, X normalizes O(C,(ALI)(AL)), 
which is cyclic of order q + 1 by Lemma 2.6, also acting faithfully (and 
therefore irreducibly) on JL*/d, . But GL(6, 2) contains no such subgroups. 
Thus, N,(S,) induces a group of semilinear transformations. Let S, be the 
subgroup corresponding to the transformations x + x + b, b E GF(q), so 
that S/S, z E, . %-ow, S, acts on 8,* and as in Lemma 7.3(ii) we see that 
[&/A, , A,“/A,] -: I. Th us, S,/C is a central extension of SrjC by an 
elementary abelian group of order q. Suppose that S, - S, contains a 
conjugate of a. Then from the action of [, each coset of S, in S, contains 
such a conjugate, and hence by Lemma 2.7, S,/C is elementary abelian. 
From the action of [, and Maschke’s theorem, S,/C 1 :a) C/C x L4L*C/C >; 
D/C for some [-invariant D with D/C s EQ . If A,*D contains a conjugate 
of a, then since all the ([)-composition factors of the module A,*D/C are 
([)-isomorphic, we may suppose D - C contains a conjugate of a, and 
hence each coset of C in D contains a conjugate of a. Now, arguing as in 
Lemma 7.7, we see that D contains a subgroup s I$ containing a conjugate 
of a. If q > 4, this contradicts the choice of a. If q = 4, then we have a 
fourgroup (OL, /I) C D with [(a, p), AL] = (a, p) n A, = 1. Now, (iy, /3) acts 
on ,4,*C, centralizing A,*C,/A, . Hence, x - [x, a] is a homomorphism 
A,%‘, --f d4, , an d hence its kernel has order at least q”, and similarly for B. 
Thus, Cs,(a, /3) 1 X D A, (a, p) with X/AL (CU, fl) s E, . But C,(a) 
contains no such subgroup. Thus, a conjugate of a in S, - S, lies in some 
coset a.&, x E AL*D. Also, x # A,*C. Thus, from the action of 5, as before, 
we may choose D so that axC contains an involution for all x E D. Now, 
if x ED - C is such that ax is an involution, then [a, x] = x2. On the other 
hand, [n, x] is a member of a base of C, by construction. Thus, Dy g U,(C). 
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Now, if D - C contains an involution, then as before, the action of 4 and 
Lemma 2.7 show that D/U,(C) is elementary abelian, a contradiction. Thus, 
D is either abelian, or is a Suzuki 2-group in the sense of Higman [19], and 
in particular, in the latter case it is special, again contradicting D2 p Ul(C), 
since exp(C) > 4. Thus, D is abelian, and then since a inverts a set of 
generators for D, a inverts D, and hence D is homocyclic of exponent 
2 . exp(C). 17 acts on S, and C, and so on [S,/C, <] -= A,*D/C. Since 7 
centralizes Se/S, , we obtain A,*DIC = A,*CIC >: D,/C, where Do/C is 
centralized by 7, and is &invariant since [E, 71 = 1. Arguing as in Lemma 
8.3, we conclude that [D, , A,*] = 1. Hence, D induces only inner auto- 
morphisms of A, . Now, if D # D, , then D acts nontrivially on A,* like 
a group of inner automorphisms of order q. Choose x E D - C, and suppose 
(in the notation of Lemma 2.4(vi)) that x acts on A,* like (01, p). Then 
(y, 6)” = (y, S + Tr ycI), and hence if we choose y E GF(q2), y f 0, as in 
Lemma 2.19, so that Tr(ys) = xN(y-) LY w h ere h-l = Noi, then Tr(@) = A+, 
and hence x inverts (y, 6). Thus, we may choose (Y E A,* - A, inverted 
by x and then /3 E Ca C CC D with C? = ,fP. Then @ is an involution, and 
[c& ax] = 1. Now, for any a: E AL* - ‘jl, , we may choose /3 E C, with 
/3* = [OL, x] and then [$, ax] = 1, and so C .,,8(ax) contains a group of 
order q3 covering -4,*C,/C, and containing involutions not in 4, . Since 
ax N a by hypothesis, this is impossible, and so D = D, . But now we have 
a contradiction to the maximality of C, for we easily check that D satisfies 
(i)-(vi). Thus, we conclude that S, - S, contains no conjugates of a. Now 
suppose that Sa(v) is a Sylow 2-subgroup of G. Now, if x E S, - S, then x 
acts on AL*&(C) and hence on the elementary abelian group Sl/AL*~il(C), 
of order 2q. From this action we see that Cs,(x) C A,*C. Thus, 
exp(S,/A,*C) = 2, whence S2/AL*C is elementary, and so S,/AL*C = 
(a) A,*C/AL*C x D/A,% for some D. Thus, by transfer of a into S,(v)/ 
D(v), we obtain a contradiction, unless a E (y), or a has a conjugate #E 
S,(v) - S, . In the former case, we obtain a contradiction by transfer into 
S,(F)/D. In the latter case, we consider the action of 4 on A,*C, . Now, 
C, is a &invariant complement to A,* in A,*(?,, and the conjugate of 
A,C, under the action of $ is, by (8.7), given by 
Ms” + I), 8, Y) I A Y E GJWI. 
Now, by (8.6) (cu, /3, y) is an involution iff Nol = y Tr 01. But we easily see 
that this is equivalent to N((ol/y) - 1) = 1 (if y # 0) and hence to (E/Y) - 
1 = Si for some i, at least if 6 is a primitive (q + 1) root of 1. Thus, for some 
automorphism 7’ of A,*C, (given by replacing S by a primitive (4 + 1)st root 
of 1 in (8.7) if necessary), the r)‘i-conjugates of ALC2 exhaust the involutions 
of AL*C, . Moreover, two involutions of AL*C2 - A, commute iff they lie 
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in the same v’i-conjugate of 4,C’, . Thus, there are (q + I) conjugates of 
A,C, , permuted by #, and hence at least one, and we may assume this is 
A,C, , is normalized by #. Now, CALc2(+) contains A, . Moreover, CALc2($) C 
A,C, , for otherwise C($) contains an E,,, , contradicting # N a. Thus, 
replacing # by an i2,* -conjugate, if necessary, # acts on AL*C, by 
for some nontrivial additive endomorphism 0 of GF(q). Now, we easily see 
that the group H = {(cu, p, r)l OL = U, O(y) = ~3 == /3 + p} is abelian of 
order y” and is centralized by 4, whence since # N a it must be homocyclic 
abelian of exponent 4, and 6’ an isomorphism. Let g: #---f a, Cszcm)($) + 
(a> A,*(F). Then ag, H” C (a) AL*(rp) and thus we see that since [ag, HB] c 
ALg, a!’ must invert H”, and so Q inverts H. This implies B(y) = y” and thus 
H = C, Hence, any conjugate of a lying in S2(q) - S, centralizes an 
A L*<y’)-conjugate of C, , and thus centralizes C, . Thus, no conjugate of a 
lies in Da#, and thus transfer into &(rp,>/D(a~) gives a contradiction, 
(even if this section is noncyclic). 
Thus, S,(v) is not a Sylow 2-subgroup of G, and so we may choose 
g s N,(S,(y)) - N,(S,). Now, if as E S, then an E S, and hence by what 
we have shown, a” b a in NG.(S1), so that g E NG(SI) . C,(a) and then 
g E IV,(&), a contradiction. Thus, uo E S,(v) - S, . Now, let a” =- 4. Then, 
as above, we see that [#, C,] = I and also that A, = Q,(C,) t iz, . Sow, 
a acts on .4zQ-l as # acts on A,*, and since A,*C/A, is abelian, and a cen- 
tralizes SZ,(A,*C/A,), Afgm’ $ S, . Thus, Azg-’ contains an element, X, 
say, of S, - S, , and then [a, X] E AtYe’. But [a, X] has order exp(C), whence 
exp(C) = 4, and C = C, . Also, x is an involution of &/A,, and hence, as 
above, S,/C, is elementary abelian, using Lemma 2.7 and the action of t. 
Thus, S,/C, == <a) C,/C, x ALC3/C3 x D/C,, with D &invariant, and 
D/C, s E, . Also, C-l C (a) A,*(v) is not centralized by I#, and hence C is 
not centralized by p. Thus, 4” E S, and then #” N a in S, and so without 
loss p = a. Now, since A, is g-invariant, so is Q,(S,(~)/A,) = &(#)/A, . 
Consider AzQm’ C S,(4). We contend that Azgml G S, . For [A2Y, C$] = 1 -
and C,g c (a) 14L*(y) has A, ~z= Q,(C,)~ and is inverted by a!‘, whence 
C,g c (a> AL*, and AtLIe’ centralizes this, and hence centralizes some element 
of A,* - A, . But x E /I,* implies x2 E A, and hence (x”)? E i2, C Z(A,“), so 
that x induces an automorphism of order at most two on A, . Lemma 2.6 
now shows that if x centralizes an element of A,* - A,, then x E S, and 
so AZ* C S, as asserted. Now, C, C ((#) x Azn) n S, and so C, C AL+‘. 
Thus, A~“C,/C, z E, . Also, A;* n (a) A,*C, C C(4) n (a) AL*C,. Now, 
# = x$’ with x E S, and 4’ E (7). Now, suppose ubc E C(#) with b E A,*, 
c E C, Certainly, this is true for some b, c, since otherwise 1 C,*(#)i =m 
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;(& ‘: : b 
* =: 43 and hence j Cs,c6,(#)l < j CS2~,,(a)~2, a contradiction. Then 
a c, and so (ac))‘(ac)” = b(P)’ E C, n AL* = A, . Since [c, $1 =z 1, 
it follows that [a, #] E cA,c-~’ = A, . Also, $I2 E C,(L(u)) = (a), and thus 
1 :- = $1 = XX+‘-~(#J’)~ implies #‘2 = 1, since xxG’-’ E A, , (for x E S, as 
ux E ail, , by what we have just proved). Thus, 1,4 inverts x. Now, x = u(cx, p, 7) 
or (a, /3, y), and (LX, /3, y)” = (& fl + y”, y), u’J = ~(0, p’, 0) for some p’ E 
GF(q). Hence we conclude by an easy calculation that in the former case 
01 = & and /3’ = 0, whence y = 0, and in the latter case, 01 = cU, y = 0. 
Thus, x E (a) A,*, and in particular [#, u] = 1, and u# is an involution. 
Since a inverts C, and # centralizes C, , the structure of A,*C, implies that 
UI,/J centralizes the elementary abelian group A,C, , of order $, whence 
!(a#) A,C, 1 = 2q2 > 1 A j. By choice of A this impliesL(u$) = 1. However, 
on the other hand, Corollary 3.2 shows that L(u4) >L(u, #) z PSL(2, q), a 
contradiction. 
Thus, S,(~) is indeed a Sylow 2-subgroup of G. In particular, S, 1 S, 
and so C 3 C, . By transfer into S,(~J)/A,*C,(F), and the known fusion, we 
conclude that a N $ for some $J E A,*Ca(~) - A,*C, . But now, as before, 
we conclude that each such # centralizes C, and hence again we obtain a 
contradiction by transfer into S1(~)/AL*C3(u~). 
Thus, in fact, C, = A,C, , and thus iz,*C, may be coordinatized by 
triples (OL, /3, y) with 01, /3 E GF(q2), y E GF(q), p + p = CYCV and 
(a, p, y)(a’, P’, Y’) = (g + a’, P + P’ + G’, Y f Y’). VW 
Also, the action of some a E EO” on AL*C, is given by 
(a, P, yja = (a, P + XY2, Y) (8.9) 
for some x E GF(q). Thus, the condition for a(or, /$ y) to be an involution is 
xy” + iva = 0, (8.10) 
which has a unique solution in y for each 01. Hence, there are just q2 - I 
nonzero pairs (or, y) such that u(ol, p, y) is an involution for all ,K with 
/I + fl = OIL?. Moreover, if u’(cx’, /3’, y’) is also an involution, the condition for 
it to commute with u(cu, /3, y) is 
xy’” + x’y2 + Tr(oiZ) =T 0. (8.11) 
Substituting from (8.10) we see that given x, x’ and 01, a’ satisfies the 
equation 
sy+ l + (i/x) ax* + (x’/x) c/‘&Y + (i/x)2 a’1 l = 0, 
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that is, 
(S 4~ (x’is)oc)“.1 0. (8.12) 
As this equation has a unique solution, we see that there are y” possibilities 
for Eg satisfving Eg n A,*C, =- A, . Moreover, one is E itself and the 
remaining q’ -- 1 are permuted by (t, v>, either transitively or, if 3 q + 1, 
in three orbits of size w := (q2 - 1)/3. Thus, we may regard iXr = NC,(&) as 
a permutation group on these q’ symbols, r, say. Since the stabilizer of E is 
NG(E), we see that the orbit of E in this permutation group has even order, 
by Lemmas 7.22 and 7.4. Thus, either W is transitive, or the orbit d of ,d has 
size 1 + w. Also, if the stabilizer of a point has even order, the field auto- 
morphism of order 2 moves i(q2 + 2) - q points and hence induces an odd 
permutation. Thus, in any case, Nd has a subgroup of index 1 or 2 with 
~ AT A 0 2 ~ (1 -I w)~ = 2. Thus, VA is soluble, and I d 1 == 1 + w is a 
prime power, by [20, 11.3.21. Since w > 1, this is impossible, and so *Vr is 
transitive. Iiow, we may apply Lemma 2.18, and conclude that nrr is iso- 
morphic to a group of semilinear transformations. Hence, a Sylow 2-subgroup, 
T, of N containing S has form T L: Si(p) with S,/S,, g Egz , and S, acting 
on S, permuting the conjugates of rZ like a group of linear transformations, 
and moreover (E, 7) acts on S, . Now, N permutes the involutions of S, , 
and all the involutions of S, - AL*C, are conjugate to involutions in E, . 
Hence, N permutes the involutions of A,*C, , that is, N acts on -g,C, . 
Hence, IV normalizes Cs0(C3) = A,*C, . Thus, N normalizes the section 
S,,IA,*C, , and so the subgroup of Iv centralizing this section is normal in N 
and contains ([, 7). Hence, S, centralizes S,,/AL*C, h’ow, let X,r = JL*C,, 
X, -: C,l(C,) C C,JC,) 4 N. Since 7 E C,.JC,), we see that /Yr covers 
ws, , contains X0 and is disjoint from E. . Hence, S, =- EJ, with XI, ~3 S, 
and E,, n X1 = 1. Xi/&, E Eqbp. Now, we may label the cosets (S, : S,) 
by GF(q*). Each such coset has a uniquely determined action on the elementary 
abelian group S,,/AL , which may be coordinatised by (01, /3, y) with 01 in some 
additive subgroup X of GF(q), y E GF(q), /3 E GF(q’). (a, /3, y) lifts to an 
involution of S, iff Np =: ay2, Without loss, we may choose notation so 
that 1 E X, and (1, 0,O) +y ( 1, y, y) for some y = y(y), where y E (S, : S,). 
Since (1, 0, 0) lifts to an involution, so does (I, y, y), whence y2 = NY. Thus, 
(1, 0, O)+( 1, y, (Ny)li”). Similarly, (1, 01, (Na)‘/“)-( 1, a: + y, (N(a + y))l12), 
so that (0, cy, (iVa)‘12) +y (0, 01, (hTy + N(or + y))“‘). Since y centralizes 
each (0, 0, y), we obtain (0, CY, y) - (0, 01, y + (Tr #p). Now, for x E X*, 
(x, 0, 0)‘~ lifts to an involution of form (x, N, y), commuting with (1, J’, (Ny)ljZ). 
Hence by (8.12), 01 = my, and then by (8.10), y = ((Nol)/x)ip = (.rNy)ir’, as 
x E GF(q). Combining these facts, we conclude that (x, OL, y) 4y (x, 01 + XJJ, 
y + (.uVY + Tr(a$)1/2). Suppose now that some nontrivial coset, J’, of 
S, : S,, contains an involution, y* (say). Then y * interchanges the involutions 
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in the cosets (x, (Y, ((N~r)/x)i/~) and (x, cy + 6vy, ((Nol/x) + xlVy + Tr(@))‘!“) 
and thus inverts the product (0, xy, (xA3 7 + Tr(a$)liz) for each 01 E GF(q”), 
x E X. But with x m= 1, as 01 ranges over GF(q”), these inverted cosets lift 
to cosets of elements of order 4 with common square and mutually commuting, 
whence 3’” centralizes each product (O,y, (Ny + Tr(ay))1/2)(0, y, (Ny + 
Tr(Or’$)1,‘2) : (0, 0, (Tr((cu + a’)~))“‘). Thus, y E C(C,). Now, with this 
information we show that S,(v) is a Sylow 2-subgroup of G. For if not, 
then 3g E NG(S1(p))) with E,S not conjugate in S,(v) to EO. Now we note 
that E, is a T.I. set. For if LY E E,,# n E$ then L” = L and so E, q = C(L) n 
C(&‘) -g C(L) n C(a) = E. . Thus, either E,o C X0 or E,,” n S, = 1. If 
E,s C S, for allg E N,(S,(q,)), then NG(Sl(g))) C NG((Eog I g E Ai,,(S,(~>)>) = 
NJ&,) and then S,(y) is a Sylow 2-subgroup of G after all. Thus, we may 
suppose E,,s n S, = 1. Now, if Eog n S, # 1 then by what we have shown 
Eon n S, centralizes Ca , and is disjoint from C, . Now, (E,f n S,)C, is 
elementary abelian, of order at least jq” j E,, 1 (as E,g/E,g n S, is cyclic), and 
contains an involution &, ~r.sE,,. But L(a) =L # 1, so by choice of A, 
2q / E, 1 > / A / > 442 1 E, /, a contradiction unless q = 4 and all the 
inequalities are equalities. In particular, we must have E,, = A, , a fourgroup, 
and E,,o n S, of order 2. But now (E,g n S,)C, has order 1 =1 [ and so by the 
structure of C,(a), its inverse image under g must contain E, = A, , giving 
E,Q _C S, , a contradiction. Hence, E,,P n S, = 1, and E, -= A, is cyclic. 
Now, y acts on SO, whence v normalizes C, . Also, v normalizes S, , so that 
X, = CsJC,) Q s,(v). Now, s,(~,>/Xl is an extension of a cyclic group 
of order 2 by a cyclic group, so that (S,(v))’ C Xl . Now, choose 4 E (v> so 
that 4 induces a field automorphism of order 2 in L. Then 4” E C,(L(a)) = 
(a). Suppose 4” = a. Let x E S, . Then (x#)” = x?[x, +‘]I/? == xa[x, I,!-‘@ 
But x2 E Xl as &/X1 z Z, , and [x, #-‘I E (Sr(v))’ C Xi . Thus, (a$)” E Xla, 
so that x$ cannot be an involution. But us E S,#, so we have a contradiction. 
Hence, $ is an involution, and thus A = A,(u, I,%). Now, us = XI/ for some 
x E S, and thus either uQ = $ or (a~, 4) is a dihedral group. Now, x is 
inverted by I/. Considering the action of $ on S,/S, , we see that Cs,,s,(#) r= 
[S,jS, , $1. As x is inverted by #, xS, E C,l,,O(#), and thus conjugating by 
an element of S, if necessary, we may suppose g chosen so that x E S, . 
Again, from the action of # on S,/A,C, , we may suppose x E A&‘, . If 
x E C, then as C, is elementary, x: is centralized by t,6. On the other hand, if 
XEUC,, then x4 = xu . u# is an involution with xu E C, inverted, and 
therefore centralized, by a#. Thus, we may suppose g chosen so that & = x#’ 
with [x, $‘I = 1 and 4’ = 1c, or $a. Now, if a~ f #‘, then y = ug#’ is an 
involution of Cs,($‘). If it lies in S, - S, , then by the above, it centralizes 
C, . Hence, L(y) = 1, since (y) A,C, is elementary abelian of order > 1 &4 /. 
Thus, yg-l is an involution of C,(u) with L(yg-‘) = 1. If y!~~~ induces a field 
automorphism on L, then Corollary 3.2 implies a contradiction. Hence, 
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Iv!’ ’ E L, so that in fact ~9” 1 t =I, , and then 1’ t -gLq. Sow, -‘I,” 
C,,c,(a)U = CdLCS(ag) I A, , as a~ E SO<+\. Thus, -ALq = A, and 3’ E A, 
Thus, ((a)A,)g =- (#‘>YJ~ . Few, a-lg-’ 3 (a>9, , whence, using the action 
of 4’ on ‘qL*/JL as before, a4gm’ : = /II‘ for some Iz ~~4~~. Thus, we ma\; 
suppose g E N,(A). Thus, we see that -Vo(S,(,)) C Sr(v) N,(=l). Now, ff 
.zEA4Li then x + a, since C,(a) 2 S,(#), which has larger order than 
G(G Thus, the N&V conjugates of a lie in d - A, , a set of cardinality 
3g. Now, C, C ‘Vo(A) n S,(v) already permutes A - A, with a in an orbit 
of length 4, and since the stabilizer of aA, is contained in S,(v), the V<;(A) 
orbit of a must have length divisible by 2q, and hence exactly 2q. But this 
action already occurs within V(S,(,>), which normalizes A,, and hence 
the No(A) orbit of a consists of the cosets UA, u aqA, . Let the third non- 
trivial coset of A, in A be bA, . We argue that we could have chosen il,, ~=- 
lb>, and then that we should have the hypothesis of this Lemma, and thence 
the corresponding S,(y) would be a Sylow 2-subgroup of G, which we shall 
subsequently show to be impossible. First of all, then, we show that L(b) e 
PSU(3, q), with a inducing a field automorphism of order 2 on L(b), and 
02(NG((b)AL)) g N,(L(b)). Indeed, once we have shown the first of these, 
the others are trivial, for then a cannot centralize L(b), or else L(b) C C,(a), 
whereas C,(a, b) does not contain PSU(3, q); and [” E 02(hT,((b‘\A,)) ~ 
IV(L(b)), where h is chosen so that bh E bA, , h E N((b)A,), bh :T= 6. Now, by 
Corollaries 3.2 and 4.3, we see that L(b) g PSL(2, q) or PSU(3, q), and so 
we suppose the former holds. Now, consider the subgroup 1’ of d,* given 
by {((Y, Is) 1 01 E GF(q), Tr fl = NE}, and set X = E’C, . Then b inverts I;, 
and CALcz(Wb) . 1 1s e ementary abelian containing A,(b), so that by choice of 
z4, ! C,--(b): A j :; 2. Thus, we may choose c E C, and y E Y so that 
1 f [c, 61 = [y, b], y of order 4, and then yc is of order 4 and centralized 
by b. Thus, yc acts on L(b), centralizing A, , with square in A, , a maximal 
elementary abelian 2-subgroup of L(b). But PSL(2, q) has no such auto- 
morphism. Thus, we could argue as far as this lemma using A, := (b), and 
we wish to show that then the hypotheses of this lemma hold. For greater 
clarity, we shall use asterisks to denote the subgroups S,“, C2*,..., corre- 
sponding to S, , C, ,..., with this new A,, . Now, C, C N((b)A,) and since 
h’a* is a T.I. set, it follows that C, C N(E*). Also, [ EL(b), and so we may 
take [* = 5. Since [C, , .$I = C, , we obtain C, C St*, and then C, C 
(A,“C,)*, whence C, = Ca*, without loss. But now if the hypotheses of 
this Lemma fail for E*, then b is fused to some element of (AL*C,)*. But now 
as in Lemma 8.13 (to follow) we see that in this case also A,C,* =L= C,*, 
and thus we may take b to be fused with an involution of C,* = C, . But if 
.X E C,+, then 1 C,(x)1 2 1 Xi i = q6 > i(v)\ q5 > 1 C,(b)j, , a contradiction. 
Thus, in fact, T = S,(,) is a Sylow 2-subgroup of G. Now we note that 
no involution of C, is fused with an involution of E. , since x E C,” implies 
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] C,(x)] > j ‘Yl j = q6 > I(v)1 q5 3 1 C,(y)l, for each y E E,*. Suppose first 
that all involutions of S, lie in SO. Then by Goldschmidt [12], some involution 
x E T - S, is fused with an involution y E C, Now x = .a$ where $ E (v) 
induces a field automorphism of order 2 on L and x0 E S, Replacing x by a 
suitable conjugate, we may suppose x,, E S, , since S,(I/J>/S, has only one 
class of involutions not in S,/S,, , and then similarly we may suppose .x0 E E,,C,. 
Let x = e,c, with e, E Es, ca E C, . Since 4 normalizes EO and C, , and 
4” E 6, , we see from 1 == .a? = #a(eOcs)” e,c, = $*e06e,,[e0 , c:J c3*ca , that 
$2e,Ge,, z 1 E [e O , ca] cs*ca . Set Z/J’ = #e,, so that #’ is an involution inducing 
a field automorphism on L of order 2. Then [#‘, ca] = 1. Suppose c:r $ A, . 
Then since 5 cycles C,/AL and centralizes (cr’, [$‘, C,] = 1. By Corollary 3.2, 
L($J’) # 1 and so by choice of A, 2q2 = I($‘) C2 j < 1 A 1 < 2p I -4, ,. Thus, 
! A,, i = 4, and hence A,, == E. . Also, A 1 E. Hence, [#, d,,] = 1 and we 
may take A = (+)E. In particular, I,!I is an involution, and so by transfer 
into T/S,, # N z for some z E S, . Then z E E U C, . If z E E - --Jr. , then 
we may suppose z E A, without loss. Now, C,(Z) has just one class of 
elementary abelian subgroups of order 2q2, and so I,!J -Z in XG(.-Z). Now, 
L(z,!J) g PSU(3, q) and L(z, Q/J) z PSU(2, q), by Corollary 3.2. Also, 
iz A L(4) 3 A n L(z, #) = 4,) so that A n L(#) = A, and thus 4 - .a in 
N,(A) n NG(AL). Let g E N,(A) n NG(A,) with g: y5 - Z. Since q > 2, 
E n EQ I) A, , and so we may choose x E E n Es n il,,#. Then by Corollary 
3.2, L(xg-‘, 4) E PSL(2, q) and L(s, Z) = L, a contradiction. Thus, z E C:, . 
Now, 1 C,(x)/ > 1 X, 1 = q6 and so ! T : C,(z)1 < q”. However, if 2’ is an 
involution of T - S, , we may take Z’ E SO(v) by the above, so that 
Ca,*(x’) = A, , and hence i T : C,(z)1 > q*. Thus, an extreme conjugate 
of z lies in C, , and so we may suppose that z itself is extreme. Suppose 
z $ nlL . By [28, Lemma 2. I], 3g: 11,~ Z, C,(#) 4 C,(x). But now d,, ---, CT(z), 
and since C,(z)/X, is cyclic and X1 contains no conjugate of an involution in 
A,, , -4, is cyclic. But j A, / = q > 2, a contradiction. Thus, z E -4, and also, 
repeating the last part of the argument, A,g C T, but e X,(v). Thus, we may 
choose b E A, with bg E S, - X, , and then (conjugating by an element of T if 
necessary) we may suppose bo E A, . Now using Corollary 3.2 we see that 
L(b, 4) s PSL(2, q), whereas L(bg, $9) = 1, a contradiction. Thus, in fact, 
ca E A, . But now cs = 1 without loss, conjugating by an element of A,* if 
necessary. Now .X =-= I/J’ -y and we may suppose either x or y is extreme in T. 
Indeed, since CA,*(x) =-= A,, 1 C,(x)1 < 1 T I/$ < j X1 1 < j C,(y)1 and so 
-V is extreme in T. Then by [28, Lemma 2.11, 3g: x+y, C,(X) -+ C,(y). 
However, L(x) + 1 by Corollary 3.2, whence L(y) # 1 and so by choice of A, 
qL = 1 C, / < j 4 1 < 2q j A4, I, so that / A, I > q/2, with equality only if 
[x, A,] = 1, or E,, 1 A,. Now, .\: acts on E. and so by Lemma 2.12, 
: CEO(.~)i > I E, 11i2. Hence, I CEO(x)] > qljz. But now clearly g E ,VG(E,,), and 
so E,” n E, = 1. Thus, C,O(~~)~/CEO(~)~ n Xl is cyclic, for otherwise .E,” 
481/40/I-13 
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contains an involution of S, -- XI , which by hypothesis is in S, , and thus 
conjugate in T to a member of E, , whence composingg with a member of T 
we see that, with this new g, we have E$ n E. J- 1. But CEO(zc)” n -XI 1, 
so that ~ CEO(~)1 :m 2 and q = 4. Now if Cc,(x) 3 AL , the action of [ (which 
commutes with x) shows that [x, C,] I, and then 25 = I(x)C, 1 < I A I, by 
choice of -4, a contradiction. Thus, Ccs(x) = A, . Now, if xd, d E S, , is an 
involution, we may, as before, choose a conjugate with d E E,C, Also, as 
before, d : e”‘ca’ with e,’ E I$;,, cs’ E C,, xe,’ an involution and [ca’, eF]cB’cF = 1. 
Thus, either d E C, , in which case d E .4, and then we may suppose d ~= I, 
or e,, ’ a and we may suppose czl’ -- 1. Thus, T - S, contains just two 
classes of involutions, represented bv N and zra. x is fused with an involution 
of C:, and so is not fused with a, whence, since a” E T - S, , a N xu. Let 
h: xa - a. Sow, .~a acts on C, and, as above, C,(xu) m:= A, Hence, xa acts 
on -4,-*C, by (N, /3, y) - ($18 + B(y), y) where 8 is an additive group 
automorphism of GF(q). Let X0 = C,,L+-, (xu) --- [(a, /3, y)i 2 = B(y)), an 
abelian group of type (4, 4). By Corollary 3.2, we see that PSU(3, q) z 
L(m) 1 d, , and thus we may take h E N(A,). Also, L(a, ~a) g PSL(2, q), 
and so a” induces a field automorphism of order 2 on L. Also, X$ L C,(u). 
Indeed, since 4 E C(u, x), the action of 5” shows that Xoti C E. x L. sow, 
a acts on S,, in such a way that [a, X0] = Q,(X,,) and thus by inspection of 
the action of ah on E, x L, we must have a inverting X0. Thus, (oi, p, y) 
(a, /3 T y’?, y) = (0, 0, 0) when 01~ =: 0(y), which gives B(y) == y’. But now 
s centralizes C, , a contradiction. 
Thus, S, - S,, contains an involution. FVe aim to show that this implies 
1 E,, / = = 2. Now, from the action of [, and Lemma 2.14, we can find a sub- 
group S, of X, of index q and containing A,*C, , such that each coset 
(X2 : -4L*C2) contains an involution. Applying Lemma 2.7 to Xa/zlL , we 
see that .X.JAL is elementary, and hence from the action of 6 we may choose 
a &invariant I’ with X,/AL :~: A,“C,IA, x Y/d, , and such that each coset 
of (I- : JL) contains an involution. Applying Lemma 2.7 to Y/ii, , we 
conclude that I’ is elementary, whence Y = A, >( Z with Z [-invariant. 
Now, we have seen that each element of Z acts on A,*C, by (cu, p, y) - 
(a, P - f?a, P, Y, v), Y + (Tr(4)‘% f or some map 8. Now, since 2 centralizes 
C, , 0 is independent of p, y and so may be written 0(,, y). Clearly, 0 is a 
GF(2)-bilinear map GF(q’) x Z* ---f GF(q), where Z* is a certain additive 
subgroup of GF(q2), closed under multiplication by elements of GF(q), and 
of order y. Hence, Z* = GF(q)x for some x E GF(q2). Now, we consider 
only 0 ;z*i,z* Since each element of Z+ is an involution, the map (cy, 0, y) ---• 
(or, /3 -~ B(a, y), y) for y # 0 inverts each (y, p, y), and hence e(y, 31) = ~7. 
Hence for ~1, z E Z”, L9(y t 2, 3’ + 2) : (y + z)( jj + %) =- yy + ZE 
(since Z” = GF(q)x) = B(y, y) + Q(z, z). Hence, 0 restricted to Z* >: Z* 
is symmetric. Moreover, the action of 8 shows that for X E GF(q), B(h>,, XZ) z 
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h”B(y, 2). Now, consider the collection C = {X E GF(q) [ 0(hx, x) = O}. The 
above calculations show that h E C implies 0 = B(hx, x) = 0(x, hx) -: 
B(kix, x)h2, whence XV E C. Thus, C is an additive subgroup of GF(q) closed 
under inversion. If C =# 0 then 1 C 1 is even and so i C - (O}i is odd. Thus, 
C contains an element h satisfying X = h-r; that is, 1 E C. But 0(.x, x) = XT f 
0, a contradiction, so that B(kx, x) = 0 iff h = 0, and then B(y, z) = 0 if? 
y or 3 = 0, for y, x E 2”. Now suppose 1 E,, 1 > 2. Then we may choose 
OL t X with 01 + 0 or 1. Then if y E 2 corresponds to y* E Z*, y inverts each 
(a~*, p, y), which implies 0(~y*, y*) = c?y*y*. Hence, for any z E Z*, 
B(az, 2) := ,&~zand SO 0(x, 011~x2”) = XX = 0(x, x). But now 0(x, (1 + &)x) = 
0, which gives 1 + 01-l = 0, that is, 01 == 1, a contradiction. Thus, in fact, 
E” :-= A, = (a). 
Now, if T/X, is cyclic, transfer of a into l’/Xi gives a contradiction. Thus, 
T/Xl is noncyclic, and so (q~) # I and a $ (p). In particular, if (CI E (v> 
induces a field automorphism of order 2 on L, then 4 is an involution. Now, 
by transfer of a into T/.X,(v), a is fused with some involution x$ of S,(y), 
with x E Xi . As above, we may conjugate by some member of Xi to obtain 
x E A,“C, , and then by a member of A,* to obtain x E ALC, . Now, if 
.\I $ -4, , then since $ centralizes x, the action of 4 shows that [#, d,C,] = 1 
and so (#J) A,C, is elementary abelian. But by Corollary 3.2, L($J) + 1 and 
then the choice of A gives 4q > j il 1 3 ](J,!J) A,C, 1 = 2q”, a contradiction 
since q > 4. Thus, C’c.J#) = A, , and then x E A, and so x = 1 without loss. 
Thus we have shown that a - 4. B u now we argue as above. Namely, t 
# acts on AL*C, by (01, /3, y) + (I?, B + e(y), y) for some additive group 
isomorphism 0 of GF(q). Setting H = CaL*,-.(#) .= {((Y, p, y) / 01~ = B(y)) we 
see that a acts on H C C(#) and then as before from the embedding Hh G C(a), 
where $” = a, we see that a inverts Hand then u# centralizes C, . But now 
(a#) A,C, is elementary and L(a#) # 1 by Corollary 3.2, whence, again, 
4q > j A / > /(a#) A,C, j = 2q2, a contradiction. This proves the Lemma. 1 
LEMMA 8.13. (i) I E0 j = q. 
(ii) A,C, = C, . 
Proof. By Lemmas 8.5 and 7.4, 3g E Nc(So) with E,s n A,*C, f 1. Now, 
each involution of A,*C, is contained in an elementary subgroup of A,*C, 
of order q”. Thus, m2(Cs,(aQ)) > 2n, where a E EO#, d E A,*C, . However, 
m2(Cs,(a)) == nz,(E,A,*) = n + r(E,,). Thus, j E,, 1 > q. On the other hand, 
we have seen that 1 E, j s< q, and so (i) holds. Moreover, since Q,(C,fi)) s 
E -22 ) it follows that Q,(C,O(u”)) C A,*C, . However, if A,C, # C’, , we may 
choose coordinates for ,4L*C, as in Lemma 8.5, with multiplication given 
by (8.6), and without loss u0 has coordinates (O,O, y), y # 0. Indeed, con- 
jugating by a power of 5, we may suppose that a0 = (0, 0, I), without loss. 
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Now, 4 >-- 2, and so GF(Q) contains some y different from 0 or I. By Lemma 
2.19, we may choose (Y i: 0 in GF(q2) with Na/Tr(a) = y(y f 1). Choose 
,8 E GF(q*) with Tr /3 = Na. Now, if b E E0 then b acts on A,*C, by (a, /3, y) - 
(01, p -1. xy”, y) for some x E GF@), as in Lemma 8.5. But since j E,, / --- 4, 
we may choose b E E, so that x E GF(q) t k a es any desired value, so we may set 
.v = Tr(e) + 0. But now b(c/, /3, y) is an involution (since .~y” + y Tr(or) + 
iliol =- 0) commuting with (O,O, I), (since x = Tr(cu)), a contradiction. 4 
LEMMA 8.14. NG(S): S ~ r A:: 2 and NG(S) acts on S interchanging 
E and C, . 
Proof. Consider the possibilities for E”, g E N,(S). By Lemma 8.5 there 
are q’ -- 1 possibilites other than E and C, , and (5, 7) acts on these like a 
group of linear transformations x + 01x of GF(q2). We could therefore label 
the orbit d of E in A(&) by the elements of GF(@) and a symbol co, with 0 
corresponding to E and co to C, . Let A, be the orbit of E in A,(&). Then 
N = N,(S,,) acts on A, and the stabilizer of the point 0 is N,(E) n NG(SO), 
which acts on A with two fixed points and the remaining Q’ - 1 letters fall 
into at most three orbits with the number of elements in each orbit being 
divisible by (q2 - 1)/3, and, indeed, equal to 4’ - 1 unless 7 has order 
(q + l)i3. Since So(v) is not a Sylow 2-subgroup of NcJ&,), 1 A, 1 is even, 
and by hypothesis A,-, 2 (0, a~}. Hence, either A,, = (0, 03) or d, - (0, co} 
consists of 2(q” - 1)/3 points forming either one orbit of N, , the stabilizer 
of 0, or two orbits each of length (q2 - 1)/3. If A,, --- (0, 03) the Lemma 
follows, and so we may assume A, 3 {0, co}. Now, in the transitive permuta- 
tion group N%, N, = N,, . Hence, (0, co} is a set of imprimitivity. If 
A, - (0, cc) has two No-orbits, we assert that the N-conjugates of (0, a} 
contain just one element from each of these orbits. Indeed, if (0, co}0 C 0, , 
an IV,r-orbit contained in A,, -- 10, co}, then since No contains an element of 
odd order cycling 0, , some element of odd order in hr,, takes 0~ to cog. But 
then, by imprimitivity of (0, r;o], it interchanges Og and a38 and thus has 
even order, a contradiction. If r is the set of N-conjugates of (0, a>, it is 
now clear that hTr is doubly transitive. Moreover, since i r j = (q2 f 2)/3 
is not a prime power, it follows by [20, 11.3.21 that Nr has no soluble normal 
subgroups. Now 4 + 1 :> 0 (mod 3) in this case, so that q = 2’“, n odd, and 
the maximum order a field automorphism of GF(q”) of 2-power order can 
have is two. Moreover, such a field automorphism acts on the three orbits 
of length (q” - 1)/3 normalizing one and interchanging the other two. Thus, 
if N contains such an element, 1,6, the two orbits must be those interchanged 
by 4, and # acts on A,, by (q* - I)/3 transpositions. Thus, N has a subgroup 
of index 2, :\I, say, not containing II, such that W is still doubly transitive. 
Taking .lII = N otherwise, we thus see that Mr has Sylow 2-subgroups of 
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order at most 4, whence Mr z PSL(2, q&x) for some qU = 3 or 5 (mod 8), 
x a field automorphism. But J!&, is a subgroup of M, of index d, say, of order 
twice an odd number, and containing a cyclic subgroup of order d - I. By 
[20, 11.8.271, the only possibility is that qO = pa is prime, and d = p, + 1. 
But d = (q2 + 2)/3 and so p, = (4’ - 1)/3 = (q - I)(q + 1)/3, a 
contradiction. i 
LEMMA 8.15. iVc(SO) contains a Sylow 2-subgroup of G. 
Proof. Let T be a Sylow 2-subgroup of NC(&) and 0 an element of T 
interchanging E and C, . Then T = S,(v, 0). Let g E N,(T), and consider 
ALg. Any involution of S,,(y) centralizes A, , and so any involution of 
(S,(yj)” centralizes ALg. Since 1 T: S,,(p)/ = 2, (S,(q~))g n E,, + I, whence 
Z4,” C C,(b) for some b E E,+. Similarly, ALg C C,(c) for some c E C,#. On 
the other hand, A, C AZ2 and so ALg C T” C So(~). Indeed, ALg C S, , for 
any involution, X, of S,(v) - S, acts on A,* centralizing just A, and so 
I T: G(x)1 > q2, whereas for x E A,#, 1 T: C,(X)/ < 1 T: S,, / < q2. Thus, 
-dL” C C,“(b, c), whence ALg = A, . But now SO/AL char T/A, ; namely, 
&/A, is the unique largest normal elementary abelian subgroup of T/A, , 
being of order q*. Hence, g E NG(S,,) and so Nc( T) C IV,(&), whence T is a 
Sylow 2-subgroup of G, as required. 1 
LEMMA 8.16. i2, is strongly closed in S, with respect to G. 
Proof. By the action of 5, all involutions of A, are conjugate. Let 
ZEZ(T)-=CA~, and suppose x E S,, - 4, with x N a. Then by [28, 
Lemma 2.11, 3g: I - Z, C,(x) -+ T. Now, Cs,(x) s E, x A,* and so 
Cso(x) 2 B cz AL* with A, = Z(B). Hence, By C T. Now, T/S,, is meta- 
cyclic, hence of sectional 2-rank at most 2, and so Bg/A,g(S, f~ Bg) has rank 
at most 2, and order at most 4. Now by Lemmas 2.4(vi) and 2.22, we see 
that A,q C (S, n Bg)2 C So2 CA, , so that g normalizes AL , a contradiction, 
LEMMA 8.17. Suppose q .= 4, and suppose x E S, - A, is an involution 
such that C,(x) covers T/S, or coz’ers a fourgroup of T/S, . Then x is not 
conjugate to any element of E, . 
Proof. If C,(r) covers T/S, then ; C,(x)j = [ T/S, 1 . i C’s,(x)/ > 
j S/S,, 1 qa := j C,(a)i2 3 1 C,(b)l, for b E E,#. If C,(x) covers a fourgroup 
of T/S, but not the whole of T/S,, , then S/S, is cyclic of order 4. As above 
we see that 1 C’,(x)] = 4 1 Cs,(x)I = 1 S/S,, / q* = I C,(a)J, 3 / Co(b)lZ . 
Hence, ! CG(b)IZ = ~ C,(x)l and hence a Sylow 2-subgroup, S, , of C,(b) is 
isomorphic to E,,A,*(v) and to S, = C,(x). Thus, S, = E”A,*(g)) has a 
subgroup S with SajX a fourgroup, and Xr E,, x AL*. In particular, X’ 
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is elementary abelian. But now X 3 [y, A,*], a subgroup of A,* of index 2, 
and v*, whence X’ 2 [AL*, y, $13 A, , and X’ is not elementary. 1 
IJ~IMA 8.18. A, is strongly closed in S with respect to G. 
ProoJ. B!; Lemma 8.16, we may suppose S + 5’” , and that .T .-- y$ - 
,” E Z(T)+ L A, , where y E S,, , and # E iv,) induces a field automorphism of 
order 2 on L. From the action of +!J on AL*, we see that, replacing N by an 
A,*-conjugate if necessary, y E E&I’, C C(A,*). In particular, x and $ ha\:e 
the same action on AL*. Let y =: yOy3 with y,, E E,, , 3t3 E C, . Then since 
v* is an involution, 
and (y,+l)* E 4,) [m , 4~~1 E C, . Hence, 
1 = (Ydw = CYa ? #Yol. 
Let 4’ =: J’,,$. Then I/J is an involution, and s #J’c~ for some c3 t C, , 
and then [4’, CJ : I. If r3 E A, , then replacing x by an A,-conjugate, 
cg =- 1, and then x ~= yo# centralizes a. If c3 4 A,, then x centralizes c3, 
and so replacing x by some T-conjugate, we may in any case assume 
CEO(x) y= I, say, 6 E EO+’ n C(x). 
Suppose first that 4 > 4. Now, by [28, Lemma 2.11, 3g: ,w --f x, CT(.x) + II’. 
In particular, A,g + T. Let X =~ ALg n S, . Then 1 ALO: X 1 -< 4 as T/S, 
is metacyclic, and X _C A, by Lemma 8.16. Now, let I’ = (,x9:, S C A, . 
We assert that an extreme conjugate Z of Yin T is C A, . For by Lemma 2.25, 
( C,(Z)( ;z ( C,(Y)j -3 2q5. Hence, if q = 2”, ! T: C,(Z)/ 1. 2n. If 
Z n S, $ A,, we see that 1 S, : C,o(Z)~ :> 4, whence / T: C,(Z): ;; q > 272, 
a contradiction. If Z $ S, we see from the action on E&a that IS,: C, (Z)i > q, 
again a contradiction. If % $ S, , then since Z C S, 2 contains an fnvolution 
acting on an S-conjugate of A,* like $I on A,*, whence i S, : CsO(Z); :..; q’, a 
contradiction. Hence, 2 = Z n S,, c A, as required. Now, <si S’ 1 ,- Z 
and so by Lemma 2.26, 3h: (x> Xg-’ -Z, NT((x> Xg-‘) -+ ,VT(Z). B> 
Corollary 2.27, A7.((x\ lYg”‘) embeds into A&Z), which is metacrclic. But s 
inverts a homocyclic abelian subgroup of A,* of order q” and exponent 4, 
whence AT((,x) X”-l) contains an elementary abelian group of order :g. If 
q > 16, this is not metacyclic, a contradiction. If 4 =- 16, and / X ; 1;; :q, we 
have a contradiction similarly, and also if q = 8 and S 1 i:- $9, we have a 
contradiction since in this case AT(Z) is cyclic. Thus, we have q = 8 or 16 
and 1 X / = $q. Hence, we may choose .‘cO E ALg n &S,, . Then S(x,; - 
(s;.y>)“-’ c -4,, and as above, an extreme conjugate S,, of S(.r,:. in T is 
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C il, . Hence, by Lemma 2.26, 3 : X(x,) ---f Nr(X(x,j) + T. In particular, 
rZT,” C T. As above, let A, be a homocyclic abelian subgroup of A,* of 
exponent 4 such that &(A,) = X and x0 inverts A,. Then AxL’ L T and 
d, r\ C(X~<x,)) = X. Hence, since q = 8 or 16, we see that AxL’ covers 
T’S&,;, unless q = 16 and / S : S, ; = 8. But C,((X(X,))~~) 2 S,,(x,,), and 
hence C,((X<xa))“) = S,(q), unless q = 16 and / S : S,, 1 = 8. But in this 
case, if C,((X(x,))“) 3 S,<x,), we see that T C C(Xk), X” a fourgroup in A, , 
a contradiction, as 1 CAL(y)1 = 2 in this case. In particular, Azk C S,(x,). 
Now, if -471(17’ g S, , it follows that with X1 = i3iL, X1 N A, , and we may 
obtain a contradiction as above. Hence, Aik = A, . But b E E, has the 
property that for any t E T - S, [b, t] has order 4. Also, b E C((x,)X), and 
so bk E T. But now if t is chosen with t* E A, , t E T - S, then [b, tlk E 
[T, AL] C .4,, which is elementary abelian, a contradiction. 
Thus, we may suppose q -= 4. By [28, Lemma 2.11, 3g: x + z, C,(x) --f T. 
Suppose first that A, A A,” = 1. Then ALg n S,, = 1, by Lemma 8.16, 
and hence Jr” covers a four group of T/S,, , which has order 4 or 8. If it has 
order 8, it is dihedral or abelian of type (2, 4). Now, bg E T, and [b, -AL] == 1, 
and so b” E A,QS, , whence for some 6’ E A, , (bb’)g E S, , bb’ N b. However, 
[bb’, AL] = 1, and so C,(bb’) covers a four group of T/S,, , contradicting 
Lemma 8.17. Thus, we see that j A, n ALP j = 2, say A, n A,9 = (z&. Let 
x.,g = sr . Sow, we may choose (Y E A,* such that a2 = z2, 01~ : (y-i, 01 
induces a nontrivial automorphism of (x, za), and so as (x, za) N Jl, , 
AT(AL) + 1. Also, by Lemma 2.26, 312: (x, ~a)-+ A, , N,((x, x2)) -+ T. Now, 
aL E T - S <, . As cyp = zi) ---f A, , .z”S, is an involution of T/S,. Also, 
-il,” c C,(.4,). Hence, ((a) A# covers a four group of T/S, _ But then 
b/’ E T and so as before, since [bh, AL] = [b*, (A,(ar))h] = I, (bb’)‘” E S, for 
some b’ E A, , which again contradicts Lemma 8.17 since [bb’, (a> ‘4J == 1. 
By Goldschmidt [12], we have the following Corollary. 
CIOHOLLARY 8.19. For some x E T - S, x N x. 
LEMMA 8.20. We ma-v coordinatise E,C, as the collection of trzples (cu, p, y) 
with entries in GF(q) and such that: 
(a, P? Y)(oL’? P’, Y’) = (a + a’, P + P’ + OI’Y, y + Y’), (8.21) 
and 
(a, P, Y)” = (Y, P I my, B). (8.22) 
Proof. Let A, = E,,” C C’, . Since Ex = C, and x normalizes A, , 
C, = -4, x A,. Then we may set C, = ((0, ,B, y) ) ,R, y E GF(q)} with 
multiplication given by (8.21), and A, = ((0, /3, 0)}, A, -= {(0, 0, y)}, where 
p, y range over GF(q), and the notation for A, is already given by 2.4(vi), 
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and that for A, is chosen so that ,$ acts on C,/d, by A,(O, 0, y) + d,(O, 0, EY), 
where E is the primitive (4 - 1)st root of 1 in GF(q) such that t: (0, p, 0) - 
(0, EP, 0). Moreover, we may suppose any specified elements of =1, and d, 
are labeled (0, 1,O) and (0, 0, I), respectively. We shall choose notation as 
follows: choose (O,O, 1) = a” and (0, 1,O) = [a, ax]. Yaw, the element 
X = (O,O, 1) E A, acts on E such that C,(h) = [E, A] == A,, and hence 
x + [x, A] is an isomorphism of E, and A,. Set (u,O,O) to be the element such 
that ((y., 0,O) + (0, CL, 0). Then operating by p, we see that [(a, 0, O),(O, 0, r)] 
= (0, my, 0). (8.22) follows at once. Xow, let (01, 0,O)” = (0, 0, 0(a)), 
(0, ,B, 0)” = (0, cp(/3), 0). It is clear that 0, g, are additive-group automorphisms 
of GF(q). Then (0, 0, y)” :~ (&l(y), 0, 0), since .Y? = 1, and so (a, /3, y)” = 
(01,0,0)” (0, p,O)” (0, 0, y)” =- (B-‘(y), &3) + 0(a) &l(y), 0(a)). Since this is 
an automorphism, we obtain, using (8.21) and the linearity of 0 and 9, 
9(v) = O(,) O--l(y), (8.23) 
for all oc, y E GF(q). r\; ow, a,” --: (O,O, 1) and [a, az] = (0, 1,0), whence 
a =: (l,O,O). Th us, 0(l) = 1. Hence, setting y := 1 in (8.23) gives 9 : 0. 
In particular, since $ =- 1 (as x is an involution), 8~~’ = 8. (8.23) now gives 
Yv) = O(4 W? (8.24) 
so that 0 is a field automorphism of GF(q) of order dividing 2. If 8 is trivial, 
(8.22) follows, so suppose 0 has order 2. Kow, x acts on A,* = C,,(EC,). 
Let x be the automorphism of A,* of order 4, induced from the field auto- 
morphism of GF(q”), choosing our notation so that x and x agree on A, . 
Thus, xx induces an automorphism of -4,* which, by Lemma 2.6, acts on 
‘4,*/A, either trivially or like x2. Replacing x by x-l if necessary, we may 
suppose that XX acts trivially on AL*,/AL . Thus, x and x-l have the same 
action on AL*/AL , and in particular x2 acts trivially on -4,*/AL , a contra- 
diction. 1 
COROLLARY 8.25. The set X of elements of I?&‘, inverted by x is a homo- 
cyclic abelian RYOUP of exponent 4 with Q,(S) = A, . 
Proof. From the lemma, we see that X == [(oI, 8, a) a, /3 E GF(Q)], which 
has the properties asserted. 
We are now in a position to derive the final contradiction in the case 
L z PSC(3, q), using Corollaries 8.19 and 8.25. Xamely, choose, by [28, 
Lemma 2.11, g : x - z, C,(x) - T. In particular, by Lemma 8.20, .4, + T. 
Now, A=g g A, , and by Lemma 8.18, ALU n S C A, . Hence, -qL’j T= Y/J’> 
with Y C A, , J E T - S, and hence .dr. = Y(x”). Thus, Pml<x\ b -4, 
Now, ,4,(/J,) is cyclic (by Lemma 8.20), and even trivial if 4 is a nonsquare. 
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On the other hand, by Corollary 8.25, we see that A,(E’g-‘(x)) > A,( ~/Q-‘(X)), 
which is elementary abelian of order &q, since Yg-’ _C Q,(X) = A, . Since 
-4, is extreme, Corollary 2.27 shows that A,(Ya-‘(x)) is cyclic. Hence, 
$q .< 2, which gives q = 4. Now, in this case, let 01 E X be such that 
aL = 01-l = ml where YQ-l = (2,). By Lemma 2.26, 3h: (x, zi) + A,, 
Nr((x, zi)) - T. In particular, a? is a memeber of T - &(A,). Now, 
&(A,) = .9,(x, $), Z/ E (v) inducing a field automorphism on L of order 2. 
As q = 4, ] T : &(A,)/ = 2. Th us, T/S,, is a metacyclic group of order 8, 
whence it is either abelian of type (2, 4) or dihedral. Indeed, we argue it is 
abelian. For T/S, acts on AL*/AL , and by Lemma 2.6, we see that 
A,(A,*/A,) is cyclic of order 4. Thus, T/S, has a homomorphic image which 
is cyclic of order 4, whence T/S, is not dihedral. But now since T/S, is 
abelian of type (2,4), and C,(A,)/S, = Q,(T/S,), we see that zlh = (a”)” E 
iT,(T/S,) = S,,($)/S, . Thus, zih E S - S, , contrary to Lemma 8.18. This 
completes the proof of Theorem 1.2 in the case L z PSU(3, q). 
9. L g A%(q) 
Finally, we consider the case L E Sz(q). Here, we have a very important 
simplification, for L has no field automorphisms of 2-power order. Indeed, 
if 1 A, 1 < 4, then since a field automorphism of odd order acting with a 
nontrivial fixed point on A, actually centralizes A, , we may invoke Dempwolff 
[lo, Corollary, Sect. 31 to conclude that G z Rd. However, inspection of the 
proof of [IO, Corollary] shows that the arguments mainly involve the Sylow 
2-subgroup and the action of 6, and that in most of the troublesome cases, 
! -4,I < 4 and so Dempwolff’s corollary applies as it stands. Thus, we need 
only check that Dempwolff’s arguments hold in our weaker situation, under 
the extra hypothesis 1 A,, 1 2 8. Since [IO, Lemmas 1.13, l.l4(ii)] imply that 
1 A,, / = 2ifN(S)/S’ is soluble, we need follow the proof no further than this, 
in this case. On the other hand, if N(S)/S is nonsoluble, so that N(S)/Sg 
GL(3, 2) z PSL(2, 7), we cannot argue as in Lemma 1.12 since the element 
h E N(S) of order 3 inducing a field automorphism on L e &c(8) may act 
on A,, with a fixed point; nor can we follow the alternative argument in the 
Corollary (Lemma 3.4), since here he invokes Lemma 3.2, which in our case 
fails since X may act nontrivially on A,, . 
Thus, we must investigate the following situation. 1 A, ] = q = 8, 
C,(a) = (A, x L)(h) with h of order 3, inducing a field automorphism on L 
and acting nontrivially on A, . It follows that A,, = A, x (a) with A, a four 
group whose involutions are cycled by X. Also, N(S)/S= GL(3, 2) z 
PSL(2, 7). Let T be a Sylow 2-subgroup of N(S). 
Now, by [lo, Lemma 1.51, S is a special group of order g4, with center A, . 
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Let S = S/A, . Then S is of rank 9, and may be viewed as a module for 
1%’ =z N(S)/S E GL(3, 2) E PSL(2, 7). Let I’ be the corresponding module 
over a splitting field of characteristic 2. sow, the ordinary character table 
of N is given in Table I, where the names of the elements correspond to 
their orders. Calculating the wij’s, we see that there are two blocks, B, , B, 
(say), with x1 ,..., x5 E B, and xs E B, Hence, B, has defect 0. Thus, by 
[S, 86.31, B, has just one 2-modular representation, which is projective and 
equal to & , where ps is the representation affording xs , over an algebraic 
number field. The remaining three 2-modular representations are apparent, 
namely, the trivial one, the natural representation of GL(3, 2) of degree three, 
and the contragredient representation. (That these last two are inequivalent 
is seen from the character evaluated at the 7-elements.) Now, from the action 
of (X, 0, we see that I’ contains at most one trivial composition factor. 
Also, not all the composition factors of I/ are of degree 3, for then we may 
take L’ = S and the 7-element 8 is fixed point free on S; but 6 E C,(a), 
a contradiction. The only possibility is that T’ has composition factors 1 
and ii6 . But pa is projective, and also injective, by [8, (62.3)], whence I. 
cx(3, 2) 
1 2 3 4 71 I, 
hi 1 21 56 42 24 24 
Xl 1 1 1 I I I 
X2 3 -I 0 I 0, w 
XX 3 -1 0 I 0, w 
X4 6 2 0 0 -1 ~- 1 
X5 7 ~~ I 1 -I 0 0 
X6 8 0 -1 0 1 I 
ITi @ I’, with IT1 affording 1 and IT2 affording ps . But now we check that 
&. can be written over GF(2) (f or otherwise Rd would not exist) and hence, 
in group notation, S = S, x S, with S, of rank 1, S, of rank 8, and each 
V(S)-invariant. Now, S, C C,((t, X>) ~ (a> and so (a> A, <I N(S). But 
then V(S) normalizes B, since A,, is a T.I. set, a contradiction. Thus, 
Theorem 1.2 is proved. 
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